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Altered states/ abstract
In the 19th century, the physicist-philosopher Gustav Fechner proposed a
framework to measure the correlation between the strength of stimuli and
conscious experience, which he called psychophysics. Following in Fechner’s
footsteps, philosopher William James developed the idea that lowering the
psychophysical threshold could expand consciousness to thus far unexplored
regions of the mind. In the 1910s and 20s, a historically ignored group of
Russian post-revolutionary artists, inventors, film makers and sound
engineers experimented with sound, light and movement with the aim of
lowering mankind’s threshold of consciousness. 60 years later, rave culture
began to construct collective transformative experiences through overexposure to light, sound and movement.
Using an innovative research methodology that combines historical
analysis, fictionalized accounts and experiment/event reconstruction, this
thesis charts interconnections between Fechner, James, the Russian avantgarde and rave culture, based on a study of their common use of waveform
transmissions as a technique to alter states of consciousness. This underpins
a thus far unexplored genealogy that questions the accepted discourse and
legacy of its protagonists and presents a re-evaluation of the possibility of
expanding consciousness by lowering the psychophysical threshold. To test
and develop the threshold-lowering capabilities of interwoven transmissions
of sound, light and movement, I have created a series of experimental and
inter-active multi-media installations as part of the PhD research.
The findings to date have shown Fechner’s and James’ hypotheses to be
both relevant to- and discoverable in the Russian avant-garde and electronic
dance culture. The established genealogy and the parallel design-based
exploration and development of techniques to alter the experience of reality
through a pro-active use of sound, light and movement aspires to provide
novel creative directions for practices in the fields of music, art and
architecture.
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Impact statement
Altered States seeks to have an impact both inside and outside of academia.
Because of my conviction that all research, regardless of its subject, should be
as widely accessible as possible, I have opted to present my thesis in a format
that is comfortable to handle, and a writing style that seeks to engage the
reader. The intended impact of this is to allow a far wider audience to
connect with the research. A further impact of Altered States within
academia may come from my unique methodological approaches. I have
inserted myself inside the research’s genealogy by re-creating and developing
historical works and experiments, and I have supplemented the historical
record by placing my own practice inside this history. In doing so I was able
to view historical events from a first person perspective, and could thus
project the narrative forwards and backwards from different points in time to
help build, understand and assess the genealogy of the thesis.
A deep reading and thorough understanding of history is greatly helped by
its re-creation, or re-enactment and the insights obtained have a direct
benefit for making present work and projecting future work. Furthermore, by
physically creating historical experiments with updated technology, the value
of these experiments can be re-appraised. I believe such a methodology is of
definite worth to other PhD candidates and researchers in general. Another
methodological tool I have used frequently is the performance lecture.
Performance lectures are widely used within artistic practices and research,
but they have not often been used within the context of architectural PhD
research. The impact of my use of this format will therefore be to introduce a
form of research dissemination to an audience that may not have had much
exposure to it previously.
With regard to the impact of my research outside of academia, my practice
is of a highly inter-disciplinary nature and incorporates fields that are usually
regarded as discreet. I have introduced inter-active installations in clubs, and
have introduced elements of electronic dance music and culture to art and
academic audiences. While this is not unique in itself, my cross-fertilizations
have been more concrete and uncompromising than is usual. And lastly, the
research has located a certain section of the Russian post-revolutionary
avant-garde as directly linked to electronic dance culture, and as such has
given a new impetus to both the study and practice of avant-garde art and
electronic dance culture.
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Prologue 1/ house of god
This is how I remember it, through the fog of (met)-amphetamines, sensory
overload and 20 years. Winters in Holland were still harsh in the early 90s, so
it must have been cold, but I felt fine in my t-shirt and torn jeans. There were
10 of us, hanging out by a bench on the grounds that surrounded Parkzicht.
Time becomes erratic on speed and ecstasy, but I think it was around 2AM
when we walked up to the pillared entrance of the 19th century villa-turnednightclub, just in time to see a group of skinheads being chased out of the
club by three enormous bouncers sporting bomber jackets and swinging
baseball bats. There wasn't anything particularly out of the ordinary about
such a scene; the 'tuffest' club in Rotterdam attracted a rough crowd and even
rougher door staff. Everyone was taking and selling drugs, including the
bouncers who protected their turf by any means necessary. It was part of
what made Parkzicht both chilling and exciting, a place of anarchic freedom
that came at the price of carrying your pills deep in your shoes and paying
your respect to its guardians.
Once in, the outside world dissolved. The neo-classical exterior was
nothing but a conceit to hide a universe: a tower of Babel that rose up around
a raised dance floor. Along the dance floor's perimeter, bass-bins as tall as I
was at 17 sent out shock waves that rattled your ribcage. Suspended from the
first circular balcony hung industrial tweeter horns; sonic machine guns
firing salvo after salvo into the twitching crowd. We lost each other instantly,
as we always did, carving our own path through the mist and strobe lights.
We lost our sense of time and space dancing and navigating up and down the
many stairs, doorways and galleries. The music eventually disappeared into
the experience, or disappeared as a distinct part of the experience; the world
had aligned itself to the pulse of distorted 909 kicks at 140bpm, and every
recorded image was watermarked with the textures of modulated sawtooth
waves and the crunch of lo-fi hi-hat samples. Only in the bleak hours of the
morning after, slumped against a window on the metro home would the
peeping and squeaking of the carriage's chassis crystallize back into the
techno tracks of the night before.
But it wasn't quite that late yet. DHS's 'House of God' flooded the dance
floor, its hollow stabs exploding all around us. People jumped up from the
steps that lined the balcony, while my profound exchange with someone I'd
never met was cut short as we rushed down towards the music's epicentre.
The space DHS had carved into the vinyl extended far beyond the edges of
Parkzicht. This collision of geometries slowly liquefied the physical
architecture, turning the shadows on the walls into windows to infinity.
Sound and space had switched sides; steel and concrete were evanescent, and
the DJ was an architect. It was my first, but certainly not last, experience of
how the combined forces of music, light, drugs and people can suspend the
laws of physics.
Though it was destined to a grim end, this period of my life has left a still
aching non-conformist scar. The knowledge that there exist experiences that
impart an authoritative version of reality inaccessible to the discursive
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intellect has made it forever impossible to take the world at face value. Such
was the power of the music, the anarchy and the toxins that we’d endure the
increasingly harsh comedowns, the desperation of our parents and the
incomprehension of a school system, which would soon give up on us. The
weeks grew shorter, the weekends longer until their beginning and end
almost touched each other. As Simon Reynolds would remark a decade later,
raving was like falling in love every weekend, and we were addicted to it.1
It couldn't last, of course, and like with so many before and since, we began
to fall apart. My mid-week crashes grew into a depression that no amount of
speed or pills could alleviate. Some friends turned to heroin and crack,
others, like me, tried to distance themselves from the scene and the drugs.
My father died from cancer when I was 18. The last few months of his life
finally forced me to take some responsibility, and while his funeral is all but
erased from my memory now, I can still recall the determination I felt to start
from scratch. Easier decided than done, it took at least another 2 years to
break free from drugs (nearly) completely, but I did go back to school and
finished my A-levels. To really cut myself loose I had to invent new things to
fall in love with, to be obsessed with. Playing the drum kit my father left me
was the closest I could get to the feeling of being high, and the furthest I
could keep from the scene; a close-to perfect fixation, or so it seemed.
I eventually went on to study jazz and popular music at the Conservatoire
of Alkmaar. The general disdain for electronic dance music in the
nauseatingly traditional culture of the conservatoire proved a working
anaesthetic to the memories of the past 4 years, (music students appeared to
do drugs with as little enthusiasm as they did raving), but this world of
convention and single-mindedness could never really compete with those
endless weekends where anything had seemed possible. By the time I had
reached my final year, the effect had worn off completely. Irritated and
disenchanted, I switched to art-school, a place with a general disdain for
tradition and where students were enthusiastic about both raving and drugs.
But it didn't feel the same; cocaine was the new ecstasy, which didn't have
ecstasy's warmth and trippy-ness but instead turned everyone, myself
included, into insatiable and arrogant pricks. My comedowns had become
worse if anything, and the music seemed to have lost the sparkle and energy I
remembered. At least it made it easy to walk away this time.
A year later, I ended up in London via an exchange scheme between my
university and the (then) Guildhall School of Fine Art. Although I felt more
at ease among artists, the sound-installations I experimented with as an
undergraduate often felt like sterilized and illegible fragments of the
otherworldly inversions of space Parkzicht used to conjure with such ease.
For the past decade I've drifted in and out of sound-art and live music, but
neither have been self-evident occupations and, weirdly, both have always
stubbornly kept me away from electronic dance music.
1

Simon Reynolds Generation Ecstasy, Into the World of Techno and Rave Culture (London: Faber
and Faber, 2013), 248
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Looking back, it appears as if all I've been doing since I was 17 is skirt around
the fact that my interest in sound, adrenaline and space comes from, and
always returns to, my experiences at the raves and nightclubs of the early 90s.
Altered States required me to return to these nightclubs, and perhaps it has
finally allowed me to turn a true fixation into a practice.
Some 20 years later, still wary of come-downs and the unpredictability of
getting high, my recent explorations of taking ecstasy have been measured
and somewhat underwhelming, but for all the impossibility of being a kid
again, or back in the nightclubs of the 1990s, the spaces they made still exist,
and they still exert a power beyond the dance floor.
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Fig. 1 unknown, Parkzicht, 1990s
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Fig. 2 unknown, Parkzicht, 1990s
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Fig. 3 Merijn Royaards, Beirut Southern Suburbs before and after Israeli raids 2006,
2013

Fig. 4 unknown, The Garten nightclub, Beirut, 2018

Prologue 2 / City of Impulse
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Beirut, 13 July 2006. From the roof-terrace of the Royal Hotel, the nouveau
riche of the city watch as another crisis unfolds. Explosions rumble a few
miles away, a thunderstorm without lightning. Beirut slips back into a
familiar psychosis, a state of mind, a state of war. The thuds of falling
concrete and screams of distress are too far to be heard, yet too close to be
imagined. Up here, overlooking the city, the landscape punctuated by
columns of black smoke, the silence between the blasts is overwhelming,
perverse even; war can only sound two ways, too far or too close.
Visual and auditory landscapes are dislodged, the Chinooks flying low over
the Mediterranean could be mistaken for a routine coastguard patrol, the
people tanning by the pool seem deaf to the sounds of their crumbling city to
the South. At night, Beirut's rooftop bars build shelters of sound; kicks pound
against the darkness, hi-hats weave a mesh perimeter, constructing an
architecture with walls that cannot collapse, a visceral construct to keep out
the background noise, the anxiety, the war. After 31 days, on 14 August 2006,
the guns fell silent over Lebanon. Israel had left another trail of destruction in
its wake, and large parts of the Southern Suburbs of Beirut had been levelled.
Fear cross-faded with anticipation, the state of war with a state of somethingabout-to-happen. The city of Beirut incessantly oscillates between tension
and release, between lawlessness and containment, between chaos and
control.

Fig. 5 Ziad Kalthoum, Taste of Cement, Beirut, film still, 2017

By the summer of 2012, the Hezbollah controlled suburbs had largely been
rebuilt, but 28 years after the end of the civil war, central Beirut is still a
construction site, sliced into by motorways and dappled with bullet- and time
ravaged buildings. They are the physical scars of a history of violence, which
have thus far escaped the government's pre-occupation with capital and
erasure. These buildings make up a strange vernacular architecture, a
patchwork of concrete shells, deserted modernist structures and
disintegrating Ottoman villas. Beirut's dense sonic fabric of traffic, car horns,
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construction work and muezzin echoes through them, exposing a strange
vernacular acoustics, a vernacular of cavernous resonance, layering and
multiplying the city.
The above account of the 2006 war is drawn from conversations with
people I met in Beirut and Robert Fisk’s dispatches for the Independent and
Belfast Telegraph written in the summer of 2006. On my first visit to the city
in 2014 I too quickly learned how the trauma of Beirut is etched into its
sounds and spaces. The mentality of Beiruties is articulated through their
production and experience of sound and space. This is a city of violent
acoustics and anticipatory energy; a place that feels imminent and visceral.
Entering Beirut is to descend a staircase into a pressure wave, where a
throbbing crowd and pulsating rhythms try to push out the night. In Beirut,
the acutely felt inter-action between conflict, trauma, acoustics and space
plays out as continuous waves of shifting sonic and visual horizons. The city
both produces and behaves like the club nights that swallowed me up as a
kid. Architecture is liquefied, its time-based function amplified by the visual
proximity of history and present, a resonant vernacular and restless state-ofmind. The experiential environments constructed by electronic dance culture
share the creative drive, restless energy and sensory overload so evident in
Beirut.

Fig. 6 Sam Tarling, Art Beirut, 2018

With respect to spatial and sonic experience, there isn't a distinct boundary
between the city and its nightlife. The experiences constructed in Beirut's
clubs permeate the experience of the city, as much as the city's history and
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current state bleed into the experiences inside Beirut's clubs. As such, there is
a direct correlation between the experiential effects of dance culture and
urban experience in Beirut. Locked into a continuous feedback loop, Beirut's
clubs compress the city’s architecture into a compelling and dynamic form
that subverts- and provides shelter from the perpetual instability of life in
Lebanon.
Beirut is a city of intersecting horizons. Psychologically erected boundaries
form a network of jagged movement horizons, the sonic horizon is at close
proximity on the streets of the city, but paradoxically much further away
inside Beirut's derelict, cavernous architectures. The visual horizon moves in
the opposite direction of sound: the further you can see, the closer the
impenetrable wall of sound. But if you go inside one of Beirut's concrete
ruins, sounds move away from you as reverberation and echoes reflected
from the walls move in and lights dim.

Fig. 7 Merijn Royaards, Beirut Resonant Spaces, 2014
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Prologue 3/ THE geometry of experience
In a critique of French philosopher René Descartes’ insistence that thought is
‘the absolutely unextended’, American philosopher and psychologist William
James wrote in 1912:
In the mind the various extents maintain no necessarily
stubborn order relatively to each other, while in the
physical world they bound each other stably, and, added
together, make the great enveloping Unit which we believe
in and call real Space. As 'outer,' they carry themselves
adversely, so to speak, to one another, exclude one another
and maintain their distances; while, as 'inner,' their order is
loose, and they form a durcheinander (interwoven-ness) in
which unity is lost. But to argue from this that inner
experience is absolutely inextensive seems to me little
short of absurd. The two worlds differ, not by the presence
or absence of extension, but by the relations of the
extensions which in both worlds exist.2
I cannot but agree with James that the mind’s eye is capable of extension and
frees space from the laws of physics and geometry. The inter-actions between
sound, light and movement in clubs, or between sound and space in Beirut,
are of course not free from the ‘stubborn order’ of the physical world, but
they generate highly complex wave patterns that combine in the mind as
interwoven perceptions which break through that order and reconstruct the
experience of space as time-based, liquefied. In fact, the perception of time
itself may hold the key to the interweaving that is instrumental to instances of
dissolving the laws of physics in experience.
The puzzle of our perception of time is as far from being solved today as it
was in James’ life, but it is uncontroversial to state that our senses translate
sensations into perceptions by relating sense data to time and space.
Extensions in space can be immediately perceived along a far wider spectrum
than time. By directing one’s gaze to an open landscape a vast spatial
extension can be taken in as a whole. In contrast, extension of time is not
perceived as an axis that extends into the past and future, but as a continuous
present through which events flow from future to past.
The Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard wrote in 1843 that we live
forward and understand backward3, but if we follow James’ analogy of our
perception of the present as an ‘intuited duration, [which] stands permanent,
like the rainbow on the waterfall, with its own quality unchanged by the
events that stream through it’, then, from an analytical perspective, the future
2
3

William James, Does Consciousness Exist, Essays in Radical Empiricism (NY: Longmans, Green
and Co, 1912) 30-31
Søren Kierkegaard, Kierkegaard’s Papers and Journals. (selected and trans.) Alastair
Hannay [43 IV A 164] (London: Penguin, 1996) 161
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is moving toward us, rather than us moving into the future.4 The commonly
understood ‘flow of time’ indicates as much, for if we flowed with time it
would appear to stand still. To feel the flow of time, we must somehow be
inert relative to it. However, we normally perceive ourselves to move forward
through time; time being thus experienced as an infinite and stationary given,
a fourth dimension whose horizon we cannot ever get closer to.
In this thesis I argue that architectural acoustics, as extreme as they are in
Beirut and in electronic dance music production, emphasize an experience of
space-moving-through-the-body by turning architecture into waveform
transmissions. Thus, as space moves through you in waves, more
immediately experienced than your movement through space, time
perception becomes a function of space. Using James’ analogy, through
sound, the body becomes a rainbow on a waterfall of space. In clubs, music’s
virtual acoustics combine with drugs, dancing, and light to cause an
intensified sensation of space moving through you via complex interference
patterns of waveforms. In Beirut’s derelict structures, space moves away from
you, on its streets space envelopes you, but the movement of space is always
experienced more prominently than your movement through space. The
direct effect is anticipatory energy, a form of energy that electrifies both clubs
and the city of Beirut.
James hypothesized anticipatory energy or ‘a neurotic temperament’ as
playing a role in receptivity to a ‘higher realm’, or what I call: ‘altered states’.5
An altered state, in the context of this thesis, is when an altered relation to the
flow of time and the solidity of physical space causes an energetic
anticipation of the immediate future, which becomes an experience of living
forward and understanding forward that feeds back into time perception in the
present, thus setting in motion a runaway feedback effect. In other words,
inter-actions between sound, space, light and movement can alter the
perception of time and space in a way that causes space-time vertigo.
In 1967, 1he American philosopher Richard Gale coined the labels, ‘Atheory and B-theory’ to distinguish two distinct and antagonistic views on the
nature of time.6 We don’t have conclusive evidence for whether the flow of
time is (as A-theory states) an objective fact, or (as B-theory proposes) not a
reality; we merely move through an inert mass called time. What is clear
though is that our experience of time can switch between modes of relation.
This may or may not be a ‘higher realm’, but it certainly is an altered state of
perception/consciousness that is real and can be acted upon.
As James has argued, with repeated reference to the German philosopher,
physicist and experimental psychologist Gustav Fechner, instead of reality
residing in an unchangeable Absolute, it is made in experience, and is thus
able to change with experience. Seen in this way, the A/B theory dispute is
not an actual dispute, but merely two descriptions of alternate relations
4
5
6

William James, The Principles of Psychology (NY: Henry Holt an Co, 1890) 630
William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature (NY:
Longmans, Green and Co, 1920) 25
Richard M Gale, The Philosophy of Time (NY: Anchor Books, 1967) 70
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between time and reality. Following James’ and Fechner’s idea that our
‘threshold of consciousness’ is a flexible boundary (on which more in the
Introduction and Chapter One), such alternate relations can be revealed by
lowering this threshold. This thesis explores the notion that sensory interactions, such as the nexus of sound, light and movement in clubs, or the
exchange between sound and space in Beirut, can lower the consciousness
threshold through a kind of synesthetic entanglement. The stubborn order of
the physical world becomes an inter-woven reality that is then projected back
onto the initial sensation as experienced reality.
In The Psychology of Belief, 1889 James explains his conviction that ‘a
conception, to prevail, must terminate in the world of orderly sensible
experience’ as follows:
Sensible objects are thus either our realities or the tests of
our realities. Conceived objects must show sensible effects
or else be disbelieved. And the effects, even though
reduced to relative unreality when their causes come to
view (as heat, which molecular vibration make unreal), are
yet the things on which our knowledge of the causes rests.
Strange mutual dependence this, in which the appearance
needs the reality in order to exist, but the reality needs the
appearance in order to be known!7
To this I would add that multi-sensory sensations such as described above
and at the heart of the thesis, terminate in an altered reality that challenges
our knowledge of the reality that caused the experience. Where the aftereffects of the club nights at Parkzicht forever altered my view of reality,
Beirut is the place where my subconscious and conscious drives to alter space
and time experience through sound, light and movement converged. This
convergence is where Altered States begins.

Fig. 8 Wilhelm E. Weber and Ernst H. Weber,
Mercury on Mercury, 1825
7

William James, The Psychology of Belief, in Mind, Vol. 14, No 55, July 1889, 321-352
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Fig. 10 graphical notation of sonic experience
Fig 11 Sonic experience, space and t

Fig. 9 Merijn Royaards, Sound and Space in Time (1), drawings made to try and
visualize the spatial flow of sound during my M-Arch/ Urban Design, 2011
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Fig. 10 Merijn Royaards, Sound and Space in Time (2), 2011
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1. ‘Altered States’
Entitled ‘Altered States’, this doctoral thesis combines historical and
theoretical investigation with practice-led research. Owing much to my
experiences of clubs and raves, my practice can be understood as a series of
performative/ inter-active interventions that try to develop creative methods
to alter the experience of time and space using sound, light and movement.
The consistently dispersed nature of my practice referred to in Prologue
One has culminated in a portfolio of projects made between 2013 and 2018
that ‘Altered States’ discusses within the context of my research. By
combining and comparing the outcomes of these projects with historical and
theoretical findings, the thesis aims to uncover the specific mechanisms
behind those activations of space, body and mind that lead to altered states of
perception/consciousness, and the consequences of those altered states; the
ways in which they affect the activation that caused them in the first place
and the ways in which they establish a lasting mark on our view of reality.
As the first two prologues attest, the spark that lit the fire is highly personal,
but the thought notion that physical and mental interactions with hypersensory environments can break through the perceivable ceiling of reality is
not. The thesis aims to make evident to the reader the history of this
hypothesis, and relate the experiments undertaken to test its worth.
With regard to this research being conducted at a school of architecture, no
architectural design proposals will be offered, but I consider space an
important part of the nexus of forces that create altered states of experience.
Understanding the convergence of these forces is imperative to the
development of my own practice, and will be of benefit to other practitioners
too, whether they be architects, artists, or somewhere in between and
beyond.
In order to explore and develop the specific forces at play and their interactions, the thesis traces a history of the search for altered states from the
nineteenth century philosophers Fechner and James, through to particular
sections of the Russian post-revolutionary avant-garde in the late 1910s and
20s. The history of rave culture and present-day dance culture will primarily
be discussed from the inside out; from my personal perspective. While the
existing literature on the evolution of electronic dance music will be
referenced throughout the thesis, I am of the opinion that the inclusion of a
detailed overview of this history would detach it too much from the livedthrough experiences central to my practice. It is also a history that has been
told and retold so many times that I believe I can only add to it productively
through a first-person perspective.
This introduction aims to set up the cross-connections between my practice
and historical events, experiments and people. The theoretical and historical
threads will be explored in depth in chapters One, Two and Three and
discussed alongside my practical work in chapter Four. ‘Altered States’ is as
much an exploration of the creative possibilities of inter-active sensory
environments as it is an alternative history that brings into focus the missing
pages and misconceptions in current literature concerned with the origins
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and inter-relations of ideas and practices that sought to understand and
break through the limits of our senses and experience.

2.Theoretical and Historical Background
In this thesis I will argue for the existence of a convergence between the
Russian avant-garde and electronic dance culture through their shared
interest in body movement, touch, hearing and vision as the key ingredients
to create transcendental experiences. Enthusiastically embracing relatively
new phenomena such as radio waves, electro-magnetism and photoelectricity, the Russians were among the first to extensively experiment with
a link between technology and 'pseudo'-sciences like telepathy, psychokinesis, precognition etc. Working with sound, film and the expressive limits
of the human body, their achievements are usually evaluated in light of their
contribution to multi-media arts, film and theatre, but the purpose of their
practices was far more esoteric than such an evaluation would suggest.
Electronic dance culture's comparable esoteric under-current is perhaps
better documented, yet often de-emphasized in favour of a discussion of
radical escapism precipitated by the rise of individualistic neo-liberal
politics.8
‘Altered States’ has appropriated, developed and liberally combined the
technologies that came out of the Russian avant-garde and dance culture, but
it has tried to re-emphasize the esoteric philosophies that accompanied their
emergence. In doing so, it employs a methodology that seeks to experience
first-hand what the Russian’s search for transcendental experiences
unearthed, and to establish whether their findings might in fact be more real
than 'pseudo' science, or esoteric fantasy.
A particularly striking correlation between the Russian avant-garde’s
experiments/ideas and my own electronic dance music-influenced practice is
a shared understanding of movement, touch, hearing and vision as
essentially made up of coalescing, inter-penetrating and interfering waves.
The treatment of waveform transmissions as a unifying principle of
experience is also central to the work of Fechner and James, whose
conceptual thinking has greatly influenced both the design and written
elements of the thesis. In order to expose the porous border between
accepted scientific doctrines and pseudo-science, and to discuss the relations
between waveform transmissions and altered states of consciousness,
Chapter One explores the work of Fechner and James in the context of
relevant 19th century discourse and contemporary scientific research. Their
theories provide the conceptual undercurrent to the thesis and its proposed
genealogy, so it is important to briefly introduce these thinkers here.

7

For Russian avant-garde see for instance: John E. Bowlt, (ed. and transl.) Russian Art of the
Avant-Garde, Theory and Criticism, 1902-1934 (NY: Viking Press, 1976), Andrey Smirnov,
Sound in Z (London: Sound and Music, 2013). For rave culture see for instance: Simon
Reynolds Generation Ecstasy, Into the World of Techno and Rave Culture (London:
Routledge, 1999)
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Fechner was a German physicist who invented the field of psychophysics. In
his 1860 Elements of Psychophysics, Fechner argued that mind and body,
widely thought to be separate parts of being, were in fact inter-dependent
parts of a single reality. The strictly scientific side of psychophysics
quantitatively measures the relationship between physical stimuli and the
sensations and perceptions they produce. As such, it has been described as
‘the analysis of perceptual processes by studying the effect on a subject's
experience or behaviour of systematically varying the properties of a
stimulus along one or more physical dimensions‘.9 To this day, psychophysics
has widespread and critical practical applications.10
Fechner, however, extended his theories to more esoteric fields such as
panpsychism. In Fechner's so-called ‘wave scheme’, a continuous and
meandering line representing the sub-conscious and conscious states of
sensation intersects a horizontal line that represents our psychophysical
threshold.11 What if, Fechner asked, this threshold is really a boundary
between our waking consciousness and a larger, all enveloping
consciousness? Does the continuous waveform point to an unbroken
connection between these spheres?
Fechner suggests that above the threshold we are connected to each other
and to the cosmos through conscious perception and interaction, but that the
continuation of this connection below the threshold of consciousness may
contain an all-encompassing consciousness that permeates the entire cosmos.
If this is the case, a lowering of the threshold of consciousness could bring
into conscious experience the single reality that makes up mind and matter.12
William James (1842-1910) was an American philosopher and psychologist
who brought Fechner’s wave scheme to the attention of Western audiences.
James had a keen interest in para-psychological phenomena and took the
wave scheme as a model to theorise about the possible existence of telepathy.
In A Suggestion About Mysticism (1910), James proposed that 'distant touch'
could be a fact of nature normally obscured from our waking minds by its
existence below our psychophysical threshold. James treats mystical
experience, including telepathic occurrences, as ‘if it consisted in the
uncovering of tracts of consciousness.’13 For some people, however, the
threshold may be lower than usual which makes such a person more
consciously aware of their ability to connect to other minds directly. James
9

Bruce V, Green P R, Georgeson M A, Visual perception (4th ed.) (NY: Psychology Press, 2003)
462
10
In digital signal processing for example, psychophysics informs methods of compression.
Psychophysics can help determine the threshold where humans perceive very little loss of
signal quality when audio and video signals are formatted using lossy compression
techniques. See for instance: Vijay K. Madisetti, (ed.), Digital Signal Processing Handbook,
Second Edition, Video, Speech, and Audio Signal Processing and Associated Standards (Abingdonon-Thames: Taylor and Francis, 2010)
11
See: Gustav Fechner, Elemente Der PsychoPhysik, Vol. 2 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel,
1860), 526-530 and William James, Human Immortality: Two Supposed Objections to the Doctrine
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co, 1898) 59-56
12
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William James, A Suggestion About Mysticism, The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and
Scientific Methods (Volume 7, Nr4) (US: Journal of Philosophy, Inc. 1910) 92
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also theorized that it may be possible, under certain circumstances of
intoxication, meditation, spontaneous and (technologically?) induced ecstasy,
for the threshold to be temporarily lowered to give us access to these hidden
faculties of the mind. In a less successful attempt to use the wave scheme to
defend the idea of immortality, James extended Fechner's panpsychism to
suggest our personal consciousnesses are taken back up by the urconsciousness or ‘mother-sea’ from which they sprang after our deaths.14
Chapter Two discusses how the ideas of Fechner and James found practical
application in the creative experiments of a specific sub-section of the
Russian avant-garde, subsequently introduced to a wider public than ever
before by sound-art and music-technology historian Andrey Smirnov in his
2013 book Sound in Z. Smirnov’s book examines a plethora of ideas and
experiments in post-revolutionary Russia involving energetic transfers
between light, sound and movement.15
Among the earliest methods of synthesizing sound—creating sounds from
electrical energy rather than body/mechanical energy—was a method called
graphical sound. Waveforms were cut from paper, photographed and played
back in sequence. Back-lit by a bright lightbulb, the sequence of photographs
would cast animated shapes of light and dark onto a photo-electric cell,
which would generate a voltage in proportion to the photographed
waveform. The amplification of this fluctuating voltage could be made
audible as sound by exciting the electro-magnet of a speaker. Recording
natural sounds in ‘real-time’ was also possible by filming the fluctuating
voltages generated by a microphone as they excited two membranes in front
of a lamp, exposing an animated pattern of light and shadows onto a photosensitive film strip.16

Fig. 11 B. Yankovsky, Soundtrack profiles
of Yankovsky and Arseny
Avraamov, 1931 In: Smirnov,
Sound in Z, 2013
14
15
16
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Ibid (whole) and William James, Human Immortality: Two Supposed Objections to the
Doctrine, 1899) 6-7, 27
Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 2013
Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 2013, Chapter 6-7

The discovery that light and sound could be exchanged in this way must have
been a truly jaw-dropping event for its inventors. Russian fine-tunings of the
basic principle by pioneers such as the Russian composer and theorist Arseny
Avraamov and acoustician-engineer Boris Yankovsky uncovered more
almost-fantastical correlations between sound and light, the best example of
which was perhaps the realisation that smooth cross-fades between sounds
could be established by de-focussing the lens that allowed the light to shine
on the film-strip or photographic paper.17
While, for a number of pioneers and contemporaries such as Leon
Theremin, Solomon Nikritin, Alexei Gastev and Mikael Matyushin, the
philosophical considerations that ran parallel to these discoveries were
directly informed by the Russian revolution, they were also rooted in 19th
century (para)-psychological discourse.

Fig. 12 Gustav Fechner, wave-scheme, in James: Human Immortality, 1898

Leon Theremin, for example, was convinced telepathy and the immortality of
the soul were facts of nature that could be revealed by pushing the envelope
of technology. His invention of the Theremin, his early experiments with
television and distant-vision, and his multi-sensory proto-raves of soundsynchronized-colour projections, were all part of an ultimate project: to
discover hidden faculties of the mind and of nature.18
Similarly, the Russian artist and thinker Solomon Nikritin, a contemporary
of Theremin, was a strong proponent of physician-philosopher Alexander
Bogdanov in his insistence that a new 'theory of everything' could be forged
from the fusion of all the arts and sciences into a single language. The
democratization of sound and light in graphical sound and sound-on-film
technologies was a logical step toward this fusion, but Nikritin's Projection
Theatre aimed to equalize body and mind in a similar fashion. The final
result of Nikritin’s 'universal science', or language, as he imagined it, would
be the unlocking of humankind's unlimited physical and mental potential.
Similar ideas, approached from different angles but equally combining new
technologies with esoteric theories, are found in Mikhail Matyushin's '360
degree vision' and Alexei Gastev's 'cyborg man'.19
10
18
19

Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 213-216
Andrey Smirnov, recorded interview with author in Smirnov’s home/archive, Moscow, 2016
See Chapter Two for detailed discussion and source references
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In Chapter Three, I explore how the ideas of Fechner and James and their
infusion of the experiments of the Russian avant-garde can usefully be
applied to electronic dance culture. My personal experience of, and
involvement with, electronic dance music and culture provides the primary
backdrop to a discussion of the specific convergences of sound, light,
movement and collectivity in clubs. A key starting point for this discussion is
Gastev's vision of technologically enhanced humanity, which reared its head
in the guise of Detroit techno in the mid-80s. The birth of techno consciously
spliced together the computer glorification of Kraftwerk with the science
fictions of Afro-Futurism, but when techno converged with ecstasy and raves,
a hedonistic search for utopia unwittingly took the baton from the Russian
avant-garde. For a significant period at least, the seemingly limitless creative
potential of rave's collective altered states felt like the next step on
humankind's evolutionary ascent. As the first waves of ecstasy crashed into
each other, they took down with them these visions of utopia, but rave
culture and electronic dance music have endured and evolved, and new
waves of fresh-faced initiates continue to have transformative experiences
through over-exposure to light, sound and movement.
Drawing a line between Fechner's wave-scheme, James' ecstasy induced
telepathy, and the Russian avant-garde's sensory experiments in rave culture
led to the conceptualisation and production of my final design work Altered
States/EDS; an interactive installation and club night held at Corsica Studios.
Explorations of the creative possibilities of participatory and malleable
sensory environments, as well as research into the psychophysical thresholdlowering capabilities of such environments, have been the primary drivers of
all my PhD related design work. This corpus of work, and its relationship to
the ideas of Fechner and James and the experiments and concepts developed
in 1920s Russia, will be discussed and evaluated in depth in Chapter Four.

Fig. 13 unknown. ‘schematic diagram of an instrument for recording the
movements of the human body.’ 1931, in: Smirnov, Sound in Z, 2013
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3. research questions
Smirnov’s Sound in Z (2013), the only comprehensive overview of multi-media
pioneers in Russia at the beginning of the 20th century, was a turning point in
the development of this thesis. At the start of my PhD, I had assumed my
research-trajectory would follow the exploration of new and creative ways to
construct inter-actions between sound and architectural space. Reading
Sound in Z, however, set a process in motion that transformed and
reconfigured this initial idea.
First, my reading of Smirnov’s book collided with a straightforward but
crucial question by my then second supervisor Adrian Lahoud. Adrian asked
me at one of our early meetings what music I was most influenced by. The
answer was of course electronic dance music, but I had created such a
distance between electronic dance music and myself since my early twenties
that I needed someone to ask me before I realized and acknowledged it. The
simple act of articulating my musical origins radically shifted the focus of my
work from abstract and conceptual uses of sound to a far more functionalist
approach. This paradigmatic phase shift coincided with reading Smirnov’s
account of the staggeringly ahead-of-their-time Russian sound and film
pioneers whose ideas and experiments appeared to me as long-lost blueprints
to the future of raves, clubs and my own practice.
The Russian experiments with movement, optical synthesis, graphical
sound and their search for a universal language pointed to their implicit
recognition of waveform transmissions as an underlying, and unifying,
principle to both the sensory environments I was experimenting with and the
clubs and raves I used to frequent. The initial research questions, which in
turn led me to Gustav Fechner and William James, presented themselves as I
started to recreate some of the Russian experiments:
Can waveform transmissions be used as a universal
language to understand and develop sensory
environments that alter our states of perception and
consciousness?
From this initial broad question, more defined and inter-related questions
arose:
While sound and light are easily understood as
waveform transmissions, can movement, collectivity,
time and space be as readily described as such?
Is the transfer of energy between physical entities
(sound, light, movement) the primary driver of altered
states?
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Are Fechner’s wave scheme and the notion of
consciousness as a wave an intrinsic part of the universal
principle that underpins sensory experience, or are they
a conceptual construct outside of this principle?
Do altered states of consciousness and perception reveal
areas of the mind/ reality below the threshold of
consciousness?
Can a nexus of waveform transmissions be located or
created which has the ability to lower the threshold of
consciousness?
These questions will be revisited throughout the thesis, though not always
conclusively answered. As James noted in The Will To Believe (1896), it is the
nature of some hypotheses to be beyond the reach of both empiricism and
logic.20 This does not mean that they are therefore disqualified from enquiry.
It means that there are concepts which are hard, or perhaps impossible, to
take beyond hypothesis, but which can provide a different way of viewing
history, present and future, and can—in the process of attempted
realisation—bring new creative practices and experiences into being. The
validity and worth of the hypotheses reside in the genealogies and creative
work they spawned, which can be judged empirically and logically. The
above questions all have a common root in a hypothesis, which holds:
Reality is a function of waveform transmissions, and the
experience of reality can be altered by carefully
designed
interference
patterns
of
waveform
transmissions.
Through my attempts to answer the above research questions, I have
produced a genealogy and creative practice that I believe corroborate parts of
the hypothesis. In addition, the research questions and hypothesis served as a
guide for the research; the choices for further reading and experiments/
installation work have been directly informed by both.

20

William James, The Will To Believe, in James’ Writings 1878-1899 (London: Penguin, 1992)
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4. methods
The ‘Method’ group appears in Sound in Z as the name given to a collective of
artists founded in 1921 by the Russian artist and thinker Solomon Nikritin.
The Method, […] invented by the artist, becomes the
purpose of the creative process. The intention was for new
ideas to transfer creative energy into further
development.21
The Method group’s (aka Projectionists) remit was to create projects, or
‘projections’: ‘ideas and concepts concerning subjects and phenomena.’
Nikritin considered such projections as the primary ‘substance of the work of
art.”22 My own practice bears resemblance to this, as a field strewn with
process outputs, most of which were never meant to be autonomous art
works. A significant feature of Nikritin’s ‘Method’ is the dissemination of
ideas through collected notes, drawings, experiments and diagrams that
project thoughts into, and about, a possible future. This is an approach to
creativity and knowledge-gathering/ knowledge-distribution that resonates
with my own, allowing for navigation of conceptual and aesthetic cul-de-sac’s
by following a functionalist path to projecting future possibilities. As touched
upon in Prologue One, my relation to art, music and architecture is one of
continuously shifting alliances and antagonisms. In contrast, my hunger for
knowledge is a constant and Nikritin’s Projectionism takes that impulse as its
very raison-d’être.
For ‘Altered States’ I used traditional research methods such as theoretical
and historical analysis, archival research, and field excursions. I visited and
interviewed Andrey Smirnov on two occasions in Moscow (August 2015, and
November 2017), both at his home and at the now closed-down Theremin
Centre at the Moscow Conservatoire. The archival research was conducted
primarily at the conservatoire and at Smirnov’s private archive. During my
second visit I travelled from Moscow to St Petersburg to document the
collection of the Matyushin House and the Museum of Communications.
In 2017 I became a founding member of the doctoral network Sound |
Making | Space (SMS). In the context of SMS, I collaborated with PhD
colleague Ruth Bernatek on several events at the Bartlett, the Royal Academy
of Music (RAM) and the Royal Academy (RA). Through SMS, we funding to
bring Andrey Smirnov over to London for two presentations at the Bartlett
and RAM in March 2017. To flesh out parts of my research that fell outside
the scope of Smirnov’s expertise, I visited and interviewed the British
authority on the global history of television, Paul Marshall, at his
home/archive in Lincolnshire in October 2016.
21

22

Andrey Smirnov, Liubov Pchelkina, Russian Pioneers of Sound Art in the 1920, catalogue of the
exhibition Red Cavalry: Creation and Power in Soviet Russia between 1917 and 1945. (La
Casa Encendida: Madrid, 2011) 2
Liubov Pchelkina in Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 15
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Fig. 14 Andrey Smirnov, demonstration of the Rhythmicon, 2014

Finally, as part of music and sound studies professor Gascia Ouzounian’s
research project Hearing Trouble, I helped to organise a series of workshops
in Beirut, conducted several interviews with artists, DJs and promoters
involved in the Beirut music/art scene, and carried out extensive field
recording in Beirut and Tripoli, Lebanon between 2013-2018.
The use of conventional methods was imperative to gain a deep
understanding of the technological, historical and theoretical threads that
run through the thesis. The building of networks though my involvement
with Hybridity, SMS and Hearing Trouble further helped me to understand
the context of my work and how it might interconnect with other practices to
accelerate its forward drive. However, the three primary methodologies used
to take the research beyond mere analysis and to plug Fechner and James
into the Russian avant-garde and electronic dance music are the following:
1. Physical experiments conducted through re-creation, recombination and the development of historical techniques
and technologies.
2. Fictional accounts of history where connections are
imagined as existing facts of history rather than
retrospective inference.
3. Fictional performances/lectures that disseminate the
above experiments as found relics of the past and convey
the fictional accounts as historical record.
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The reasons for using these three methodologies are manifold, and some
were an intuitive part of the creative process, only becoming consciously
recognisable after the fact. The first method is closest to the tradition of
research-through-design (RtD), though there is currently much debate about
the differences and overlaps between research for, in, and through design.23
Pieter Jan Stappers and Elisa Giaccardi provide a useful definition of RtD as
‘design activities, along with designed artifacts’ that ‘become established as
the chief elements in the process of generating and communicating
knowledge.’24 Similarly, I consider my re-construction and development of
lost artifacts and experiments as ‘action research’, a type of research through
design that employs both design processes and design-works as a means of
excavating new insights and knowledges. However, I would also agree with
Danish philosopher Carsten Friberg that RtD is not wholly distinct from
other forms of design/ practical and empirical research. As Friberg notes,
‘knowledge of laws (theories) is not merely to know formulations thereof but
also to understand their practice. Each form of knowledge is performed in
their specific practice.’25 For Friberg, then, design or practice-based activities
are of intrinsic importance to most research, even if the empirical nature of
those activities is variable and tied to specific methodological and
disciplinary commitments.
A further important aspect of my approach to RtD is the relationship
between theory and practice. Theory, and the performance, testing and
development of theory, drives my creative process; although it is equally true
that many of the theoretical ideas that inform my practice are in fact derived
from the outcomes of preceding practical outputs. This, then, chimes with the
interconnections that I perceive between ‘information-based design’ and
‘inspiration-based design’ as explored by Elizabeth Sanders.26 Sanders
regards the former as ‘built upon the results of investigation, analysis and
planning’, and the latter as built through ‘experimentation, ambiguity, and
surprise.’ She further asserts that information-based design ‘relies primarily
on extrapolation from past events as a way to move into the future’, but that
inspiration-based design ‘draws primarily from the future and the unknown,
using imagination as the basis for expression.’ I would argue that my practice
does not clearly fall on either side of this divide, and while it is perhaps true
that slightly more emphasis is placed on experiment and surprise than
careful planning, the thesis relies heavily on both analysing the past and
projecting the future, with the two often converging and overlapping.
Another often discussed difference between information-based and
inspiration-based design research is the ineffable knowledge contained
23

See for instance: R. Herriott (2019) What Kind Of Research Is Research Through Design,
https://iasdr2019.org/uploads/files/Proceedings/op-f-1078-Her-R.pdf, accessed 2-2-2020
24
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/book/the-encyclopedia-of-human-computerinteraction-2nd-ed/research-through-design, accessed 10-4-2020
25
Carsten Friberg, Moving Into The Field Of The Unknown. In Friberg, C et al (eds.) At The
Intersection Between Art And Research. (Malmo: NSU Press, 2010)
26
Elizabeth Sanders, Information, Inspiration And Co-Creation. The 6th International Conference
of the European Academy of Design. (Bremen, Germany, 2005)
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within design work. Philosopher Donald A. Schön wrote in his 1984 The
Reflective Practitioner, that an action or experience can often reveal a ‘knowing
more than we can say’.27 Richard Herriott is critical of Schön’s work in What
Kind of Research is Research Through Design (2019), and notes that ‘knowledge
must be communicable to count as such’. Herriott asserts that eventually all
knowledge can only be disseminated and shared through language, but
through my background in music, I am inclined to agree with Schön that
there exists non-discursive knowledge that cannot easily be expressed in
words and may be better communicated through experience. Thus, while a
method of re-construction, development and re-combination in the context
of an individual art practice is often regarded as RtD, I perceive my research
practice as an amalgam of many action research traditions, scientific as well
as artistic.28 Herriott suggests that this is likely to be true for many researchers
in the creative industry, who may think of their practice as RtD, but who in
fact use a wide spectrum of research methods that make such a demarcation
less than self-evident.29
Method 1 presented itself as a logical choice, since a deep understanding of
technology can only follow from an extensive use of that technology, and in
the case of the Russian devices relevant to the thesis, such extensive use
could only come from a reconstruction, since most devices from that period
have been lost or are damaged beyond repair. The physical reconstruction of
the devices and experiments added another layer of understanding: it
permitted me to imaginatively step inside the mind of the initial creator, even
if the alignment between our two minds was impossible to gauge. Lastly,
reconstructing experiments and devices was imperative to the ‘plugging in’ of
other parts of Altered States’ genealogy. For example, in order to try my hand
at combining light-to-sound machines with electronic dance music, I needed
to have access to both.
Method 2 came from an intuitive drive to explore ‘what ifs’ and to see
where they may lead. It was a way of contextualizing history by filling in the
gaps with fiction to see if any of the invented connections could plausibly
have happened and could therefore be taken further to build a genealogy. It
also provided a method of constructing hypotheses in a very Jamesian sense.
William James considered that a concept or intuition could only be
successfully tested and/or realised by acting in the world ‘as if’ it were true:
‘the pursuit of a genuine option… cannot by its nature be decided on [purely]
intellectual grounds.’ In the case of analyzing and interpreting history, one
could replace ‘intellectual’ with ‘historical’.30 Weaving fiction into fact in this
manner allowed me to think through the implications of historical
connectedness as if the events were true.
Method 3 has its roots in a personal-background-intrinsic understanding of
the power of theatre and (musical) performance, and the notion that by
27

Donald A. Schön, The Reflective Practitioner, (New York: Basic Books, 1983) 66
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suspending the audience’s disbelief, I might be able to tune their minds to
mine. In other words, if it were possible to present tenuous connections as
facts of history, discussion could be directed towards the meaning and
possibilities of these connections, rather than their plausibility. The end of a
presentation where fact and fiction were fused usually ended with a
confession, which was not always received well.31
While the use of fictions as a presentation method has proved problematic
(see Chapter Four 262-277), it has been a very important and fruitful way of
engaging with the thesis’ histories, places and people, and it has allowed me a
view of speculative futures from different points along the thesis’ timeline.
The aforementioned deep understanding gained by recreation, and the
ability to patch technologies and ideas together through practice-led work,
have been important methodological tools to my research; but equally
important are the disciplinary contexts, frameworks, and spaces within which
these activities take place.
I do not consider my practice outputs as works of art, although
paradoxically, likely because of my background, I have often tried to define
my practice through reference to, or comparison with, art practices. Rather, a
more suitable frame of reference is that of a primitive physics laboratory.
While my drawings, sound tracks, and filmic documents have always been
tied to aesthetic considerations, my installational/multi-media practice most
often arises from a thought of ‘what if’, followed by its practical execution.
I feel compelled to test out ideas. Often nothing will happen, sometimes
something strange might happen that spurns a new idea, and on rare
occasions that which I imagined could happen, happens. In any case, the
‘what ifs’ are infinite in their supply, and they are in essence what make my
practice fall forward and the key to why I make work in the first place.
Throughout my years at art school, and later at the Bartlett, the spaces I
used as laboratories to both make and present physical work bore a close but
seemingly involuntary relation to the spaces used by rave culture. For many
of my early PhD related experiments I occupied the anechoic and echoic
chambers in the basement of the old Wates House building. This was partly
informed by the fact that these two spaces were the only ones at the Bartlett
insulated enough to work with sound extensively without disturbing anyone,
but the more poignant reason for choosing these chambers as artistic
laboratories was their irresistible pull as spaces built for experimentation.
31

After a highly fictionalized talk about the Projectionists having directly caused the
emergence of rave culture via the Russian émigré and pharmacologist Alexander Shulgin, who
in fact re-synthesized MDMA, but only in fiction was a relative of Solomon Nikritin. I ended
my presentation with a performance on an installation that was my first large-scale
convergence of light-to-sound, biomechanics and dance music. However, I presented the
installation not as a product of my imagination, but as a re-built version of an installation built
by Projectionists for a rave in Detroit in 1988, called FutureZ. The confession of the fictional
nature of the presentation was met with criticism of the lack of scholarship and a lively debate
about the nature of PhD’s by design. A detailed description of the performance installation
referred to above is included in Chapter Four. A second presentation of a paper at the Royal
Academy of Music that imagined William James as a prophet of both the Russian avant-garde
and today’s electronic dance culture, did not lead to a suspension of disbelief as the audience
had previous knowledge of my methods.
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Fig. 15/16 Merijn Royaards, Do Not Go Into The Light, performance by
Kyveli Anastasiadi, photo: Anna Andersen, 2015/
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Their subterranean, isolated nature, together with the installed scaffolding to
hold the acoustic cones in the anechoic chamber, made for a pitch-perfect
installation room. It was a space designed as a 'blank canvas': not of the white
cube variant, which, to my mind, represents an immaculate space designed to
be the container of exquisite thoughts and objects, but a blank space that
could only be made habitable through intervention. This uninhabitable or
not-yet-habitable quality in turn invoked the sites of many raves and clubs
and resonates with most other spaces used for the installations described in
this thesis.
During the Wates House refurbishment in 2015-16, I squatted a warehouse
space above the temporary Bartlett building and briefly took over a derelict
town house in Camden before moving to a permanent studio space in the
crypt of a church in Highbury. Uninhabitable spaces are architectures of
experimentation. For the Russians, for rave culture, and in my own practice,
the experiments/ interventions are always in essence experiential. Space is
made habitable not through architectural mediation, but via sensory
experimentation.
This approach is powerfully reflected in documentations of rave culture. In
her 2015 book Out of Order, photographer Molly Macindoe brings together a
selection of photographs taken at free parties and raves in Europe between
1997-2006.32 What jumps out from the pages is how rave appropriates derelict
spaces as containers for a sensory and embodied architecture—an
architecture built through the collective movement of bodies, sound and light
rather than physical architectural intervention. Nigel Coates pointed out in
1981 that in clubs 'the crowd has much more to do with architecture than do
the walls'.33

Fig. 17 Hacienda, 1980s

32
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Molly Macindoe, Out Of Order: The Underground Rave Scene 1997–2006 (London: Ditto
Press, 2015)
Nigel Coates, New Clubs at Large, AA Files, Volume 1, No 1, 1980-81 (UK: AA, 1981) 3
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Similarly, Catherine Rossi wrote in the Independent in 2016 that 'nightclubs
offer places to experiment with new music, technology and identity, [...]
design and architectural innovation'. Despite the inclusion of architectural
design in this list, the selection of architecture-specific examples that appear
in the article (Ben Kelly's Haçienda, Nigel Coates' Taksim Park nightclub and
Gruppo 9999's Space Electronic) implicitly acknowledge that design
innovation in clubs is more often created by the crowd and sensory
environments than by architects.34 Rossi's mention of London's Corsica
Studios and the Bussey Building as prime examples of spaces that allow for
'multi-disciplinary activities of all kinds' is a further recognition of how
rough-edged or derelict spaces can become innovative, embodied
architectures through temporal experiments with sound, light and
movement.

Fig. 18 Molly Macindoe, a free party in a disused office block, London, 2015

My use of space, both as a laboratory and a site for research dissemination,
has largely evolved through chance opportunities and subconscious
preferences. While spatial appropriation and the transformation of derelict
spaces is thus not a pre-conceived methodological tool, it is central to my
creative process and practice, and warrants discussion and reflection in its
own right. Chapter Four is devoted to a chronological overview and in-depth
analysis of all my design work within the context of the doctoral research,
and each discussed project will include an evaluation of the spaces used and
occupied. In the next section of the Introduction, I will expand on the wider
context of the thesis. This section is a review of current practices related to
Altered States, and it will explain why certain comparable ideas and practices
have been excluded from the thesis.
34

Catherine Rossi, The Underappreciated Art of Nightclub Design, And Why Clubs Are
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Fig. 19 Merijn Royaards, studio set-up,
anechoic chamber, Bartlett, 2013

Fig. 20 Merijn Royaards, performance
set-up, Beirut, 2018

Fig. 21 Merijn Royaards, studio, London, 2018
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Fig. 22 Merijn Royaards, studio set-up in derelict town house
Camden, 2014
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CONTEXT/influences and exclusions
The theory and history that has been most influential to the research has also
informed both my choices of further secondary reading and my writing style.
Beyond the immediate appeal of his ideas, I have found William James’
writing particularly inspiring and lucid, and have consciously chosen to
quote James directly wherever possible, rather than paraphrasing him or
relying on secondary sources. Gustav Fechner has a writing style that is
playful and articulate, but not quite on a par with James, and translations of
his work in English are few. I have therefore used both primary sources and
interpretive accounts by James, historian Michael Heidelberger and
theologian Walter Lowrie. Whenever I’ve referenced philosophers such as
Henri Bergson and Søren Kierkegaard to clarify and develop some of
Fechner’s and James’ theories, I’ve kept to primary sources unless otherwise
indicated.
While most of my research into the Russian avant-garde has been guided
by Andrey Smirnov’s book and articles, combined with interviews and an
exploration of his private archives, my particular emphasis on
waves/waveform transmissions as the unifying principle between the parts of
the thesis and between the experiments of the Russian avant-garde has
required me to broaden the scope of Andrey Smirnov’s research to include
an in-depth look at the history of telepathy, distant vision (television),
biomechanics and Tektology. To this end, I have consulted a variety of
literature, such as Jeffrey Sconce’s (2000) Haunted Media, Roger Lockhurst’s
(2002) The Invention of Telepathy, Richard Stites’ (1989) Revolutionary Dreams,
and Alexander Bogdanov’s (1980 [1921]) Essays in Tektology.35
The specific genealogy uncovered and described in this thesis has not been
proposed in any other writing. Its separate parts have been documented and
researched in depth by numerous writers, but the connections made between
these parts are entirely original. However, the act of bringing together and
finding or creating links between several seemingly disconnected places,
times and people and exploring these links, often through fictions, has
historical and contemporary precedents. The Irish composer-artist Jennifer
Walshe’s Grupat project is a deeply inspiring example of an imagined
universe constructed out of combined historical and geographical facts and
fictions. The Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges and German filmmaker
Werner Herzog are other influential examples of artists who have
successfully unearthed ‘deeper truths’ by finding/ inventing connections
between seemingly distinct facts and fictions.
The new aesthetics of Dogma 95’s liberal intertwining of documentary
tropes into fictional films, (Lars Von Trier’s 1999 The Idiots is a striking
example), has recently been used as a way of re-enacting the past through reshot interviews in the film I, Tonya 2017 by Graig Gillespie. The Act of Killing
2013, by Joshua Oppenheimer applies this technique in reverse, allowing the
perpetrators of unspeakable acts to re-enact a grotesquely fantastical version
35
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of their crimes. Lastly, the phenomenon of lecture performances, or
performance lectures, has in recent years become a much-used format with
artist-scholars like Lawrence Abu-Hamdan and Molly Haslund, inviting the
audience into a reality that cannot be accessed fully through the recorded
histories their talks are based on.
While the architectural elements of my research have moved away from
the foreground I had assumed they would occupy at the start of my PhD, The
Bartlett School of Architecture has also been important as a place that
actively encourages the combined use of design and traditional methods to
conduct research. Penelope Haralambidou’s extensive use of drawing to
research Marcel Duchamp in an architectural context, and Jane Rendell’s
‘Situated Practice’, are inspiring examples of such research-by-design.36 The
Bartlett’s continued emphasis on the creation of spaces, places and events
based on a plausible reality but ultimately imagined, has been formative for
my current practice. During my M-Arch in Urban Design, I was encouraged
by architect and course director Colin Fournier to take this to an extreme by
presenting my imagined insertion of massive concrete sound-dishes, listening
wind-pipes and reflective surfaces in the city of Athens as a future faitaccompli through the use of a retrospective exhibition of the works and their
legacy. This was a first foray into the stretching of reality that has become a
recurring research method in my practice.
From the vast body of writing about electronic dance music and culture, I
have been most influenced and guided by the more journalistic approaches
of writers such as Simon Reynolds, Matthew Collin, Mark van Bergen and
Dan Sicko. Their evocative descriptions of events have had a noticeable effect
on my own writing and thinking. At the same time, academic and
philosophical works by writers such as Kodwo Eshun, Ewan Pearson,
Hillegonda Rietveld and Steve Goodman have also been inspiring and
informative, and many of their ideas have been incorporated into the thesis.
As a practitioner, my primary influences have shifted over time together
with my shifting artistic and creative alliances. As a fine art student, Dan
Graham, Bruce Nauman, Bill Viola, Nam June Paik, Paul McCarthy, Matthew
Barney and Richard Wilson were very important. During my M-Arch in
Urban Design at the Bartlett, Max Neuhaus, Michael Asher, Gordon MattaClark, Mark Bain, Bernhard Leitner and Richard Serra became prominent in
my thinking. Over the past 5 years, my focus has shifted away from
contemporary art to proponents of the Russian avant-garde such as Dziga
Vertov, Solomon Nikritin, Leon Theremin, Arseny Avraamov and influential
dance music producers, such as Kode9, DJ Rashad, Jeroen Verheij, MikeQ,
and many others. And finally, my research into the history of television and
optical and video synthesis has brought into focus the practices of
video/sound artists such as Steina and Woody Vasulka, Nam June Paik, Tony
Oursler and Ryoji Ikeda.
36
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Fig. 23 Merijn Royaards, Sound Fields, flyer for imaginary retrospective exhibition
of urban design intervention, 2012
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During my time as a BA Fine Art student at the Cass School of Art, I was
heavily exposed to the history of video art. My interest in optical synthesis
and the aesthetic aspects of my installations and performance work partially
stem from my early acquaintance with this history; but there are distinct
differences between the way video art pioneers such as Paik and the Vasulkas
employed and thought about sound and moving image, and the way that the
Russian inter-disciplinarians experimented with sound and light. For video
art pioneers such as Paik, the ability to mix sound and light together, so that
they run into and affect each other, was central. Sound signals and video
signals were seen as equivalent electrical signals that could be fused or
amalgamated, but normally for the purpose of creating visual content; and
this process lies at the heart of video synthesis to this day.37
The Russian inter-disciplinarians, on the other hand, were primarily
interested in the universal language of waveform transmissions. Their multimedia works incorporated sound, light and movement but did not emphasize
one over the other. In my own work, I have striven for a similar level of
equalization, where sound, image and movement are of equal priority; and
this contrasts with the work of video art pioneers such as Nam June Paik, Dan
Sandin, Vasulkas and Gary Hill.38 The further absence of especially Nam June
Paik’s often political and highly conceptual sub-strata in my own work is
another point of divergence. Furthermore, where the use of video walls in my
practice cannot help but bring to mind the work of Paik and others, there are
distinct differences in time and concept that make direct comparisons
problematic. Paik’s work was produced at a time when CRT based television
was the state of the art, and he used technology as a tool to a provide a
‘chimerical “glimpse into the video landscape of tomorrow’.39 In the 21st
century, the use of CRT technology has a distinct retro- feel to it. For the
purposes of my research, my use of CRT technology was primarily practical,
given that CRT’s true black level is far better suited for light-to-sound
synthesis than backlighted LCD technology, while also stemming from a
desire to keep things in the analogue domain and directly employ the ‘space
charge’ pioneered by the Russian inventors of electronic television (see
Chapter 2 158-161). The similarity to 1960s/70s video art is thus predominantly
a visual similarity.40
With regard to practitioners who were directly influenced by the origins of
graphical sound/ optical synthesis in the 1920s: Norman McLaren took up the
creative possibilities of these techniques in the 1940s, as did Daphne Oram in
her Oramics in the 1960s. Furthermore, the 2013 publication of Sound in Z, and
the 2009 exhibition of the same name at the Palais De Tokyo in Paris,
inspired many contemporary sound artists to experiment with optical sound.
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The most prominent among these are the British musician Leafcutter John,
the American artist Derek Holzer and the Dutch artist Mariska De Groot.
Inspired by sound-on-film technology and its creative development in
Russia and Germany, Norman McLaren was a filmmaker who drew sounds
directly onto his film strips using an array of pencils, pens, brushes, razor
blades and other tools. His soundtrack thus became an animated part of the
film.41 As was true for McLaren, Daphne Oram did not radically advance or
alter the use of optical sound pioneered in Russia and Germany, but she
pitched an idea for an innovative machine with dedicated systems to alter
pitch, volume, vibrato and timbre, controlled by an optical precursor to the
digital sequencer. Oram's live composition machine consisted of a large
rectangular metal frame, providing a table-like surface traversed by ten
synchronized strips of clear 35mm film. The operator drew shapes on the film
with fast drying ink to create a mask, which modulated the light received by
photocells whose fluctuating current would be used to control pitch and
envelopes.42

Fig. 24 Daphne Oram, Oramics Machine, 1966

Unlike the ANS synthesizer, invented by Evgeny Murzin in 1938, and built in
1957 (see Chapter Two for a detailed description 151-152), Oram’s machine
could not be used in real-time as it took time for the ink to dry, and the output
from the machine was monophonic.43 As a reminder of how parts of the
Russian avant-garde's history have largely been forgotten or ignored, both
41
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McLaren and Oram are to this day celebrated as pioneers who created firsts
in history. While I believe their contributions to be innovative and inspiring,
it is also true that they built on an existing tradition without making a radical
break from, or radically developing, this tradition.44 Their position as
pioneers in the history of optical sound synthesis has thus perhaps been
overstated.
Mariska De Groot's installations are exquisite versions of inventor Evgeny
Sholpo's and Evgeny Murzin's optical sound inventions, scaled up and
presented as original artworks. The artist does acknowledge the Russian
pioneers that inspired her work, but she doesn't follow her predecessors'
emphasis on pushing the envelope of art, science and experience. De Groot is
an important ambassador for the dissemination of a forgotten history, even if
her practice does not set out to offer significant advancements of the
appropriated technology. Using her own body to extract the sonic
information carried by the light in her installations is an interesting
convergence of sound, light and movement that inventively combines
Theremin’s Terpsitone and Murzin’s ANS, but the enlarged optical discs De
Groot employs have a sonic palette much more limited than the ANS.

Fig. 25 Mariska De Groot, Cinechine, 2012-2016

For Leafcutter John, optical sound is but one of many tools used in his
recordings and performances. Light is often used to modulate sound rather
than create it and his use of digital media puts a binary barrier between the
waveform transmissions of sound and light, which I have aimed to avoid in
order to stay close to the analogue nature of the Russian experiments
through my use of CRT technology. His practice stands out for its incredible
accessibility. He posts about his work frequently and shares his ideas and
devices with anyone interested. This is akin to the 'horizontal networks' of the
Russian avant-garde in the immediate aftermath of the 1917 revolution. As
Andrey Smirnov writes in Sound in Z: '[...] society was structured as a kind of
44
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anarchical 'network culture', based on numerous cross-connected 'creative
units' comprising artists, scholars and politicians.' Leafcutter John's sharing of
ideas establishes a contemporary version of such 'creative units'.45
The recent Unconscious Archives Festival in London (September 2017),
brought together a variety of artists and musicians who work with, or are
influenced by, optical sound. At one of the festival's events, Leafcutter John
and Mariska De Groot were joined at Cafe Oto by the Canadian artist
Myriam Bleau. Bleau’s performance used light to visualize a live performance
with four spinning tops whose motion and position triggered and modulated
different pre-programmed sounds and loops. Bleau's work is not directly
influenced by the Russian avant-garde, but her Cafe Oto performance was
singular in experimenting with sound, movement and light in the context of
the functionalism of dance music. As well as being a truly awe-inspiring
performance, Bleau's use of embodied movement, not just of the artist but
also of the crowd, as an intrinsic part of a creative convergence of waveforms
marks her out as an artist who explores wave motion as a universal language
to connect sound, light, the senses, space and movement in a way akin to both
the Russian avant-garde and electronic dance culture. This sets Bleau apart
from most contemporary sound artists, who, if they are influenced by
electronic dance music at all, tend not to incorporate the functionalism or
‘dance’ element of it into their practice.

Fig. 26 Myriam Bleau: Soft Revolvers, 2016

A very recent example of a group of artists who combine light, sound and
movement in extremely playful and evocative ways to produce great music,
mesmerizing performances, and conceptually multi-layered art objects are
ELECTRONICOS FANTASTICOS! from Japan. I came across their work in
the summer of 2020, long after my own PhD design work was complete, but
45
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their work is very closely related to my own; they use optical synthesis
through CRT monitors to create performative, inter-active, and danceoriented installations.
A final contemporary artist who warrants a mention is the American artist
Derek Holzer. Holzer is a ‘sound + light artist’ and instrument builder who
has explored graphical sound in his Tonewheels devices, performances and
workshops. Tonewheels is similar in approach and scope to Mariska de
Groot’s work, and Holzer has worked on Tonewheels since 2008, roughly
coinciding with De Groot’s first installations. Holzer is explicit in his
acknowledgment of being highly influenced by the history of optical sound
and Andrey Smirnov’s research. As part of his Tonewheels project, Holzer has
published a succinct but detailed history of optical sound.46

Fig. 27 ELECTRONICOS FANTASTICOS! 2019

As is clear from the above overview, Andrey Smirnov has been instrumental
in revealing a forgotten history that has been taken up and experimented
with in different ways by contemporary artists. It is unfortunate, however,
that the practical utility of this history has not really been taken beyond the
confines of avant-garde (sound) art. The Russian avant-garde was pushing
the envelope of art, but not for art's sake or for the sake of creative careers.
Rather, artistic practice was fused with science and considered an instrument
that would rush society into the future. The Russians reached for the edges of
reality in search of a socialist Utopia. As such, their creative practice was
radically different from the majority of today's art practices. Indeed, while the
levels of urgency are beyond comparison, the transcendent/Utopian
orientation of the Russian avant-garde appears closer to rave culture than
contemporary art. Its creative output was entirely functionalist, the aim being
to reach the masses and bring people together to break through the limits of
perception, the limitations of the body and the 'vertical of authority'.47 This is
46
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not to say that the Russian avant-garde’s resonance with electronic dance
culture negates its relation to conceptual and inter-active features of
contemporary art. Indeed, the importance of inter-activity and control over
the sound and light systems in my own practice naturally leads to a
comparison between my work and audio-visual installation artists. It is,
however, to bring into focus the expansive historical and artistic connections
and anticipations that the Russian avant-garde made possible, and to
emphasise that such connections reach far beyond a genealogy of
contemporary avant-garde sound art.
Turning to installation works that bear a closer connection to electronic
dance club culture, Gordon Pask’s 1957 Musicolour is a deeply inspiring
project that relates to multiple aspects of my practice (a comparative
discussion of Musicolour can be found in Chapter Four 246-249). Works such
as Rolf Gehlhaar’s Sound=Space (1984), Todd Winkler’s Light Around The Edges
(1997) and the recent installation at HP Spectorium (2017) by musician Race
Banyon and design duo Toby and Pete, also appear to flow from the same
paradigm as my final design work Altered States/EDS (see for in depth
discussion and description Chapter 4 244-261). However, while the interactive relationship between sound and movement is striking in all three of
these works, only the Spectorium installation incorporates light into its interactive nexus, and none of these projects purport to be envisaged as possible
insertions into the movement compelling, state-altering functionalist
environments of clubs and/or raves. The work Ephemera (2014), by
Malgorzata Plysa and Mat Schulz of Unsound, with contributions by Tim
Hecker, Ben Frost and Kode9, uses the sounds, lights and dry ice typical of
club nights and includes smell as an important part of the experience, but the
predominantly ambient soundscapes that replace dance music make for a
very different experience of space. Mark Fell’s installations are further
examples of works that explore the relationships between sound and light,
albeit exclusively in gallery spaces. The list of artists hailing from a more
dance-music oriented tradition and working with inter-active installations
that incorporate sound, light and movement is thus clearly well occupied; but
the line drawn between installation art and club nights is stark. Even
someone like Mark Fell, who is an active producer of electronic dance music,
splits his practice in two, either installation art in galleries, or club tracks for
dancing.
Perhaps the most direct, contemporary attempt to take sound, light,
movement beyond what we already know it can do through electronic dance
culture are the nights run by Kode9 under the name ‘Ø’. These nights, held at
Corsica Studios, are not a true fusion of installation art and club night, but
they bring them as close together as I’ve seen anywhere by setting them up in
the same building, on the same night, albeit in different rooms. This is not as
closely interwoven as I attempted with my final design work Altered
States/EDS, but Ø’s invitation to oscillate between dancefloor and more
contemplative sound-video installations does inject adrenaline induced
open-mindedness to art.
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Fig. 28 G. Pask, Musicolour diagram, (Pask: Comment 1971, p.79, fig. 26)

In sum, many of the works described above relate closely to my own practice,
and many preceded my work by some time. Yet, it would seem that the
emphasis of these works is too often on the mind rather than the body.
‘Embodied’ appears to mean something very different in contemporary art
practices than what it is usually or often taken to mean in the experience of
electronic dance music at clubs and raves. In the case of the latter, the
emphasis on the body and embodiment stems from the physical abandon
that historically lies at the heart of electronic dance culture, and the altered
states of perception/consciousness that flow from this abandon, triggered by
a nexus of sound, light, collectivity and movement. By contrast, in many
artworks that employ the same nexus, physical movement is seen as a result
or after-effect of mental processes triggered by multi-sensory environments.
My practice, especially the culmination of my PhD related work, Altered
States/ EDS (ppXX-XX), emphasises a direct-to-body trajectory that aims to
bridge the barrier between dance music’s functionalism and art’s
conceptualism. My PhD design work’s attempt to build this bridge is perhaps
where it pokes through the contextual framework it flowed from and where it
activates unexplored creative possibilities.

Fig. 29, Ø, 2016
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6. chapters
To conclude this introduction to ‘Altered States’, below is a short overview of
the chapters that follow. Chapters One and Two deal with the historical and
theoretical background of the research. Chapter Three can be seen as a
bridging or connecting chapter, dealing with electronic dance music from a
personal-historic viewpoint while also connecting the first two chapters to
Chapter Four which is devoted to my practice. Chapter Four contains
descriptions and analysis of design led work that connects to the thesis’
history and theory, and as such it may be useful to read this chapter in
conjunction with the other parts of the thesis. Chapter Four also discusses the
extent to which the research questions and hypothesis have been successfully
answered and corroborated. An evaluation of the research process and
reflections on output, both past and future can be found in the conclusion of
this thesis.
Chapter One/ Waves
In Waves I discuss the ideas of Gustav Fechner and William James in the
context of my proposed hypothesis that reality is a function of waveform
transmissions. A description of the wave scheme and the threshold of
consciousness follow a short biography of both philosophers. These concepts
are then examined in light of recent psychological and neuro-scientific
research, with particular emphasis on the work of synaesthesia researchers
V.S.Ramachandran and E.M.Hubbard. This chapter also includes a dedicated
discussion of discourse on waveform transmissions in the 19th and early 20th
century, and the contemporary echoes of this discourse. I speculate on the
existence- and forms of sensory and time experience below the threshold of
consciousness and in the latter part of the chapter I connect the theories of
Fechner and James to the Russian avant-garde, and electronic dance culture
through the central hypothesis, the chapter’s articulated speculations and the
concept of habit, or conditioning.
Chapter Two/ Sensory Engineers of the 1920s
Sensory Engineers of the 1920s opens with a very brief history of Russian society
from the middle of the nineteenth century until the 1917 revolution. The latter
part of the chapter is divided into three main section that discuss theory,
theory in practice and technology as it was developed by various actors who
can be viewed as a part of the Russian avant-garde, but will be referred to as
‘inter-disciplinarians’, because many of the protagonists described did not
belong to the artistic elite with which the term avant-garde is usually
associated. All works, ideas and experiments by the Russian interdisciplinarians are discussed and contextualized by relating them to the
central hypothesis and research questions of the thesis, their origin in
Fechner and James, and their anticipation of electronic dance culture.
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Chapter Three/ TransmissionZ
Taking electronic dance culture as central, TransmissionZ discusses how
different elements of the dance music assemblage may cause altered realities
and experiences that shift our established notions of space, architecture and
time. I evaluate how such processes build upon, actualise, and transform
historic experiments and theories put forward by Fechner, James, and the
Russian avant-garde. The research question that asked whether waveform
transmissions can be used as a universal language to understand and develop
sensory environments that alter our state of perception/ consciousness, runs
through this chapter’s exploration of the creative and experiential
possibilities of the sensory nexus present in electronic dance culture.
Chapter Four/ The Method
The Method describes my practical output in chronological order. All the
works and projects are discussed in the context of the thesis and my
development as a practitioner. The technologies used are explained in detail
and the methodological rationale behind each work is brought to the fore.
The connections between the works, their future development and degree of
success/ failure are discussed. Each description of design work is followed by
an analysis of both the relation of the work to the genealogy, and the research
questions. Audio-visual documentation of the design work should be
accessed at: http://www.merijnroyaards.com/as1/4594544393
Conclusion
In a concise conclusion to the thesis I summarize the chapters and reflect on
the research holistically. I evaluate the feedback between writing and design
work, I discuss my future plans and assess the importance of the research for
specific fields and practices.
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It is aphorismic that nature reveals herself by her
exceptions. [...] Yet it should also be aphorismic (though
never contemporaneously evident) that concepts which
some souls now think of as clear, coherent, and final are
unlikely to appear to posterity as having any of those
attributes.48
Much ink has flowed about the folly of those who took seriously the
spiritualist's aspirations for the invisible worlds that science had started to
map in the eighteenth and nineteenth century.49 In his 1998 book Bright
Colors, Falsely Seen, historian Kevin T Dann calls them Romantics and argues
they are a surviving tribe, clinging on to frustrate any serious empirical
research into the nature of reality.50 Looking specifically at synaesthesia and
the search for transcendental knowledge, Dann laments the usually 'sober'
Soviet film Director Sergei Eisenstein, (1898-1948), psychologist A. R. Luria,
(1902-1977), and philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961), who have
given undue weight to phenomenological explanations for out-of-ordinary
interactions between the senses. Conspicuously absent from his shortlist of
lucid-minds-momentarily-lapsed are Gustav Fechner and William James,
who appear throughout the book as self-evident examples of theorists whose
place in history has been granted almost despite themselves, and by the grace
of strokes of genius in fields far removed from their romantic idealisms. 51
I mention Dann's book at the start of this first chapter to illustrate a
persistent condition of discussing a topic such as altered states of perception
and/or consciousness. Dann's vaguely contemptuous treatment of
Spiritualism, Symbolism and their offspring, reads like an attempt to distance
himself from the very topic he evidently feels compelled to write about. And
his example, though certainly one of the more explicit, is far from singular; I
have found similar undercurrents in otherwise inspiring works such as
Nikolai Krementsov's (2011) biography of Alexander Bogdanov, A Martian
Stranded on Earth, Roger Luckhurst's (2002) The Invention of Telepathy, and
Jeffrey Sconce's (2000) Haunted Media: Electronic Presence from Telegraphy to
Television.52 It is an orthodoxy that can be partially explained by a fear of
falling on the wrong side of the perceived divide between serious scholarly
work and New Age ramblings, and partly by an inversion of that aphorism
neurologist Cytowic put his finger on so eloquently: we can't help but see the
past as somewhat unclear, incoherent and inconclusive, something which is
easily mistaken for misguided.
‘Altered States’ is not an exploration of the supernatural, nor does it seek
empirical evidence for the existence of the supernatural. It does, however,
48
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search experiential evidence for the importance of an idea, often attributed to
the Spiritualists and champions of the occult, which came to play itself out at
the raves of the 1990s. This idea, developed by Fechner, and later taken up by
James, explores the nature of reality as a function of waveform transmissions.
Whereas Fechner and James’ particular articulation of this function provided
a theoretical tool to think through the implications of immortality, telepathy
and the existence of the soul, by the time their 'wave scheme' hit the dance
floors of East End warehouse parties, the waveform transmissions it mapped
were the function of a reality that I will argue signalled a convergence
between the Russian avant-garde and rave culture. Before exploring the
significance of Fechner and James’ wave theories in depth, it is necessary to
contextualise their thinking within wider 19th and 20th century discourses on
waves, vibrations, and the transmission of energy.

WAVEFORM TRANSMISSIONS, consciousness AND COLLECTIVITY in the late
19 th century
a/ Radio Waves
As historian Serge Kernbach notes in his concise 2013 report on Russian
‘unconventional’ research, the biological effects of waveform transmissions,
especially radio waves, were of keen interest to a sizable group of scientists in
Russia, Europe and the US from as early as the mid 19th century.53 His article
will be discussed further in the context of the Russian avant-garde in Chapter
Two, but the present section will provide a brief summary of discourse on
waveform transmissions in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
The advent of radiotelegraphy (wireless telegraphy), demonstrated by
German physicist Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1857-1894) between 1886-1888 and
put into practice in 1897, provided fresh impetus to the claim that nature, and
by extension the human body, was capable of transmitting and absorbing
ethereal signals.54 Radio appeared to endorse telepathy (distant touch) and
telesthesia (distant knowing) as intrinsic to the natural world, and through
telegraphy, this natural phenomenon could be employed directly to allow
wireless messaging between people across vast distances.55 Even though radio
waves are electro-magnetic waves—different from visible light only in their
wavelength—their exponential increase in wavelength, up to 60Km of VLF
(Very Low Frequency) and energy of VHF (Very High Frequency), meant that
radio waves were considered to possess the extraordinary qualities needed to
transcend known biology.56
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In both Haunted Media, (2000) and The Technical Delusion, (2019) Jeffrey
Sconce offers a comprehensive overview of the scientific community’s
assumptions and the public’s excitement and anxiety concerning the
introduction of new technologies from the beginning of the 19th century until
today. Sconce’s work examines how the human ramifications of the
development of radio and television (distant-vision), were explored
exhaustively by many scientists, psychologists and para-psychologists:
In the first decades of the twentieth century, many
respectable and seemingly reasonable people
believed telepathy was an established scientific fact.
The sciences of wireless and neurology were
undoubtedly involved. All that remained was to
identify that part of the brain involved in sending
and receiving telepathic transmissions, as well as the
waveform that carried the telepathic signal through
the ether. Many offered speculation on the
mechanics of this contact, from Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes, to Sigmund
Freud, the creator of the unconscious. “It seems
more and more certain,” wrote Maurice Maeterlinck
in 1914, that “we are connected with everything that
exists by an inextricable network of vibrations,
waves, influences, of nameless, numberless and
uninterrupted fluids.”57
Sound waves were not generally viewed as possessing the same telepathic
powers as radio waves, although the discovery of ultra-sound in the late 18th
century, and the first detection of infra-sound caused by the 1883 volcano
eruption at Krakatoa, did help to shape the belief that we are surrounded by
an ocean of acoustic and electro-magnetic vibrations that we may be unable
to detect directly, but which do undoubtedly affect us.5859
b/ Energetic Vibrations
German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894) first formulated the
principle of conservation of energy in 1847, which appeared to confirm that
‘different forms or frequencies of vibration were […] exchangeable variations
of a singular, universal form of energy.’60 This universal form was thought to
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consist of ethereal vibrations, after the experiments by Thomas Young (17731829) in 1801 had shown that light consists of vibrations, waves, just as sound
does.61 The idea that all energetic forms were reducible to ethereal vibrations
led to a conception among many physiologists and biologists that perception
was more a physical than an intellectual phenomenon.62 In 1904, physicist
Oliver Lodge asserted that electrons were responsible for all energetic
vibrations, light, sound and other EM waves such as X-rays, by causing
‘ripples’ in the ether. In 1913, Lodge went further and claimed that the ether
allows for visual perception because ‘the ether and its ripples’ are the carriers
of light waves to ‘the retina and its rods and cones’, while simultaneously
enabling the ‘nerve and brain processes’ that decode the light waves into
images.63 Lodge thus considered the ether to be the connecting tissue
between the mind, the ‘perceptual apparatus’ and the external world.64
As Lodge’s theories show, rhythms—meaning here: frequencies—of both
acoustic and electro-magnetic waves were being discussed as the possible key
to the development of an understanding of the mechanics of the brain
(perception and consciousness) and the nature of reality. More recently, these
theories have found contemporary purchase in the work of a growing
minority of researchers, such as physicist David Chalmers, and psychologists
Jonathan Schooler, Tam Hunt, Christof Koch, Ludwig Jaskolla and Godehard
Bruntrup.65
In his 1997 The Conscious Mind, Chalmers posits a number of possible
solutions to science’s inability to answer the question: why does
consciousness exist? Science’s rapid progress in locating parts of the brain
responsible for certain actions, thoughts and emotions may help to bring us
closer to understanding how the brain constructs consciousness, but it does
not explain why consciousness came into being in the first place.66
Chalmers proposes that to answer the ‘why’ question, we need a radical
theory of consciousness. Two of those radical theories, which appear to be
closely related to each other, posit that:
A/ Consciousness is a fundamental property of nature.
B/ Consciousness is universal.
The first of these propositions states that just as particles and forces are
fundamental aspects of the universe, so is consciousness. It does not go as far
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as proposing that all matter must possess consciousness, but it does hold that
consciousness is intrinsic to nature.
The second proposition flows from the first but goes one step further. If
consciousness is a fundamental property of nature, there cannot be a zeropoint consciousness. It thus follows that all matter and life must possess a
certain amount of consciousness, which is a contemporary renewal of the
theory of panpsychism (discussed further in relation to Gustav Fechner,
below).67
Chalmers is sympathetic to both of these theories, though he is careful not
to state either as fact or as exclusively plausible. Schooler and Hunt have
recently gone further than Chalmers in their claims that vibration, and in
particular ‘sympathetic vibration’, can be said to offer evidence for the
universality of consciousness and to provide a way for consciousness to
transcend individual bodies.68 Schooler and Hunt hold that since all life and
matter can be reduced to the act of vibration, the nature of reality itself can be
said to flow from energetic vibrations.69 This is indeed the same as the
hypothesis I proposed in the Introduction/ Research Questions and at the
beginning of this chapter: reality as a function of waveform transmissions.
Developments in Quantum Field Theory (QFT) have all but confirmed that
reality is a function of waveform transmissions.70 Thus, the contentious part
of the hypothesis—to be explored throughout the thesis—is rather whether
interference patterns of specific waveform transmissions can alter
(experienced) reality.
Hunt and Schooler have built on QFT to develop their ‘resonance theory of
consciousness’, a theory that holds that ‘vibrations, resonance, are the key
mechanism behind human consciousness, as well as animal consciousness
more generally. And, […] [that] they are the basic mechanism for all physical
interactions to occur.’ This again signals a renewal of interest in discourses
and ideas that were widespread at the turn of the 20th century.71
c/ Sympathetic Vibration
Hunt and Schooler’s concept of resonance, or ‘sync’, describes natural
occurrences of sympathetic vibration and their effects.
All things in our universe are constantly in motion, in
process. Even objects that appear to be stationary are in
fact vibrating, oscillating, resonating, at specific
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frequencies. So all things are actually processes.
Resonance is a specific type of motion, characterized by
synchronized oscillation between two states.72
According to Schooler and Hunt, colliding vibrating processes have a
tendency to adjust their oscillations to the same frequency, which allows ‘for
richer and faster information and energy flows.’ They further assert that
sympathetic vibrations, ‘shared resonance’, can lead to a fusion of mental
qualities into an expanded and ‘unified whole’. And crucially, regarding all
matter as process, they hold that reality as a whole is reducible to vibratory
actions that may lead to consciousness.73
When we see matter as fundamentally wave-like, it is not
hard to see why shared resonance leads to faster energy
and information flows, and resulting macro-conscious
entities. All physical processes are, at least in part, different
types of waves, so when various entities resonate at the
same frequency the waves work together, instead of in
opposition. This allows for significantly higher bandwidth
and speed in the energy and information flows between
the constituents of whatever resonating structure we’re
looking at. The resonating waveforms of the microconscious entities are then coherent and information flows
combine into a larger entity, a larger harmonic, rather than
occurring out of phase (decoherently).74
Though QFT didn’t come to prominence until the work of Heisenberg, Dirac
and others in the mid 1920s, discourse on the ramifications of resonating
waveforms such as those described by Hunt and Schooler predates QFT. In
the second half of the 19th century, the concept of ‘sympathetic vibration’
became an important tool to explain the connections between matter, mind
and the paranormal. The term had been used in 1848 by Helmholtz to
illustrate how energy projects outwards just as the ‘sound-movement of a
string can leave its originally narrow and fixed home and diffuse itself in the
air’, setting another string into ‘sympathetic vibration’.75
[…] the phenomenon of ‘sympathetic vibration’ operated
far beyond any singular period or field as a pervasive and
overdetermined model for how vibrations do not
necessarily or immediately die out but can reproduce or
communicate themselves across distances. The concept of
‘sympathetic vibration’ was thus informed by an
72
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understanding of the body as borderless, and it explained
how energy or expression or communication could be
transmitted between and beyond bodies across space and
time.76
Sympathetic vibration was a concept that allowed for energy transference
between different types of waveform transmissions. For example, it allowed
radiowaves to sync to brainwaves and light and sound waves to do the same,
while also affecting each other. As such, a connection could be made between
bodies through a process of co-resonating substances, ether, matter, air
molecules etc. If the brain could decode the vibrations it was continually
exposed to into conscious thoughts, images, sounds or feelings, unseen and
unheard, then supernatural (not outside of nature, but outside of our limited
range of perception) events could be experienced.77
In discussions of sympathetic vibrations, sound and auditory rhythm were
more often employed as analogues to the vibrations of electro-magnetic
waves, matter and brain waves than speculated upon as potential carriers of
supra-individual consciousness. However, as Caitlin Shure notes in her
exceptionally engaging PhD thesis, the concept of ‘ether’ somewhat muddled
the later made distinction between so called ‘mechanical waves’ such as
sound, fluids, etc. and EM waves.78 EM waves do not require a medium
through which to propagate, but as long as the concept of ‘ether’ was still in
vogue (a concept which was debated fiercely until the mid 20th century), this
qualitative difference between EM wave transmissions and sound and light
wave transmissions remained opaque. Any discussion of sympathetic
vibrations in the late 19th and early 20th century should therefore be
considered as a discourse on waveform transmissions that was primarily
focusing on EM waves, but regarded sound waves as part of the same
spectrum. 79
However, even though their spectra may be distinct, as philosopher of
science Johannes Röhl proposes, when waves are described as processes,
there is no qualitative difference between waves that ‘occur in a medium that
can be identified with a commonsense [sic] object (like wave[s] on a violin
string) or regionally bounded amount of stuff (like a water wave in a pond) or
whether they occur in a field without a material substrate.’80 Röhl thus
suggests that waves described as a process, a wave field, share the following
properties:
(1) time-varying with a special periodic pattern
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(2) characterized by amplitude, frequency and wavelength (or wave number)
and wave velocity81
As long as analysis of waveform transmissions is based on these properties,
the conflation of EM and mechanical waves, and even discussion of their
inter-action, poses few immediate problems. However, the reliance of
mechanical waves on a medium or tangible object makes them far less
capable of travelling across vast distances.82
d/ Sound Vibrations
Though the energy and reach of sound waves were generally considered too
limited for distant transmission between bodies, the above described parallels
between sound and light waves as a process of energy transmission were
important for experimental practices in 1920s Russia, which will be discussed
in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the concept of sympathetic vibrations as it was
understood by physicist William Fletcher Barrett (1844-1925) treated sound
waves and sound perception as more than a metaphor to illustrate the
mechanics of telepathy. In the Quarterly Journal of Science, Barrett argued that:
[…] just as perception of light and sound depended on
synchrony between the frequency of physiological
structures and that of incoming waves, so it was possible
that there were some sentient beings whose bodies were
tuned to vibrations insensible to other. It was possible
that “certain sounds and certain lights perceived by some
persons are totally unperceived by others” and that
“forces unrecognized by our senses are perceptible
elsewhere.”83
According to Barrett, our perception of light and sound was connected
through sympathetic vibration between ‘acoustical and luminous waves and,
respectively, the fibres in the inner ear and the rods and cones of the eye.
Sympathetic vibration was also one of the “facts” concerning both light and
sound that gave “unity and simplicity” to the cosmos […]’84
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Barrett thus acknowledged that the spectrum of sound and light waves is far
greater than the bandwidth of our senses, but that this bandwidth varies from
person to person, and could be expanded. Compellingly, Thomas Edison
(1847-1931) was one of the first to suggest that technology might be used to
narrow the spectrum of sound to coincide with our sensory frequency range.
He wrote in The Perfected Phonograph (1888):
[W]hile the deepest tone that our ears are capable of
recognizing is one containing 16 vibrations a second, the
phonograph will record 10 vibrations or less, and can then
raise the pitch until we hear a reproduction from them.
Similarly, vibrations above the highest rate audible to the
ear can be recorded on the phonograph and then
reproduced by lowering the pitch, until we actually hear
the record of those inaudible pulsations.85
Anthony Enns wrote in his 2005 article ‘Voices Of The Dead’, ‘the voices of
the dead were understood as real yet inaudible vibrations in the
atmosphere’.86 If the phonograph could decode sound waves outside our
normal range of perception, it might be able to do the same for the waveform
transmissions from the spirit world. As W. W. Aber asserts in his 1906 A Guide
to Mediumship, ‘The nearest anything approaches to being solid to us is one
that has its minutest particles closest together and moving with the slowest
motion.’87 Thus, at the turn of the 2oth century, the speed of vibration, or
frequency, was deemed to be the primary boundary between the natural and
super-natural.
Barrett’s, Aber’s and Edison’s ideas signify a ubiquitous way of thinking
about how paranormal or supernatural phenomena such as telepathy,
synaesthesia, and clairvoyance were products of nature’s waveform
transmissions, and how technological developments would eventually
explain their inner workings. Sound, light and brain waves were regarded as
part of the same spectrum of waves that surrounded and affected us, even
though we are only normally consciously aware of a small fraction of them.
To conclude this overview of 19th century discourse on waveform
transmissions and in order to hone in on the variants of this discourse most
pertinent to the thesis, consider the following section from Fechner’s Little
Book on Life After Death.
In fact, that which goes out visibly and perceptibly from
man during his life-time is not the only thing that
emanates from him. However small and fine the
vibration or impulse may be by which a conscious
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emotion is carried to our minds, yet the whole play of
conscious emotions is borne by an inward mental action,
it cannot die out without producing effects of its kind in
us and at last beyond us; only we cannot follow them into
life outside. As little as can the lute keep its playing to
itself, it is borne out beyond it, so little can our minds; to
the lute or the mind belongs only that which is closest to
it. What an infinitely complex play of subtle waves
having their origin in our minds may spread itself over
the gross lower realm of action, perceptible to the
outward eye and ear, like the fine ripples on the large
waves of a pond, or the flat designs on the surface of a
closely woven carpet, which takes from them its whole
beauty and higher meaning.88
Fechner was one of the first to bring brain waves within the spectrum of
ethereal vibrations and he considered the human mind an active transmitter
whose projected vibrations may be too minute to be detected individually,
but whose effects were real and discoverable in our experienced realities.
These vibrations collide with and affect other ethereal perturbances, the total
of which manifests itself as our perceivable universe.
Though vibrations of different origin were often used as inter-changeable
analogues and appear to have been deeply entangled with later disproven
ether-theories at the turn of the 20th century, their shared time-based and
transmissive properties bind them together as processes that traverse and
affect bodies, matter and each other. Today, the general consensus on brain
waves is that their energy is far too small to be transmitted over any
appreciable distance, but the recently renewed interest in the concept of
sympathetic vibration allows for exploration of the possibility that brain
waves can communicate across space by sync-locking to other waveform
transmissions, including light, sound and quantum vibrations.
To explore further the concept of reality as a function of waveform
transmissions, I will relate the theories of Gustav Fechner and William James
below in depth, after which their ideas will be discussed in light of recent
neuroscientific developments and discourse.
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Gustav Theodor Fechner
Gustav Theodor Fechner was born the son of a pastor in 1801, in the small
Saxon village of Grossärchen. He studied medicine and later physics in
Leipzig, where he would live until his death in 1887. As Walter Lowrie dryly
noted in Religion of a Scientist, 1946, in the course of his life, Fechner 'became
all manner of things'.89 The introduction to the English translation of
Fechner's The Little Book of Life After Death, 1836, by James reads (with some
hyperbole):
Fechner's name lives in physics as that of one of the
earliest [...] determiners of electrical constants, also as
that of the best systematic defender of the atomic theory.
In psychology it is a commonplace to glorify him as the
first user of experimental methods, and the first aimer at
exactitude in facts. In cosmology he is known as the
author of a system of evolution which [...] makes
consciousness correlative to and coeval with the whole
physical world. In literature he has made his mark by
certain
half-humoristic,
half-philosophic
essays
published under the name of Dr Mises. [...] In aesthetics
he may lay claim to be the earliest systematically
empirical student. In metaphysics he is not only the
author of an independently reasoned ethical system, but
of a theological theory worked out in great detail.90
Notwithstanding James' headlong praise, Fechner was a true polymath. His
evolving and complex religious sensibility greatly influenced his work.
Brought up in a pious, yet liberal family, he would declare himself atheist
while studying medicine though soon found his way back to religion via the
work of philosophers of nature F. W. J. Schelling and Lorenz Oken.91 The
young Fechner's internal iconoclasm raged on, however; he frequently flitted
between idiosyncratic materialist and idealist worldviews, which he finally
synthesized into a unique pantheism in The Little Book of Life After Death.92
Fechner was as prolific as he was restless. He translated and published many
scientific, philosophical and satirical works, while still finding the time to
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lecture on physics, conduct experiments with electricity and human
perception, and devise his own instruments at his own expense.
Perhaps in part due to the intensity of his working life, as well as his, at
times reckless, self-experimentation, in 1840 a mysterious illness took hold of
Fechner. While studying the effects of after-images and contrast phenomena,
Fechner’s eyesight deteriorated to such an extent that he lost the ability to
read or write. Without a means to channel his actions or thoughts, his starved
mind and body ground to a halt at a petrifyingly fast pace. Fechner's
recollections of the three years it took to recover make for grim reading: the
affliction was so debilitating, he could scarcely leave his bed, take food, or
speak, while his eyes' intolerable sensitivity to light compelled him to wear a
mask with concave cups of lead in front of his eyes.

Fig. 30 Gustav Fechner, 1880(?)

Compounding his predicament was Fechner's destructive mental state: ‘I was
unable to control my thoughts, which revolved constantly about the same
point, returned to it again and again, bored and burrowed as it were in my
brain, which was deteriorating to such a degree that I had a definite feeling I
should be lost irreparably if I did not resist with all my strength.’93 Because of
Fechner's distrust of physicians, a consequence of the total lack of practicebased pedagogy he experienced as a medical student, he refused to submit to
a stable and extended form of treatment. As his biographer Lowrie remarked
in this context, 'credulity dwells close to skepticism [sic]' and the paradoxical
result of Fechner's scepticism was that he tried nearly every other remedy
presented to him, from animal magnetism and homeopathy to outlandish
diets that had come to worried acquaintances in dreams, though all
eventually to no effect.94
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The infuriatingly simple cure, which inexplicably had not occurred to
Fechner before, proved to be the tardy realisation that it might be beneficial
to chew his food more carefully. With the ability to take in food and water,
Fechner's slowly strengthening body brought about clarity of mind and a
renewed conviction to overcome his blindness. Using auto-suggestive
techniques and by slowly increasing the frequency and length of exposing his
eyes to daylight, Fechner managed to gradually restore his eyesight, though
some visual difficulties never ceased entirely.95 Fechner's sudden and
miraculous recovery was accompanied by an episode of hallucinatory, and
religious, ecstasy:
The quick and favorable [sic] transformation that
happened in the course of my psychical and physical life,
and the way it happened, pushed me [...] into a strange,
crazy state of mind that I was unable to describe,
particularly since once it was over, a clear memory of it
all but vanished. I am certain that I believed that God
himself called me to do extraordinary things and that my
suffering had prepared me for it, that I felt that I in part
possessed extraordinary psychic and physical powers,
and in part was on my way to achieving them, that the
whole world now appeared to me in another, than it had
before and does now; the riddles of the world seemed to
be a new birth. Obviously my state was close to that of
mental disorder; nevertheless, gradually everything
settled into symmetry.96
Although Fechner had articulated the main thrust of his theology in The Little
Book of Life after Death, four years before he fell ill, the mental and physical
turmoil he suffered had widened the chasm between his strong religious
feelings and his unwavering materialist and empiricist worldview. The
bridging of this chasm became a thread that ran through most of his later
work. Fechner’s magnum opus, however, was to be his Elemente Der
Psychophysik, published in 1860 and still widely regarded as the founding
work of experimental psychology, which had buried in its pages the idea of
the wave scheme.97
In psychophysics, Fechner's wave scheme holds that sub-conscious and
conscious perceptions are part of a continuous flow of experience that can be
diagrammatically expressed as a meandering line that periodically dips
under or rises above a fixed horizontal line: the absolute zero-point or
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threshold. Perception as expressed by the meandering line when it is
underneath the threshold exists only in our sub-consciousness, whereas
when the line moves through the threshold to appear above it, we become
consciously aware of the perception. The higher the crest, the more intense
the perception, and vice versa, the deeper the trough, the more buried in the
sub-conscious the perception.

Fig. 31 Fechner, wave scheme, from: Elemente der Phychophysik, 1860

The wave scheme is a direct upshot of Fechner's panpsychism, the conviction
that all organized matter possesses its own inner life or soul, which led
Fechner to reject a dualism between mind and body and instead opt for a
'dual-aspect monism'. As developmental psychologist Robert H. Wozniak
explains: ‘Dual-aspect monism holds that mind and body are two aspects of
one and the same existent. Just as a curved line can be characterized at every
point by both concavity and convexity, all nature, Fechner argued, can be as
readily viewed from the psychical as from the physical perspective. The
psychical and the physical, in other words, are the dual aspects under which
nature appears in experience.’98 It is easy to see how this two-sidedness of
nature gives rise to the question of the relationship that exists between its
psychical and physical aspects, a question Fechner set out to settle by
empirical method in Elemente Der PsychoPhysik.99 His findings led to the
formulation of Fechner's Law and the wave scheme. Fechner's Law was based
on early work by the German physician Ernst Heinrich Weber and holds,
crudely, that the magnitude of a subjective sensation increases in
logarithmical proportion to the stimulus intensity.100
A controversy around the (im)possibility of quantifying sensation, the so
called 'quantity objection' arose during Fechner's life and remains a source of
fierce debate.101 One of the often-cited examples of the ‘quantity objection’ is
German psychologist Oswald Külpe's remark that 'this sensation of grey is
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not two or three of that other sensation of grey'.102 The history of this
controversy cannot be discussed in depth here, but it must be noted that
while Fechner's Law (which was really a hypothesis) appears to have been
somewhat off the mark in predicting a logarithmic function and assigning the
so called 'JND' (just-noticeable difference) as its primary unit for
measurement, the techniques of psychophysics pioneered by Fechner are
still widely used in the fields of experimental psychology and neuroscience.103
In a response by Fechner to the criticism levelled at his Elemente, he wrote
in 1877: ‘The tower of Babel was never finished because the workers could
not agree on how they should build it; my psychophysical edifice will stand
because the workers will never agree on how to tear it down.‘104 The
neuroscientist Jenny Read concluded her 2015 review of the history of
psychophysics by adding that: ‘160 years after Fechner’s foundation of the
field, his edifice is in fine shape; surrounded by many other buildings, but not
remotely under threat of being torn down.’105
Fechner's psychophysics was always intended to be part of his dual-aspect
monism, but as philosopher of science C Wade Savage correctly observed:
‘his metaphysical aims were from the beginning ridiculed or ignored, and he
is remembered today as the brilliant founder of psychophysics and the mad
architect of a strange philosophy.’106 Savage, one of psychophysics’ most
scathing critics, admits to being largely ignorant of these metaphysical aims
himself: ‘I know almost nothing of his philosophy, and do not wish to defend
what I do know of it. I do, however, share Fechner's conviction that
psychophysics has philosophical as well as scientific importance.’107 It is a
strange declaration of convergence in light of Savage's self-confessed
indifference to Fechner's philosophy, and one that is left unexplained
throughout his 578-page rampage through the history of psychophysics. It
does however reveal the persistence of the condition mentioned at the start of
this chapter; namely, that a discussion of Fechner's contributions to science
apparently cannot include his metaphysics, while a discussion of his
metaphysics undermines both his scientific legacy and his credibility as a
writer.
Fortunately, not every chronicler of Fechner's life has succumbed to such
conformism. James, whose life-long interest in the supernatural has made
him equally suspect in the eyes of many a 'serious' scholar’, and philosopher
Wilhelm Wundt have always refused to draw a line that separates Fechner
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the scientist from Fechner the philosopher.108 More recently, in his 1993
Nature From Within, Michael Heidelberger lucidly exposed the shortsightedness of those who routinely degrade Fechner's philosophy to mere
'bourgeois fantasies', by detailing the intimate relationship between Fechner's
psychophysics and his metaphysical preoccupations.109
The implications of Fechner's wave scheme cannot be examined without
reference to its origins in both Fechner's panpsychism and his psychophysics,
which may offer some explanation as to why it has been excluded altogether
in most of the secondary literature on Fechner's life and work. Another
reason for its absence may be the fact that the wave scheme is dependent on
the existence of one of Fechner's more contentious psychophysical claims:
namely, that below the absolute zero-point of perception (the first JND on the
psychophysical scale), our experience of a stimulus does not cease, but
merely enters the realm of the subconscious.
In his 2011 Incognito, neuroscientist David Eagleman relates how recent
advances in neuroscience have shown that vision is not a passive process,
where the brain and eye work much like a camera does. Instead, the brain
uses both past experience and a series of filters to process the continuous
data stream from our eyes into the mental image that it decides to be the most
economical and useful for the specific task or experience at hand.110 The
enormous calculations required for such extensive signal processing happen
behind the scenes, in our sub-consciousness.

Fig. 32 Unknown, Fechner-Weber Law, JNDs, 2010

The concept of a constant stream of data covering the entirety of our visual
field, which is processed by the brain and presented to our consciousness as a
(highly subjective) representation of reality, supports Fechner's theory of
experience as a continuous oscillation between 'raw', unprocessed sub108
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conscious perception and 'refined', processed conscious perception. While
this in itself does not support the idea of scalable intensities of experience,
and while it's clear that neither Fechner's JNDs nor his logarithmic function
have much meaning in this context, his wave scheme provides a first and
elegant diagram of this newly discovered neurological relationship between
our brain, the senses, sub-consciousness and consciousness.
That Fechner in fact came rather close to the truth in his belief that
perceptual intensities are scalable and that this scale extends into our subconsciousness was demonstrated by synaesthesia research conducted in 2001
by V.S. Ramachandran and E.M. Hubbard.111 Ramachandran and Hubbard's
study followed up on their own findings, which showed that synaesthesia was
a genuine sensory phenomenon.112 Looking specifically at a phenomenon
called the 'martian colour effect', they suggested a solution to the 'qualia'
problem; the question of how the activity of neurons in the sensory area of
the brain gives rise to the subjective 'qualia' of sensations, red, green, pain, Csharp, etc. (There are few physical differences between the brain's colour
centre and, for instance, its auditory cortex, and yet their activity leads to very
disparate perceptions):
One tool for probing this question is the ‘martian colour
effect’, an unusual tinting of colours evoked
synaesthetically, which is most obvious and pronounced
in a colour-blind synaesthete we have tested
(Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001b), but occurs in
‘regular’ synaesthetes as well. We attribute this colour
distortion to the fact that the colours evoked by crossactivation in the fusiform ‘bypass’ earlier stages of colour
processing, and therefore may confer an unusual
(‘martian’) tint to the colours evoked. This is an important
finding, for it suggests that the qualia label — the
subjective experience of the colour sensation — depends
not merely on the final stages of processing but on the
total pattern of neural activity, including the earlier
stages.113
In other words, Ramachandran and Hubbard suggest that colour sensation is
created along the entire neural trajectory; the initial data from our eyes is
processed, or passed through, a series of filters, that determine the hue of the
eventual sensation of colour. A series of steps, a ‘sampling’ process, takes
place along the trajectory of neurons from the light-data collected by the eye
to the visual cortex; steps that rise up into a conscious representation of the
initial light-data.
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Fig. 33 The concept of neural activity as a stepped process is reminiscent of
the way a sampler works, slicing a continuous waveform into a
stepped digital waveform. From: Akai s950 manual, 1985

The relationship between these subconscious neural steps and Fechner's
concept of 'negative intensities' (intensities below the threshold of
consciousness) was borne out in further studies by Ramachandran and
Hubbard on the correlation between number contrast and colour vividness in
grapheme-colour synaesthetes.114 They found that 'if the contrast of the
number is lowered the colour becomes less vivid and at low contrast (<
approximately 10%) the colour vanishes even though the number is clearly
visible.'115
If we take Ramachandran and Hubbard's assertion that 'the colours evoked
by cross-activation in the fusiform ‘bypass’ earlier stages of colour processing'
to be true, it becomes clear that the neural steps taken by our subconsciousness to form a conscious perception of colour is really a process of
intensifying or saturating the light/ colour data collected by our eyes. The
trajectory of fired neurons from the eye to the visual cortex is then a stepped
layering of colour filters, as shown in the above diagram, which intensify the
initial perception so that it may rise up into our consciousness. It appears to
follow that if the initial eye-data is of insufficient intensity, the perception
never makes it above the threshold of consciousness; whereas if the intensity
of the initial data is high, the resulting conscious perception will rise further
above threshold, experienced as a more intense, saturated perception.
It is clear from the above that Fechner’s psychophysical theories have stood
the test of time, and while his related philosophical paradigm has often been
derided, its impact on other philosophers started within his lifetime. William
James was the first to translate and develop the panpsychic implications of
Fechner's wave scheme in Human Immortality: Two Supposed Objections to the
Doctrine, 1898, and his contribution offers valuable insight into Fechner's
metaphysical mind.116
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Fig. 34 William James, 1890s(?)

William James
William James (1842-1910) was a theorist in and between the disciplines of
physiology, psychology and philosophy. Throughout the latter part of his life,
‘James oscillated between the view that a study in human nature could
contribute to a Science of Religion and a belief that religious experience
involves an altogether supernatural domain, somehow inaccessible to science
but accessible to the individual human subject.’117
James' and Fechner's histories run parallel to each other in many ways.
They are both celebrated for their contributions to science (James' Principles
of Psychology, 1890), while they are routinely ridiculed, or at best bemoaned as
improperly pious and impressionable, for their more esoteric philosophies
and interests. And yet, to this day, their critics are in disarray as to how to best
tear down the Babylonian structures Fechner and James have woven into this
world.
In Human Immortality, James deals with two contemporary arguments
against the possibility of immortality. The first of these arguments was a
result of the relatively recently established dependency of our spiritual life on
the brain.118 Departing from the accepted fact that 'thought is a function of the
brain', the argument as James describes it holds that this function is of a
'productive' kind, and as such our inner lives are bound to perish along with
the 'grey matter' from which they sprang. In countering this argument, James
proposes that the 'productive function' need not be the only function under
117
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consideration: ‘[...] in the world of physical nature productive function of this
sort is not the only kind of function with which we are familiar. We have also
releasing or permissive function; and we have transmissive function.’119
To illustrate the ‘releasing function’ James uses the image of a crossbow.
The release of the crossbow's trigger 'removes the obstacle that holds the
string, and lets the bow fly back to its original shape'; both actions are a
function of the trigger's release. The flow of light through a prism is an
example of a ‘transmissive function’; the energy of light is forced into a path
and shape determined by the prism. This path and shape are a function of the
transmission of light through the prism. James opens his discussion of the
possibilities of transmissive function with a quote from the poet Percy
Shelley (1792-1822): ‘Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass, stains the white
radiance of Eternity, [...]'120 Shelley's reflection cues a thought experiment that
allows James to assume transmissive function instead of productive function.
What if, James asks,
[...] this were really so, and suppose, moreover, that the
dome, opaque enough at all times to the full super-solar
blaze, could at certain times and places grow less so, and
let certain beams pierce through into this sublunary
world. These beams would be so many finite rays, so to
speak, of consciousness, and they would vary in quantity
and quality as the opacity varied in degree.121
To take this beyond analogy: what if our discrete, individual consciousness is
in fact the result of the transmission of an all-encompassing consciousness
that is channelled through our 'grey matter', whose physical structure forces
it into a unique path and shape that constitutes our distinct selves, our soul?
The close resemblance this 'transmission-theory' bears to Fechner's
panpsychism is conspicuous, but its relation to Fechner's wave scheme lies
further down James' line of argument.
When superimposed onto the wave scheme, the crests of the waves that
appear above the threshold represent the transmissive function of the brain,
the separated refractions of a larger consciousness. The portions of the waves
that dip below the threshold represent the larger consciousness beyond the
edge of the dome. The continuous nature of the larger consciousness and its
individual refractions are thus plotted, together with the threshold that
determines our normally experienced discontinuity from each other and
from the 'full super-solar blaze'.
Thinking through the wave scheme's implications for the existence of a
'world-soul', Fechner speculated that the absolute zero-point, the threshold
line of his wave scheme, might in fact be of a variable height, or rather that
119
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the waves might be pushed up high enough for its valleys to appear above the
threshold. The psychophysical effect of such an anomaly would be the
sudden conscious awareness of the entire sub-conscious activity of our brain:
If, in the diagram we should raise the entire line of waves
so that not only the crests but the valleys appeared above
the threshold, then these latter would appear only as
depressions in one great continuous wave above the
threshold, and the discontinuity of the consciousness
would be converted in continuity.122
If, however, the wave scheme is used to diagrammatize the transmissive
function of our brain, the experienced discontinuity of the 'Ur'-consciousness
would be converted in continuity. Such continuity would result in the
awareness of our true connectedness to each other and to a 'world-soul'.
Where Fechner only raises the possibility of a consciousness stretching out
into unseen reality, and connecting us all to that reality and each other, James
further explores the merits of this particular transmissive function over the
(still) common materialistic notion of ‘productive function’.123
Dealing first with the obvious criticism of the speculative nature of the
transmission theory, James argues that in the absence of definitive evidence,
the idea of the brain as 'an organ for limiting and determining to a certain
form a consciousness elsewhere produced' is no more far-fetched than the
idea of the brain as 'an organ for producing consciousness out of whole cloth.'
That there is still a lack of definitive evidence today jumps out from even a
superficial scan of contemporary literature on the nature of consciousness.124
James further asserts that transmissive function as a theory is better equipped
to explain the 'miracle' of consciousness, by avoiding the multiplication of
miracles; 'consciousness [...] does not have to be generated de novo in a vast
number of places. It exists already, behind the scenes, coeval with the
world.'125
Another 'positive superiority' of transmission over production, is the
explanation it offers for such unusual phenomena as 'religious conversions,
providential leadings in answer to prayer, instantaneous healings,
premonitions, apparitions at time of death, clairvoyant visions or impressions
[...].'126 It is important to remember that James believed these 'exceptional
phenomena' to be facts of nature. In a by now familiar pattern, James'
willingness to proclaim the validity of the psychical research conducted by
122
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Frederic Myers and others disqualified him as a serious scholar in the eyes of
many historians and philosophers.127 Quite apart from the undeniable
expansion of theistic possibilities afforded by assuming transmissive function
as the carrier of consciousness, a view of the brain as a transmitter-receiver
carries weight beyond questions of immortality or the existence of a worldsoul.
In 1902, James' Gifford Lectures on natural theology were published as The
Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature.128 In Varieties James
set out to formulate a hypothesis of religion to which ‘physical science need
not object‘.129 To accommodate the experience of believers, the
phenomenological assertions of theologians, and the plausibility requirement
of scientific enquiry, James proposed 'that whatever it may be on its farther
side, the ‘more’ with which in religious experience we feel ourselves
connected is on its hither side the subconscious continuation of our conscious
life'.130 In this view, the transmissive function of the brain is reduced to a
(mere) transmission from our subconscious selves to our conscious selves,
which of course is not transmissive function proper for if the 'more' is locked
within our grey matter, it must also perish with our grey matter. The attempt
to explain the reality and transformative power of the 'more' of religious
experience in terms acceptable to both believers and scientists forced James
to leave open the question of where the subconscious ended. As professor of
religious studies Ann Taves notes: 'Although James was willing to account for
most experiences of an unseen reality in terms of the ‘higher powers of our
own hidden mind,’ his open-ended understanding of the subconscious
allowed for other possibilities as well.131 In stopping short of conclusively
answering whether the subconscious ended within us, or beyond us, he
placed 'ultimate questions about origins outside the purview of the science of
religions.'132
Aiming to develop the idea that the nature of reality is a function of
waveform transmissions, I would argue that it is not necessary to venture
beyond our inner selves as the end of the subconscious. That this may still
include a hidden connection, a possible bridge between minds, is suggested
by Ramachandran and Hubbard's finding that the continuous data stream
from our senses is biologically similar, and that this data stream is refracted
into a subjective experience by both our brain's physiology and our personal
history. If we accept their assertion that sensation is a process of adding
layers of meaning and intensity along the entire neural trajectory, much of
which is usually below the threshold of consciousness, it follows that our
127
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sensations are more aligned with each other, the further down they are
traced into our subconscious selves. A lowering of the threshold of
consciousness may reveal this universality to our conscious selves. In the
final section I will discuss the practical application of Fechner’s and James’
theories, both historically and in relation to the thesis’ genealogy.

Wave motions
When James first read Fechner’s Elemente Der PsychoPhysik, he dismissed its
primary hypothesis, calling it ‘as moonshiny as any of his other writings’ in a
letter to G. Stanley Hall in 1880.133 But in the 1890s, after the publication of his
own Principles of Psychology, James began to re-appraise the philosophical
potential of Fechner’s ideas and his imaginative, ‘figurative’ language.134 The
science of psychophysics has survived its critics, but James was instrumental
in ensuring that the impossible-to-prove speculations of psychophysics were
not lost. One scholar in particular stands out for having taken up Fechner’s
ideas via the work of James. Charles Howard Hinton (1853-1907) was a British
mathematician, science-fiction writer and contemporary acquaintance of
James who was greatly influenced by the Fechnerian/ Jamesian notion of the
flux of consciousness. Hinton imagined reality as an infinite spiral and the
present as but a knowable instant of that spiral. In his view, experience and
all things experience-able are only the present position on the spiral. Thus, as
the present moment moves along the spiral, reality doesn’t move with it, but
a new part of reality is revealed, with the past and future existent in their
entirety, though out of reach of beings constricted in perception by three
dimensional space.135 Hinton referred to this spiral of expanded
consciousness as the fourth dimension:
Passing to four dimensions and our space, we can conceive
that all things and movements in our world are the reading
off of a permanent reality by a space of consciousness.
Each atom at every moment is not what it was, but a new
part of that endless line which is itself. And all this system
successively revealed in the time which is but the
succession of consciousness, separate as it is in parts, in its
entirety is one vast unity.136
Although such a view of consciousness has troubling implications for the
existence of free will, Hinton’s idea relates to Fechner’s wave-scheme and
James’ transmissive function as it envisages an ur-consciousness or ‘mothersea’ not dependent on a ‘higher realm’, but accessible by breaking through
133
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the boundary of our restricted view on the whole of reality. The lowering of
the threshold of consciousness in Hinton’s universe would reveal to us a
fourth dimension which contains the past and future of all things. As we’ve
seen in this chapter, James’ transmission theory also allowed for experiences
that fall outside the reach of productive brain function:
We need only to suppose the continuity of our
consciousness with a mother-sea, to allow for exceptional
waves occasionally pouring over the dam. Of course the
causes of these odd lowerings of the brain’s threshold still
remain a mystery on any terms.137
However, as literary historian Elizabeth L. Throesch points out in Before
Einstein, The Fourth Dimension in Fin-de-Siècle Literature and Culture, 2017:
‘Unlike James, Hinton thought he had found a way of intentionally lowering
the threshold; he believed that, by undertaking his cube exercises, readers
could train themselves to access the mother-sea, which can be read as the
fourth dimension.’138 The ‘cube exercises’ Throesch refers to consisted of the
use of 81 multi-coloured cubes (which Hinton had designed to represent parts
of a four-dimensional cube), to build three-dimensional structures. These
structures were to be memorized and psychically reconfigured to prime the
mind to perceive reality in four dimensions.139 Thus, Hinton was perhaps the
first to pro-actively and practically test the ideas pioneered by James and
Fechner.

Fig. 35 C H Hinton, ‘spiral’, from: Before Einstein, E. L. Throesch, 2017
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Fig. 36 Merijn Royaards, diagram of effect of energies on time and space experience.
2019
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Fig. 37 Merijn Royaards, diagram of refraction angles of time/space colliding with
wavelets of energy, 2019
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The notion of priming, or conditioning, as employed by Hinton, appears to be
central to the search for altered states of consciousness/ reality. Indeed, the
hyper-sensory environments produced by electronic dance culture and the
Russian avant-garde, and the belief in an altered state of reality that
accompanied these environments, were strongly linked to processes of
conditioning. The Russian avant-garde’s obsessive search for a ‘universal
language’ and the use of repetitive, automatized body movement to ‘free the
mind’, are conditioning techniques as much as electronic dance culture’s
rhythmic fusion of sound, light, dance, and repetitive beats is.
Providing an important implicit link to the Russian avant-garde’s practical
experiments, the perfection and automization of body movement was one of
James’ ‘favourite subjects’.140 In his 1892 Habit, James casually made a
statement which, as will become evident in Chapter Two (119-123), could
easily have come from the hand of the Russian avant-garde poet Alexei
Gastev: ‘The more of the details of our daily life we can hand over to the
effortless custody of automatism, the more our higher powers of the mind
will be set free for their own proper work’.141
There’s more than a practical upshot to such muscle-memory; in this
reading, habit can raise the wave of consciousness through a process
analogous to the way a signal limiter operates. In music production, a limiter
is a processing device that functions as a ceiling above which signal peaks are
pushed down, or limited, thus minimizing the difference between a
waveform’s peaks and troughs. After the limiting stage, the signal is
normalized, raising the entire waveform up to reveal low amplitude parts of
the signal.
For musicians, the building up of muscle memory is a process whereby
active conscious processes involved with body-movement-to-sound are
automatized to be able to direct the mind’s focus on expressive and emotive
interactions with sound. The peaks of conscious thought to trigger muscle
contractions are pushed down, allowing for the entire waveform of
consciousness to be raised up. This sets free the ‘higher powers of the mind’,
but it also bypasses steps on the sampling trajectory from sensation to
experience. As James asserts:
But, further, a higher degree of the same ‘training’ (acting
on an organism specially fitted to profit by it) enables an
accomplished pianist to play a difficult piece of music at
sight; the movements of the hands and fingers following
so immediately upon the sight of the notes that it seems
impossible to believe that any but the very shortest and
most direct track can be the channel of the nervous
communication through which they are called forth.142
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Here James anticipates Ramachandran and Hubbard’s idea that pathways
exist in our nervous system that bypass ‘stages of processing’, and he argues
that habit, or muscle memory/conditioning, allows us to find and use those
pathways. Furthermore, habit can strengthen our use of those pathways,
much like ‘water, in flowing, hollows out for itself a channel, which grows
broader and deeper; and after having ceased to flow, it resumes, when it flows
again, the path traced by itself before.’143 Thus, habit, conditioning, can alter
the state of consciousness by finding and utilizing pathways that cut short the
assault course between sensation and experience.
In his 1875 Psycholgie Rationelle, French psychologist Charles Renouvier
refers to a deeply held, impassioned belief in something as ‘mental vertigo’;
the entire universe appears to spin around its axis.144 Driven by and
terminating in sensible experience, altered states of reality were—and in the
latter case still are—an impassioned belief of both the Russian avant-garde
and electronic dance culture. In these contexts, the mental vertigo, the axis
around which altered realities are spun, is made up of energy—sonic, electromagnetic, and kinetic—and is invoked or summoned through highly specific
processes of conditioning. The next chapter will discuss the hyper-energetic
idea and experiments of the Russian post-revolutionary avant-garde, forged
from the violence of a societal, cultural and economic firestorm, as a practical
realisation of Renouvier’s ‘mental vertigo’ in conjunction with James’ as well
as Bergson’s conceptions of habit.

SUMMARY
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, many scientists, philosophers and
psychologists were in agreement that reality, both seen and unseen, was a
function of a plethora of waveform transmissions that incessantly enveloped
and influenced us. Supernatural phenomena such as telepathy were regarded
as facts whose mechanisms would in time be revealed through scientific
advancements. Recent developments in quantum field theory (QFT) have
given a new perspective to the notion that all matter and life are essentially
vibrations, resonances, and thus waveform transmissions.145 QFT has also
given rise to a re-surfacing of the concept of panpsychism, which is proposed
as a real possibility by eminent scholars such as Koch and Chalmers.146 Hunt
and Schooler have perhaps taken panpsychism furthest, and closest to the
ideas of Fechner and James, by suggesting that all matter and life can
establish a form of consciousness through the act of resonance, or
sympathetic vibration.
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The renewed interest in sympathetic vibration and the possibilities it affords
for thinking about consciousness as both universal and transmissible are
seductive, but still highly speculative. As I have argued in this chapter,
however, such a renewed interest warrants a re-appraisal of the theories of
Fechner, James and other 19th and early 20th century scientists and
philosophers whose ideas are still acutely relevant today.
This chapter has shown how the universality of consciousness was
explored in depth by Gustav Fechner in the 19th century. In particular,
Fechner’s wave scheme offered a compelling way of speculating about the
flexibility of the threshold of consciousness, and that which may lie below it.
William James subsequently introduced the concept of transmissive function
as a thought-experiment that could be used as part of theoretical hypotheses
based on the wave scheme. Recent neuro-scientific research appears to
confirm the practical validity of both the wave scheme and transmissive
function of the brain, and leaves open the possibility that the perception of
reality, including time and space, does not cease below the threshold, but is
qualitatively different. James and Fechner were both obsessed with the
experiential possibilities of lowering the threshold of consciousness, but
Fechner did not suggest any methods to achieve such a lowering.
Charles Howard Hinton was perhaps the first to try and devise a specific
method for lowering the threshold of consciousness. Hinton’s method of
unearthing a fourth-dimensional experience of reality was complex,
strenuous and conspicuously analog, but his ideas flowed from a wide
consensus that our perception of reality, as normally afforded by our senses,
was very narrow indeed and that it might be possible to widen our perceptual
and conscious bandwidth. In particular, Hinton experimented with the
notion of priming, or conditioning, as a means of accessing the fourth
dimension or ‘spiral’ or reality. James’ writings on habit, too, bear out his
belief that conditioning was a threshold-lowering technique. And as I discuss
in the following chapters, conditioning is a technique actively experimented
with by the Russian avant-garde and intrinsic to electronic dance culture.
With regard to my primary research hypothesis, the wave scheme, the
transmissive function, the qualitative difference between conscious and subconscious perception, and the technique of conditioning are all crucial
elements for gaining a deeper understanding of the creative potentials of my
hypothesis: that reality is a function of waveform transmissions,. If exposure to a
conditioning nexus of light, sound and kinetic energies (waveform
transmissions) has an effect on both the underlying waveform of
consciousness and its threshold, it is plausible to suggest that this may affect
the experience of time and space along the entire waveform. Chapter Two is
the most extensive chapter of the thesis. Its primary focus is on the Russian
experiments and theories, but their relation to James and Fechner, their
anticipation of electronic dance culture, their centrality to my practical work
and their historical importance as a first fusion reactor to create altered
states, make them pivotal to the research.
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The publication in 2013 of Sound in Z by the music scholar and inventor
Andrey Smirnov offered the first comprehensive compendium to date of the
Russian artists, thinkers and inventors involved with emerging performance,
music and film technologies in the 1910s/20s and 30s. Sound in Z is unique in
bringing together actors in a cultural and political movement, who had
previously either been largely ignored or dispersed across the fields of
theatre, musicology, (art) history and film-theory. Smirnov's research
uniquely focused attention on the interplay between the period's
revolutionary media technologies and prevalent cultural and political ideas
and aspirations; an aspect which had not featured prominently in two earlier
books about the post-revolutionary interplay between Russian culture and
politics: Amy Nelson's Music For The Revolution, 2004, and Richard Stites'
Utopian Dreams, 1988.147
Amy Nelson painstakingly records the emergence of various musical
genres in Russia and their relationship to political and societal oscillations in
the 1910s and 20s, but she emphasizes the content of the period’s music over
the parallel development and use of new music technologies. Richard Stites
on the other hand is very interested in the technological and scientific strides
made during and after the revolution, but he foregrounds the economic and
societal ramifications of cultural, political and technological developments.
While Stites’ remit excludes an in-depth discussion of many of the
experiments and inventors that are central to Sound in Z and my thesis, his
book is an indispensible resource for understanding the development of
ideas and technologies that deeply influenced Smirnov’s protagonists. Other
important works by historians such as Lynn Mally, Christopher Read, and
Daniel Kaiser focus their attention on different aspects of the revolution’s
technological, cultural and societal consequences that overlap with each
other and Smirnov’s work. However, Sound in Z details the conceptual and
experimental inter-connectedness of a heterogeneous collective of inventors,
musicians, artists and scientists with a depth and breadth not present in other
literature.
In Sound in Z, Smirnov illustrates in detail how innovative sound engineers,
filmmakers and performance artists pushed the envelope of art and
perception by breaking through the disciplinary and sensory boundaries of
their practices, but his analysis is primarily confined to technical descriptions
of music-technological and compositional innovations. The concepts of
psychophysics, wave theory and synaesthesia are implicitly present
throughout Sound in Z, but they go unmentioned, and references to related
threads have been relegated to the periphery. While Smirnov shows
convincingly how the creative convergence of cultural, political and
technological revolutions established entirely new sensory environments, he
stops short of fully answering the two main questions that logically follow his
uncovering of a 'forgotten history'.148 What were the pre-revolutionary roots
of the Russian avant-garde's forward push, and what was the direction of
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their push? In other words, where did their efforts come from and where do
they resonate today?
This chapter seeks to answer these questions by articulating a particular
convergence of history, philosophy, and creative practice—one that draws
upon and experiments with the idea that waveform transmissions can be
used as a universal language to develop sensory environments that alter our
states of perception and consciousness. As I argue, there exists a convincing
yet little explored lineage from Gustav Fechner, via William James, through
the Russian avant-garde, to today's electronic dance culture. This lineage can
be excavated by viewing reality as a function of waveform transmissions and
seeking in the thoughts and experiments of these disparate actors a language
that can be productively employed to alter (the experience of) reality and
discuss instances of altered realities. The exploration of the relations between
James/ Fechner and the Russian avant-garde posits the thesis as a
development of Smirnov’s book while also expanding Smirnov’s discussion
of the legacy of the Russian avant-garde through my extension of the
genealogy to electronic dance music/ culture.
To connect the lineages originating from Fechner, on the one hand, and
from the Russian avant-garde's reaction to the turbulent beginning of the
twentieth century, on the other, it is appropriate to reflect on the events that
preceded the Russian renaissance of the 1910s and 20s. Before looking at these
events, though, it must be noted that many of the actors that feature in this
chapter are almost entirely absent from any literature on the history and
origins of the Russian avant-garde, with the notable exception of Smirnov’s
Sound in Z. This under-representation is likely caused by the fact that many
were not part of the traditional artistic ‘intelligentsia’, and perhaps more
importantly, worked in-between the fields of fine art, theatre, music,
performance and science, which made it difficult to fully integrate them into
(art) historical works. As Smirnov explains: ‘One of the paradoxes within the
early history of Russian sound-art is that only a few professional,
academically educated composers were involved in it. To discover its roots,
researchers have to explore the activities of avant-garde artists, actors,
painters, poets, scholars and inventors. They were people who would today
be identified as cross-disciplinary artists, rather than composers or
musicians.’149
As will become evident in this chapter, sound-art is too narrow a definition
for many of these artists, as they were true polymaths, multi-media, or timebased media practitioners. Thus, while I consider them to be a vital part of
the Russian avant-garde (using its literal meaning), any reference to the
avant-garde in this chapter must be read as encompassing first and foremost
a collective of Russian inter-disciplinarians avant-la-lettre, somewhat outside
the commonly understood avant-garde. For these inter-disciplinarians, the
evolution of art was to be sought in the fusion of art and science to alter the
state of humanity and the turbulent backdrop of Russian society was the
primary driving force behind their push forward.
149
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history
This first section traces the historical events preceding the Russian
renaissance of the 1910s—events that were fundamental to the emergence of
Russia’s avant-garde experimentalists. The historical background included is
far from comprehensive and could have been extended further back into the
past to include other events and actors that left important and influential
legacies. The brief history I’ve chosen to include is aimed at providing an
understanding of the extended period of turbulence that led to the events in
the 1910s and 20s, but without overwhelming the chapter. I’ve opted to begin
this historical overview in the middle of the 19th century as this is the period
that important scholars of Russian history such as Ascher, Venturi, Lieven
and Stites regard as pivotal to events at the beginning of the 20th century.150
During this period, inadequate social reforms coincided with a growing
revolutionary movement and a rapid decline of Russia’s standing in the
world during the latter half of the 19th century. These are important historical
events with a direct relevance to Russia’s industrialization, its revolutions of
1905 and 1917 and its involvement in the First World War and subsequent civil
war, whose ramifications are in turn directly relevant to the developments
under discussion in the 1910s and 1920s.151
The extent of Russia's suffering at the beginning of the 1920s cannot be
overstated; a disastrous involvement in WW1 had ended in revolution,
followed by a bloody civil war whose victors would help to exacerbate a
famine that killed millions. Amidst this chaos of violence, poverty and
despair, there emerged a determination and energy that pushed the
possibilities of sound, performance and film far beyond the state of the art of
the period.152 The roots of this energetic and creative surge are buried deep in
the decades that led up to Russia’s revolutions. The predominantly
agricultural economy of Russia had begun to modernize after the Crimean
War (1853-1856). A humiliating defeat against a Turko-British-French alliance
in this conflict had laid bare the technological and industrial chasm between
Russia and the Western powers. Both Alexander II (1855-1881) and Alexander
III (1881-1894) had attempted to industrialize Russia’s economy, but it was
under the auspices of finance minister Sergei Witte between 1893-1903 that
the development of infrastructure and industry began a 'great spurt' to catch
up with Europe and the US.153 Witte’s project is not without controversy, for it
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came at great societal and financial cost, but his results were statistically
impressive; the industrial output of Russia rose from far behind the West in
the 1880s to being the world’s fifth industrial power in 1914.154
Throughout this period, Russia’s peasantry comprised the overwhelming
majority of its population, but the incredible pace with which Russia was
industrialized in the 1890s created a fast-growing class of factory workers,
who were subject to dire housing and working conditions as the country's
industrial centres could not cope with the enormous influx of people from
the countryside. Meanwhile the liberalization of universities in the 1860s,
although short-lived, provided fertile ground for vocal and organised cohorts
of 'radical' students with increasingly leftist ideals who formed anti-tsarist
groups that supported workers' strikes and actively resisted the regime.
Under Witte’s modernizing thrust, the peasantry had not fared well. They
found themselves at the sharp end of rising taxes, a bureaucracy that
favoured the still powerful landowners and, paradoxically, a system of
communal land ownership that prevented the modernization of farming
methods. Although they remained largely aloof from anti-government
movements, the severity of the peasantry’s plight had caused outbursts of
unrest in 1902, and 1905, which indicated they were a large demographic (70%
of the population) who couldn’t be relied upon to remain loyal to the regime
in the event of a mass uprising. Nonetheless, in the industrial centres of the
country the situation was more acutely incendiary for the tsar.155 As a measure
of how the people's suffering and youth's liberalization slowly escalated
toward the first revolution in 1905, consider the exponential growth of strike
action from 29 in the mid 18oos to 174 in 1904.156 Compounding this, in 1899,
long festering resentments of students against the re-tightening noose of
authoritarian control at universities came to a head after unprovoked police
violence was used against them. The events triggered demonstrations that
quickly spread to ‘virtually all the institutions of higher learning in the
country’.157
In the following years, universities became important centres of hostility
toward the government, attracting considerable public attention, with
students seen as direct products of the very elite they agitated against. At this
time (late 1800s), the political opposition to the Tsarist regime was roughly
split between ‘liberals’ and ‘radicals’, with the former having roots in the
Zemstvos founded in the mid- eighteenth century, after Alexander II had
abolished serfdom.158 Zemstvos were elected councils with some autonomy in
matters of local governance and economy, though when they began to call for
changes in national policy, Nicholas II quickly rolled their autonomy back.
By this point, the Zemstvos were almost entirely run by white-collar workers,
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representing only 0.6% of Russia’s population.159 Thus, the liberal movement,
who advocated reforms that would see an elected parliament replace the
autocracy of the Tsar, was seen by many Russians as an extension of the elite.

Fig. 38 Unknown, Factory, Moscow, 1900s

Russia’s ‘radical’ movement, more usually referred to as the Populist
Movement, was active throughout the nineteenth century, though initially
without a well-defined base. As Isaiah Berlin points out in the introduction to
Franco Venturi’s Roots of Revolution: ‘Its leaders were men of very dissimilar
origins, outlooks and capacities; it was not at any stage more than a loose
congeries of small independent groups of conspirators or their sympathizers,
who sometimes united for common action, and at other times operated in
isolation.’160 While different currents of thought, ranging from French
socialism through Marxism and Anarchism, ran through the Populist
movement, they were united in their aim to reverse the balance of power
between elite and lower classes.

Fig. 39 Andrey Osipovich Karelin (1837-1906), Members of the Zemstvos elective
council of the Nizhny Novgorod province, date unknown
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The nexus of forces that precipitated the 1905 revolution is too complex to
explore in depth here, but most historians agree that ‘Bloody Sunday’ was the
spark that ignited the fire. On Sunday, January 9, 1905, a peaceful march of
workers and their families to deliver a petition for better pay and work
conditions to the tsar at his St Petersburg Winter Palace ended in a bloodbath
when soldiers opened fire on the crowd, injuring hundreds and killing at
least 130 people. The subsequent mass strikes, mutinies, barricades and
pitched battles in St Petersburg, Moscow, Sevastopol, Lodz, Kronstadt and
Odessa forced the tsar to hastily submit the October Manifesto, promising
reforms and the creation of an elected government, the Duma.
While the October Manifesto was met with tentative approval, it didn’t
immediately stem the tide of revolution, which continued into December
1905, when ‘the radical left’s last hopes of overthrowing the autocracy were
dashed [..] when a violent confrontation erupted in Moscow between the
government and the revolutionaries, which triggered the bloodiest domestic
strife of the upheaval.’161/162 As the fighting and unrest subsided at the start of
1906, many felt the revolution was lost, but it had not left the Tsar unscathed,
and through the establishment of an elected parliament it had opened a
window to democracy.
Many historians see the period between 1906 and 1914 as a forking path that
could have led to social democracy. There seems to be no consensus on the
inevitability of Russia’s second revolution. The chasm between state and
society was not resolved by the October Manifesto, but it was also clear that
the people of Russia had had a taste of free expression that could not be
undone.163/164 It was in this strange void of political stalemate and dappled
light of freedom that Russia’s cultural and scientific avant-gardes began to
make their mark on the world. In order to understand the ideas and
achievements that had started to erupt in this period, the crises of WW1, the
1917 revolution and ensuing civil war must also be discussed.
1914 began amid a growing sense of unrest in Russia, as a wave of strikes
erupted in the country.165 While Russia had by many standards picked itself
up from the ashes of the 1905 revolution, its economy and technological
progress lagged behind the West and successive Dumas had grown
increasingly subservient to the autocracy, thus failing to build a civil society
based on equal rights and the redistribution of wealth and power.166 In the
summer of 1914, the fog of war descended on Europe. When Austria-Hungary
declared war on Serbia on June 28, it counted on Germany and Italy to come
161
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to its aid if the Triple Entente of France, Russia and the UK would honour
their assurances to Serbia.167 Fatefully, in July, when a European war
appeared probable, Russia decided to commence full mobilization of its
armed forces, which prompted Germany to declare war on Russia, thus
converting the probable into the actual.
The poor state of Russia’s roads and railways, its lack of available
ammunition and incompetent leadership, combined to create a series of
crushing defeats and a death toll that ran into the millions by the end of the
war.168 The front line never extended deep into Central Russia, but in the
absence of an occupying army, the people of Russia suffered from sustained,
crippling food shortages and the call-up of around a third of all able bodied
men, which left farms untended, factories empty and families destitute.169 In
March 1917, after three years of bloodletting had brought the country to its
knees, mass civilian protests in St Petersburg against Tsar Nicholas II and the
war sparked a revolt. Soon after, soldiers mutinied en masse and joined the
revolution.
Within a week Nicholas II abdicated and the first Provisional Government
instated. Western Europe immediately moved to support the new
government in the hope to keep Russia fighting on the Eastern front, but
Russia’s hungry and war-weary population were enraged by the Provisional
Government’s decision—which was supported by the Mensheviks and Social
Revolutionaries—to keep Russia in the war. In the country’s industrial
heartland, workers demanded power sharing between the Soviets (workers’
councils) and the Provisional Government, and Lenin’s well-timed
proclamation of ‘all power to the soviets’ gave Bolshevik influence within the
Soviets an edge over the Mensheviks and SR’s.170
For revolutionary hardliners like Lenin and Trotsky, anything short of a
total revolution that completely inverted the ‘vertical of authority’ was
unacceptable, and they were fast gaining workers’ support in the spring of
1917.171 In October of the same year, after a failed armed uprising in April, the
Bolsheviks staged an all but bloodless coup d'état. The October revolution, as
it became known, propelled the Bolsheviks into power, and Lenin lost no
time in making good on his promise to end the war by signing the BrestLitovsk agreement with Germany in December 1917.172 By this time, a multiparty civil war had broken out between factions who vied to determine the
political future of Russia. The primary factions were the Bolsheviks, who
sought a ‘proletarian dictatorship’, and the more moderate and Westernleaning Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries (SR). The Bolshevik Red
Army fought to inject the country with Lenin's and Trotsky's socialism, while
the White Army was in fact a heterogeneous collective of forces representing
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Mensheviks, alternative socialists, capitalists and defenders of the monarchy.
And thus, Russia was plunged into another protracted war that took the
lives of between 7 and 12 million people, mostly civilians. The unimaginably
high death toll spiralled from White and Red ‘Terror’ to a famine that
engulfed Russia between 1920-1921 after the Bolsheviks systematically raided
Russia’s hinterland of any surplus it produced to feed the army and cities of
Central Russia—also known as Lenin’s ‘war communism’.
While most of the fighting had ceased by 1922, the Red Army did not
declare itself victorious until 1923, when the Bolsheviks had at last assured
control of their newly founded Soviet Union.173 Two successive wars had left
the country in ruins. Sometimes referred to as the ‘Silver Age’, the decade
between revolutions had sown the seeds in Russia for the creative explosion
of the late 1910s and early 1920s, but the post-1917 renaissance of art and
science flourished against all odds.174 The developing economy of Russia had
been flung back to the nineteenth century, Lenin’s war communism had
deepened the division and resentment between the city’s proletariat and the
peasantry, and the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ was firmly in the hands of
a small elite far removed from the people it had promised to empower.

Fig. 40 unknown, family struck by famine in the Volga Region, 1921

How and why, then, did such extraordinary creative energy and
inventiveness emerge from this period? As Stites notes with regard to the
'enthusiastic dreaming, the maximalism, and the euphoric expectation that
occurred in Russia after the 1917 revolution':
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The answer is to be found both in the indigenous Utopian
traditions as well as in the violent and explosive
circumstances of its revolution. Utopian dreaming was a
psychological mechanism experienced by many different
kinds of people and induced by their perception of how to
survive—as a state, a nation, a people, a culture—in a
geopolitical and material-physical milieu that rendered
survival and success questionable. Both social reverie and
social design were alternatives to a system that seemed
unable to deliver the two things essential to human
happiness: a victory over nature to insure material
abundance and a victory over egoism and exploitation to
insure social justice.175

James and Fechner in Russia
Stites’ observation sheds light on the two arrows of ‘thought’ and ‘action’
referred to at the beginning of this chapter. The ‘indigenous Utopian
tradition’ is located by Stites in European Romanticism, but the Russian’s
deeply interwoven obsession with the reality-expanding possibilities of art,
technology and science forges an undeniable implicit link to Fechner and
James’ philosophies.
While I have not been able to locate any recorded links of an explicit
connection between Fechner/James and the specific group of interdisciplinarians under discussion in this chapter, James and Fechner were not
entirely unknown in Russia. James’ Psychology, a shortened version of his
Principles, was translated into Russian in 1896, later followed by The Will to
Believe (1904), The Varieties of Religious Experience (1910) and Pragmatism
(1910).176 In William James in Russian Culture, James’ influence on Russian
writers, artists and thinkers is explored in depth. Yet, even at the peak of
James’ popularity, it appears that most of his admirers were from literary and
psychology circles and no mention is made of any of the Russian interdisciplinarians. James’ Psychology was relatively widely read in Russia, but
the publication of his later works which dealt increasingly centrally with
matters of spirituality, immortality and psychical research, were of interest to
a far narrower readership of Symbolist artists and psychologists such as Ivan
Konevskoi, Nikolai Grot and Ivan Lapshin.177 The agitation against all forms
of religious thought under the Bolsheviks sharply diminished James’
readership in Russia after 1917, though important and influential scholars
such as Nikolai Grot, and the Symbolist Viacheslav Ivanov never relented
their interest and respect for William James. Art historians such as Isabel
Wünsche and Irina Sirotkina have found recorded links to the Russian avant175
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garde, primarily Fechner, Mach and Haeckel, but these links are mostly
related to the painterly and sculptural artists of the avant-garde, never the
inter-disciplinarians.178 No reference to James or Fechner is made in the work
of Andrey Smirnov, Richard Stites or Amy Nelson.
Various writers, however, have noted the implicit connections between
Fechner/James and the Russian avant-garde, all be they sometimes
mistakenly claimed as explicit. In Utopia: The Avant-Garde, Modernism and
(Im)possible Life, (2015), for example, a claim is made that Malevich and
Kandinsky were directly influenced by Fechner’s concept of the wave
scheme, but the reference given in a footnote leads to a page in another book
where no mention is made of either artist.179 A justified direct link is made in
Bogdanov And Eisenstein On Emotions: The Affectional, Theory Of Expressiveness,
And Emotional Script, (2016) by Lyubov Bugaeva, where the author states that
in Empiriomonism, Alexander Bogdanov introduces the term ‘affectional’
which ‘he borrowed from Avenarius but revised in the light of William
James’ theory of emotions.’180 Bogdanov did indeed mention James, albeit
without a reference to the source in the original manuscript.181
What is clear from these accounts is that from the 1890s, both William
James and Gustav Fechner were known to a particular section of Russian
society, primarily writers, poets and psychologists. It is entirely plausible that
many of the Russian inter-disciplinarians were aware of, or even acquainted
with, the ideas and philosophies of James and Fechner, though it is unlikely
that any recorded and direct link would have evaded scholars thus far. In
light of the absence of clear evidence of such a link, it must be assumed that
the very compelling connections I have found through my research are not
part of the historical record and can only be inferred.
One such inferred influence flows from the connection Stites makes
between Russian Utopianism and Romanticism. Fechner was strongly
influenced by the Naturphilosophie of Oken and Schelling, both of which were
direct offspring of late Romanticism. But, while Oken and Schelling clung to
an organic-dynamic worldview over the atomist-mechanistic outlook of
modern science, Fechner was convinced philosophy’s task was to bridge
these seemingly incongruous fields of enquiry.
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In February 1820, I discovered Oken’s philosophy of
nature. I was so fascinated by the first chapter that
although I did not thoroughly understand it [….], it busied
my mind for years afterward. My studies in medicine had
convinced me to become an atheist, estranged from
religious notions; I now saw the world as a set of
mechanical workings. Then I discovered Oken’s
philosophy of nature and began reading it together with
my friend Spielberg, a student of theology. It suddenly
shed new light on the whole world, including science, and
I was dazzled. Naturally, I understood little of it […] and I
admit not getting much further than the first chapter. But
in a nutshell, all at once I found a perspective for a
comprehensive and unified worldview and set out to
study Schelling, Steffens and other philosophers of
nature.’182
This was only the first of Fechner’s many conversions, all of which suffused
his eventual philosophical outlook. In Nature From within, 2003, Michael
Heidelberger painstakingly traces Fechner’s inner journey from the
‘materialism of medical training’, via the ‘metaphysics and religion of
philosophy of nature’, through ‘a romantic-aesthetic attitude’, to the clarity
and method of ‘modern physics’.183
Fechner’s 1879 formulation of the ‘daylight view’ was the final attempt to
distil a unified philosophy from his inner struggle between strong religious
feelings—his conviction of a ‘more’—and his insistence to test hypotheses by
empirical method exclusively.184 Fechner ‘wished to conciliate his conviction
that science coincides with the “purest materialism” with the idea that there
exists a “higher animation’ in the Universe”’.185 In the Die Tagesansicht
gegenüber der Nachtansicht 1879, the physical and psychical sides of ourselves,
the world and the universe, are presented as correlative sides of a single
reality. Here, Fechner lucidly argues that the psychical cannot be decisively
explained by the ‘reductive materialism’ of physics. While all sensations have
a physical origin (whether this be through the senses, or as neural activity for
pure mental sensations), describing a particular sensation does not give us
any final insight into the precise physical operations that caused it. Fechner
uses the example of sound produced by a violin; while the vibration of a
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string is the physical cause of the perceived sound, it does not follow that all
sounds perceived are reducible to the physical action of vibrating strings.186
In Fechner’s cosmology, the inverse holds equally true; the physical is
conditioned by the psychical. In other words, ‘there can be no physical
change in the world without a psychical change internal to it’, but a
description of the physical change cannot in itself locate a singular psychical
correlate. Here Fechner anticipates James’ pragmatism (and Freud’s ‘pleasure
principle’), by proposing that the psychical tendency that drives physical
changes conforms to a ‘law of stability’; a movement toward pleasure,
practicality, and/ or useful beliefs that stand the test of time.187
When filtered through a Fechnerian sieve, the ‘violent and explosive
circumstances’ of Russian society in the late 1910s that forced a psychical and
physical movement (thought and action) toward a new reality appear as an
instance of Fechner’s ‘law of stability’, albeit one whose stable termination
was never obtained. In addition, driven by the Russian avant-garde’s (already
Fechnerian) insistence that mind and matter are capable of bi-directional
affect, the experiments and ideas discussed in this chapter reveal a close
affinity with Fechner’s conviction that scientific rigour and belief in a ‘higher
animation’ in the universe need not be mutually exclusive.
In the collection of essays William James in Russian Culture, 2003, historian
Barry P. Scherr explores links between early Bolshevik thought on the
importance of ‘belief’ and James’ writing. Strangely, Scherr ignores Fechner’s
distinct influence when he connects James’ Human Immortality to Russian
physician, philosopher and science-fiction writer Alexander Bogdanov’s
proclamation that ‘collectivism would provide a surrogate “victory over
death” in which the individual would live on through the memory of the
collective.’188
As discussed in the previous chapter, Fechner seamlessly connected the
threshold of consciousness to panpsychism through his wave scheme. In his
particular panpsychism, immortality is an intrinsic fact of nature, for the
universe is an eternal sea of consciousness, a ‘mother-sea’, on which our
waking minds are but temporal eddies. Fechner holds that as we move from
‘life on earth’ to ‘life hereafter’, we might be physically destroyed, but the
ramifications of our waking life continue to exist. As Heidelberger explains,
(Fechner’s words in quotation marks):
“Each cause retains its consequences as an eternal
possession. […] Whatever permits the body of an old man
to continue the same consciousness that was in his body as
a child, of which he has not one atom anymore, will also let
the body in the hereafter continue the consciousness of the
old man, of which he has not one additional atom.” […]
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One and the same consciousness can be realized by
entirely different systems. In death, man awakes in a “selfmade organism, a unity of innumerous mental creations,
effects, and moments […] This new “organism” no longer
requires sense organs for receiving information from the
outside world. External light and sound waves that the
organism previously used to determine the nature of its
surroundings now themselves make up a part of his new
organism, insofar as they are connected to traces that the
physical organism left behind during his life. The
deceased, therefore, has the same relationship to the
processes of nature that the living person had to the
functions of his body. The organism that supports
consciousness after death is connected in various ways to
the organisms of the living and the deceased. The new
physical bearers of consciousness are so interwoven that it
is no longer possible to identify the particular carrier of
one individual consciousness.189
James’ proposed transmissive function of the brain (see Chapter One), is but
a re-iteration and development of Fechner’s ideas expressed above. Thus, in
the Fechner/James context, Stites’ observed ‘Utopian dreaming’, particularly
the ‘maximalism’ (an outpouring of creative energy) as a ‘psychological
mechanism’, can be interpreted as an attempt to find neural and physical
shortcuts to the unlimited knowledge and collective power of the infinite sea
of consciousness.190191
While there are seemingly no recorded references to Gustav Fechner by
the inter-disciplinarians under discussion in this chapter, Fechner appears as
a character in Stanislaw Lem’s science fiction novel Solaris, 1961. The only
acknowledgement of Lem’s Fechner as based on Gustav Fechner appears in
the book Magical Criticism: The Recourse of Savage Philosophy, 2008, by cultural
historian Christopher Bracken. Lem’s mysterious ocean, the sentient being
who swallows up Fechner and probes the minds of the remaining scientists at
space station Solaris, is so deeply reminiscent of Fechner’s ‘sea of
consciousness’, or ‘mother-sea’ that it appears highly likely Bracken’s
assumption is correct.192
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Another implicit link between Fechner’s panpsychism and the Russian
avant-garde comes from a thought-paradigm that suffused the Russian interdisciplinarians: Cosmism. In the foreword to a collected volume of essays by
Russia’s primary proponents of the movement Russian Cosmism, 2018,
cosmism is equated to a ‘technoscientific vision of immortality, resurrection
for all, and freedom of travel in universal space’.193 Alexander Bogdanov’s
attempts at rejuvenation through blood-transfusion feature alongside a
triptych of articles by the Russian rocket scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky,
whose self-professed belief in panpsychism is based on the eternal life of the
atom. Tsiolkovsky explains:
[…] the entire universe is alive, but the power of its
sensitivity is manifested in all its brilliance only among the
higher animals. All atoms of matter feel in keeping with
the environment. Finding itself in highly organized beings,
atoms live their lives and feel their pleasure and pain. If
they find themselves in the inorganic world, they sleep, as
it were, immersed in a deep state of unconsciousness, in
nothingness.194
Tsiolkovsky’s panpsychism is different from Fechner’s in that it locates
immortality inside the atom, whose infinite journey from being to being
allows it to carry on the consciousness of whoever it passes through.
Consciousness pervades all space through time’s infinitude; the atom will live
forever, and has lived forever, thus it will throughout its existence reach all
coordinates of space conceivable. Russian Cosmism’s search for immortality,
its obsession with technology, space travel and utopian maximalism resonate
with the much later emergence of Afro-Futurism. Afrofuturism is an
important movement whose evocative parallels with Cosmism will be
discussed in more depth in Chapter Four (173-175).
The next part of this chapter will look at the theoretical frameworks that
explicitly influenced the Russian inter-disciplinarians, while also tracing the
implicit influences of Fechner and James further. By doing so, it will build
upon the work of Smirnov, bringing aspects of his documented history into a
relation with elements from the history of Cosmism, Energetics, and
telepathy, as well as contemporaneous philosophical theories. While the
connections between the terms used and the protagonists who coined them is
rarely one of direct collaboration or correspondence, I argue that these
distinct practitioners and thinkers are connected first and foremost by their
collective maximalism, their search for a universal language and multisensory approach to try and probe the limits of perception, consciousness.
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Fig. 41 Gertrude Hermes, book cover for Solaris, 1971
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Fig. 42 Sergei Eisenstein’s last Proletkult play performed at
the Moscow Gas Works, Gas Mask, (1924)

THEORY IN PRACTICE
1 Proletkult
At the beginning of the twentieth century, technology, art and politics were
seen as interlocked, which partly explains why the Russian avant-garde was
actively driving new developments in the fields of sound and visual
technologies and was populated by a wide spectrum of mostly non-academic
artists, painters, poets, scholars and inventors. 195/196 Historian Lewis H.
Siegelbaum suggests as a reason for the non-traditional backgrounds of many
of avant-garde’s innovators:
[…] we should not underestimate the difficulties of sheer
physical survival among the cultural intelligentsia. Rarely
has the romantic tradition of the starving artist or writer
had so many exemplars, though it was seldom a matter of
choice. Rather than facing the vagaries of life in Soviet
Russia, many cultural figures with already established
international reputations emigrated. […] Others
temporarily abandoned their literary or artistic careers to
take up other professions, both adventurous and
mundane. Few, if any, were able or wished to carry on as
before. Those with academic connections were generally
less adaptable. Like other professionals, academics were
almost universally hostile to the Bolshevik seizure of
power. […] The fact is that academics had struggled long
195
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and hard to establish a measure of autonomy from the
petty control of tsarist officials, and were extremely
reluctant to sacrifice it in the name of the proletarian
dictatorship. In the iconoclastic rhetoric of Proletkult and
the programmatic statements of many soviet officials, the
professoriate saw its worst fears being realized.197
Proletkult, or ‘Proletarian cultural-educational organizations’, began in
Petrograd in 1917, days before the October Revolution. At first an amalgam of
‘clubs, factory committees, workers' theatres, and educational societies
devoted to the cultural needs of the working class’, by 1918 it had grown into a
well-organized institution with a clear and ambitious vision: to create a
proletarian culture that would shape the future of society.198 But, as historian
Lynn Mally explains:
The Proletkult engendered controversy because it
embodied a politically charged vision of the newly
empowered Soviet proletariat. The most committed
members took the idea of the ‘dictatorship of the
proletariat‘ quite literally and accorded all proletarian
institutions a privileged position in the new society. They
saw the working class as an autonomous, creative force
that should be given free rein to express and develop its
ideas. In the opinion of Proletkult leaders the Soviet
government could not operate as a single-minded advocate
for the proletariat because it had to consider the needs of
other classes. Therefore, they wanted the Proletkult to be
completely independent from state cultural institutions. By
making this demand they were challenging the state's
authority to stand above and mediate between social
classes. Indeed, Proletkultists insisted on independence
from the Communist Party as well, claiming that their
movement, as the representative of the proletariat's
cultural interests, was just as important as the party, the
representative of its political concerns.’199
A fatal collision with the Communist Party was written in Proletkult’s
constitution, and after several debilitating funding cuts, the decimated
Proletkult, whose membership had fallen from half a million in 1920 to 2500
in 1922, was handed into union control in 1925 and disbanded in 1932.200 While
many of the Russian inter-disciplinarians discussed in this chapter were only
tenuously connected to Proletkult, they operated according to its principles
197
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and as such were severed from the above-mentioned professoriate, and
indeed from the more traditional avant-garde that included the Futurists. It
also meant they were increasingly repressed by the Communist Party and
were all but eradicated or forced in line by the end of the 1920s.. Although a
number of prominent Futurists participated in Proletkult activities, they
spoke to different strata of society. As Siegelbaum notes, ‘futurism was
essentially an avant-garde movement confined to the intelligentsia. Not
unlike their Italian counterparts, the Russian Futurists presupposed the
existence of an audience of refined tastes even as they railed against
effeteness and taste. Proletkult, by contrast, was dedicated to actualizing the
masses' creativity and invoking proletarian consciousness to evaluate all
works of art.’201
Proletkult’s principles embodied a nationwide thirst for knowledge, action
and change. Continued attempts to establish universal literacy in Russia date
back to the tsarist regime of the late 1800s, but 1917 triggered an exponential
increase in the number of people who actively sought to empower
themselves through the study of language, culture and politics.202 For society
as a whole, the collective aim was to make sense of- and take back the sensory
assault of the Great War, the revolution and civil war, to claim a degree of
sovereignty amidst the chaos of the emerging new order. For the Russian
inter-disciplinarians, this meant crossing the boundaries between the senses
and displacing their vertical synchronicity. The claim to creative sovereignty
was made with the ultimate goal of transforming both the collective future
and the individual by focusing all energies into the expansion of the
experiential.
A Proletkult participant wrote in 1920, ‘culture is not a luxury’.203 For Lynn
Mally these words expressed precisely the principle that guided the
movement as a whole. ‘Bogdanov first used them in his writings on art and
culture before the revolution. Lunacharskii repeated them when he moved to
start the first Proletkult circle in 1917. No matter what the political condition
of the country, he insisted, culture was too vital an arena to be ignored.’204 As
I discuss in Chapter Three (168-170), Proletkult’s vision of art and culture for
and by the masses, and crucially its battle to stay independent from the state,
strongly resonates with the movement electronic dance music became
decades later.
As discussed briefly in the introduction, Andrey Smirnov relates how
sections of Russian society operated across 'horizontal networks' in the
immediate aftermath of the 1917 revolution. Smirnov’s observed ‘anarchical
network culture’ was not exclusive to the Proletkult movement. As Smirnov
notes in relation to Nikritin’s Projectionism, its aim was to set in motion an
evolution of consciousness of the masses to create a future classless society,
200
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which would be based on a creative human network without any central
authority. The idea of anarchical creative networks also features prominently
in many studies on the birth and development of rave culture in the 1980s
and 90s. In Discographies: Dance Music Culture and the Politics of Sound (1999),
Jeremy Gilbert writes: ‘Perhaps more than anything, what defines the
political character of dance culture is that it is not afraid of the future. Its
response to the dislocation of social structures is not simply despair, the
celebration of atomization, or a reactionary attempt to recreate lost
coherencies, but an attempt to make possible new forms of community and
new networks of relation.’205 This resonates strongly with Proletkult, the
Russian inter-disciplinarians discussed in this chapter, and Stites’ observed
‘maximalism’ in relation to post-revolutionary Russian society as a whole and
the inter-disciplinarians in particular.

Fig. 43 Unknown, rhythmic exercises for Meyerhold Theatre, 1920s

Proletkult’s most prolific activities were its music and theatre productions,
which were seen as uniquely well suited for collective projects and, in the
case of theatre especially, could be pursued without any particular need for
materials. When possible, sets were designed, but in times of scarcity, a space,
people and their imagination would suffice.206 Two techniques were
introduced into Proletkult in 1920 that aimed to perfect and harness body
movement and bodily energy: tonal plastics and biomechanics.
Moscow theatrical studios launched their own
experiments, opening a special division for "tonal-plastic
movement" in 1920. Based on rigorous physical training
and group readings, tonal plastics aimed to educate actors
to work together as a mass, […] In late 1920 Sergei
Eisenstein, who was later to become a film director,
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introduced the avant-garde director Vsevolod Meyerhold's
system of biomechanics. It made integrated movement and
conscious body control, rather than subconscious feeling,
the basis of acting.207
Meyerhold regarded biomechanics as imperative to the expressive
possibilities of theatre. In turn, one of his followers, the activist and poet
Alexei Gastev, considered biomechanics as imperative to heralding the
future, creating the ‘machine-man’ and transforming the individual and
society. Both Meyerhold and Gastev collaborated with neurophysiologist
Nikolai Bernstein and through their collective work, biomechanics became
central to the Russian avant-garde’s search for the edges of the human psyche
and physique.208

Fig. 44 unknown, Nikolai Bernstein and test subject 19(?) from: Irina E. Sirotkina,
Elena V. Biryukova, Futurism in Physiology: Nikolai Bernstein, Anticipation,
and Kinaesthetic Imagination, 2015
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2 Biomechanics, Gastev and The Central Institute of Labour
The Russian inter-disciplinarians’ explorations into the transformative
powers of kinetic action are mostly based on Bernstein’s understanding of
biomechanics. Bernstein wrote in a 1926 biomechanics textbook that it ‘is a
science that studies how the living machine […] is built, how its moving parts
are organized’, but he went beyond a mere mechanical study of the human
body and treated movement as a process equal to an intellectual act.209/210 The
theories of, and experiments with, biomechanics were in one respect based
on an inversion of popular dance culture. Funkadelic's 1970 Free Your Mind
and Your Ass Will Follow, would have made no sense to the biomechanics
pioneers Meyerhold or Gastev, who instead pursued the opposite: Free Your
Ass and Your Mind Will Follow. As Gastev declared:
We start from the most primitive, the most elementary
movements and produce the machine-ization of man
himself... The perfect mastery of a given movement
implies the maximum degree of automaticity. If this
maximum increases... nervous energy would be freed for
new initiating stimuli, and the power of an individual
would grow indefinitely.211

Fig. 45, Nikolai Bernstein, arm and hammer in motion, CIT, 1923
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Alexei Gastev (1882-1939) was a writer, politician, polymath and popular
proletarian poet. Gastev led a popular movement for the 'scientific
organization of labour' which developed training courses to increase
automaticity and standardization of workers' movements, language, and even
thoughts to improve the efficiency of labour.212 The cacophony of factory
whistles, heavy machinery and roaring blast furnaces were the subjects of
Gastev's poetry. In his romantic vision of industrialism, men and machines
fused: machines were described as extensions of the human body, while
humans became one with the speed and efficiency of their creations. When
asked why he had abandoned poetry, Gastev replied he had turned to it only
when other avenues of expression were cut off and the outbreak of the
revolution had provided the opportunity to turn his poetry into reality. 213

Fig. 46 Dziga Vertov, CIT exercises, 1932

Dziga Vertov's 1932 film Enthusiasm features extended sequences of men at
work at training centres of Gastev's Central Institute of Labour, the CIT, (also
known as the Institute for the Scientific Organization of Work and the
Mechanization of Man). As Stites explains in Revolutionary Dreams:
Gastev's man-machine meant a symbiosis of the two,
interacting in a way never wholly understood even by
himself. It clearly contained fearful elements. But Gastev
himself, by all accounts, was not a cold-hearted machinelike fanatic but a warm and engaging person. He did not
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fear the power of the machine. He feared backwardness,
passivity, and sloth. The public arena of Gastev's theories
in practice was the Central Institute of Labour, what he
called his ‘latest work of art,’ founded on August 24, 1920
[...] It soon expanded into offices and a network of training
centres in which workers were taught to think, act, and
work in the Gastev manner. The German Expressionist
writer Ernst Toller, who visited one in the 1920s, described
a hundred identical gray benches, with a hundred men
and women trainees in identical costumes obeying
instructions conveyed by electronic beeps of machines.
They approached the work benches in columns,
performed tests in unison, graduated in difficulty. Their
hammer-teacher was a machine to which their arm was
strapped until they were able to work independently. A
‘cyclogram‘ photographed their work and recorded their
progress by means of moving lights. There were no books,
no theories, no meetings—only practical work, from
simple to complex, in a course lasting three to six months.
The purpose: to study ‘the human machine' and to create
new people by means of social engineering […] Between
1921 and 1938, 1,700 Institute stations were set up which
trained a half million workers and 20,000 instructors in
200 different skills.214
For all the Metropolesque dystopian imagery conjured by Stites’ depiction of
the CIT, its aims have a distinct resonance with James’ more seductive
elaborations on the creative possibilities of habit and conditioning. Before
discussing James’ chapter Habit from his Principles of Psychology, 1890, it is
worth reflecting briefly on Bernstein’s development of James’ argument
against treating ‘physiology as logically prior to psychology’. In Varieties of
Religious Experience, 1902, James argues against psychological theories that
consider religious experience as a neural or neurotic aberration. James posits
that since ‘all states of mind are neurally conditioned’ and thus dependent on
a bodily state, focusing on the body’s state as the cause of mental figments
would disqualify all thought and experience as aberration.215
None of our thoughts and feelings, not even our scientific
doctrines, not even our disbeliefs [e.g. in religious
experience], could retain any value as revelations of truth,
for every one of them without exception flows from the
state of their possessor’s body at the time.216
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Fig. 47 Fritz Lang, Metropolis, 1927

Thus, according to James, rather than try and understand mental states
through their origins or causes, psychologists ought to focus their energies on
the analysis of their effects. Nikolai Bernstein developed this argument, as
psychologist Benjamin Bradley points out in Psychology and Experience, 2005:
Bernstein made the focus of his inquiries the coordination
and regulation of such simple voluntary actions as
hammering a nail, filing, striking piano keys, catching a
ball and walking. His work demonstrated that all the
details of the constituent motions that make up these acts
must be organised with the required degree of precision
before the act is performed. Voluntary action is not an
effect ‘caused by’ perceptual and cognitive processing of
preceding events in the environment. It has to be ‘geared
to’ environmental information, but it is not passively
moved by such information.217
According to Bernstein, this anticipatory ‘gearing’ is an intellectual act, but
not one caused by a mental state. Its effect can however be an altered mental
state. This then becomes an instant of the above mentioned Free Your Ass And
Your Mind Will Follow that Gastev, Meyerhold, and the artist-thinker Solomon
Nikritin (see also 129-135) were aiming for, and they agreed with James that
the formation of habits, conditioning, plays a crucial part.
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Fig. 48 Alexei Gastev, cyclogram of hammer blow, CIT, 1922

Fig. 49/50 unknown, from René Fülöp-Miller, The Mind and Face of Bolshevism,
Gastev ‘orders’ ‘Skilful control of the body’ and ‘The stroke conscious of
its purpose’, 1920s
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3. Biomechanics, Habit and Bergson
In Habit, James posits that the philosophy of habit is ‘in the first instance, a
chapter in physics […]’.218 The transformation from one ‘relatively stable
phase’ to another is caused by a material’s plasticity and culminates in a ‘new
set of habits.’ 219
Just as a bar of iron may yield to outward forces to become
magnetic or crystalline, so organic matter, especially
nervous tissue, seems endowed with a very extraordinary
degree of plasticity […]; so that we may without hesitation
lay down as our first proposition the following, that the
phenomena of habit in living beings are due to the
plasticity of the organic materials of which their bodies are
composed.220
The body’s plasticity—its capacity to carve out and sustain new muscular and
neural pathways through exposure to outward forces—underlies the
formation of habits. For James, as for Gastev et al, such formations carry a
creative and self-renewing power. In a diary entry from 1870, the young James
(28), who was going through a bout of depression at the time, wrote:
‘Recollect, that only when habits of order are formed can we advance to
really interesting fields of action […]’.221
French philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) goes further than James.
Through instinct, Bergson argues, ‘an intelligent being bears within himself
the means to transcend his own nature.’222 Bergson correlates instinct with
habit, and contrasts instinct with intelligence as two distinct forms of
knowledge. Instinctive knowledge is acted and unconscious while the
intellect creates knowledge through speculative, conscious thought. Thus,
instinct, or intuition, is capable of acting on a reality shut off to
consciousness. For Bergson, consciousness is nature’s defence mechanism
shielding us from an utterly overwhelming reality of connected minds, felt
duration and the wave vibrations of matter. Instinct can access these realities,
which is why he holds that animals driven by instinct primarily are in fact
closer to actual reality than we humans can ever be.
According to Bergson, in instinct, intuition, habit resides the key to a view of
reality where the external world and our inner life truly co-exist. To try and
visualise this, Bergson suggests:
If you abolish my consciousness [...] matter resolves itself
into numberless vibrations, all linked together in
218
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uninterrupted continuity, all bound up with each other,
and traveling in every direction like shivers. In short, try
first to connect together the discontinuous objects of daily
experience; then, resolve the motionless continuity of
these qualities into vibrations, which are moving in place;
finally, attach yourself to these movements, by freeing
yourself from the divisible space that underlies them in
order to consider only their mobility – this undivided act
that your consciousness grasps in the movement that you
yourself execute. You will obtain a vision of matter that is
perhaps fatiguing for your imagination, but pure and
stripped of what the requirements of life make you add to
it in external perception.223
In what comes close to my suggested postulate of reality as a function of
waveform transmissions, Bergson views the bridge between mind and matter
as a world of continuous, all enveloping vibrations.
We must now circle back to the Russian avant-garde via Bergson’s
‘numberless vibrations’ and James’ transmissive function of the brain. Both
Bergson and James, indebted to Fechner, have speculated on whether it may
be possible to become consciously aware of those regions of the mind,
whether detached from the body, or locked in its shadowy depths, normally
hidden below or above the threshold of consciousness. And both believed to
have found inroads into these regions in the formation of habit, intuition,
instinct and conditioning.224 Similarly, while neither Gastev, nor any of the
other protagonists of this chapter ever explicitly stated a belief in an extracerebral part of consciousness, all were steadfast in their insistence that
through habit, practice and conditioning, uncharted regions of the mind
could be accessed and put to use. Thus, their practice-based experimentation
can be seen as acted, intuitive knowledge, of the speculative ponderings of
Fechner, James and Bergson.225
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Another philosopher and contemporary of James and Bergson was German-British
philosopher Ferdinand Schiller (1864-1937) whose 1891 Riddles Of The Sphinx stated that
‘matter is admiredly calculated machinery for regulating, limiting and restraining the
consciousness which it encases’. It isn’t clear if Bergson ever read Riddles Of The Sphinx,
but his idea of the brain as drawing a veil to focus the mind on what is necessary for
survival and propagation strongly resonates with Schiller’s ‘calculated machinery’.
Gastev, and his CIT were eventually crushed under the weight of Stalinism, in what would
become a terrifying normalisation of violence and paranoia. Art theorist and once affiliate
of Proletkult, Platon Kerzhentsev, who became the Chairman of the Committee for Artistic
Affairs under Joseph Stalin in 1936, was an early critic of Gastev's work. Kerzhentsev,
appointed as Stalin’s cultural watchdog in 1928, has an unsavoury record of forcing through
the closure of Meyerhold's theatre in 1938, banning writer Mikhail Bulgakov's fourth play
Flight in 1929 and issuing thinly veiled threats against composer Dimitri Shostakovich in
1936. Though it is unclear whether Kerzhentsev was involved directly, in 1938 Gastev was
arrested on fabricated charges of 'counter-revolutionary terrorist activity' and sentenced to
death; his institute was closed and on 15 April 1939 Gastev was executed in Moscow.
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Fig. 51 Z. Tolkachev, portrait of Alexei Gastev, 1923

The influence of Bergson on the Russian avant-garde has been well
documented by historian Hilary Fink in Bergson and Russian Modernism (2012),
although her focus is primarily on Russian literature.226 The conceptual
connection between the biomechanics of Gastev, Bernstein, Meyerhold and
the ideas of Bergson have also been hinted at in some books and articles,
notably film historian Malcolm Turvey’s Doubting Vision, 2008 and historian
Irina Sirotkina’s The Ubiquitous Reflex and Its Critics in Post-Revolutionary
Russia, 2009.227 Thus, Bergson’s theoretical underpinning of biomechanical
experiments in Russia in the 1910s and 1920s is somewhat better documented
than James’ and Fechner’s.
James insisted throughout his life that philosophy would only prove to be a
valuable pursuit if it could be shown to have a real, felt, sensible effect on
reality. Fechner’s psychophysics, deeply intertwined with his panpsychism,
was always meant to converge ‘hard’ science and psychology with practicable
results. Likewise, the Russian inter-disciplinarians’ thoughts and actions were
tangible, not just proposed or imagined, attempts to effect a new reality.
Whether they employed Jamesian, Fechnerian, or indeed Bergsonian, theory
sub- or consciously, the fact that they employed it in action is what truly
forges the genealogy central to this thesis.
As biomechanics as a technique to extend the mind and body into
unchartered regions of reality took hold among the Russian interdisciplinarians, the nature of reality was being explored with as much vigour
in a search for universal laws, a universal principle governing nature. Such a
universal principle could be used to create a universal language, which would
226
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allow for the construction of realities thus far hidden from view. Solomon
Nikritin and Alexander Bogdanov were early Russian pioneers who explored
the practical and creative upshots of the notion of a universal law governing
the universe.

Fig. 52 Alexander Bogdanov, Red Star, 1908

4. Alexander Bogdanov’s Tektology
Alexander Bogdanov (1873-1928) was a Russian physician, philosopher,
science fiction writer, and co-founder of the Bolshevik faction of the Russian
Social Democratic Labour Party. He was a prominent rival to Lenin until the
party expelled him in 1909. In the first decade of the Soviet Union, he was an
influential and feared opponent of the government. Bogdanov received
training in medicine and psychiatry, but his primary scientific interests were
a ‘universal systems theory’ and the possibility of human rejuvenation
through blood transfusion.
Tektology (sometimes: Tectology) was Bogdanov’s proposed 'dynamic
science of complex wholes'.228 In the introduction to the English translation of
Essays in Tektology, George Gorlik writes: ‘In formulating the subject matter
of Tektology, Bogdanov analyzes the material of the most varied fields and
concludes that there exist structural relations and laws, which are common to
the most heterogeneous phenomena.’229 As part of his Tektological search for
general principles of organization ‘applicable to any and every complex
system’, Bogdanov advocated inter-disciplinary thinking and practices. He
saw a revolutionary potential in breaking through the boundaries of
specialisms.230
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Specialisation stands in contradiction to the tendency
toward the unity of knowledge. It breaks up experience
into pieces so that each is organised independently. As a
result, two hugely important negative phenomena
characteristic of contemporary science come about: an
excessive accumulation of material and heterogeneous
methods of cognition. The accumulation of material in
each special science is now so great that it can be mastered
only after many years of study. […] If we examine more
closely how [scientific] revolutions occurred and what they
involved, we find that they usually involved the
destruction precisely of the boundaries between
specialties. Some technique, method, or point of view that
had already been applied in one field of science or
production was transferred to another and transformed
it.231
Bogdanov’s call for an integrated, multi-disciplinary approach to science, art
and society resonated with the maximalist mind-set of Russian society.
His Tektological worldview inspired many post-revolutionary artists, such as
Solomon Nikritin, Kliment Redko and Sergei Luchishkin to develop their
practices to aid the fusion of all fields of knowledge.
An aspect of Tektology that resonates, albeit uncomfortably, with
panpsychism is Bogdanov’s obsession with blood exchanges as a means to
delay, or even halt, the process of aging. In a section of his 1913 Tektology
called The Tektology of the Struggle against Old Age, Bogdanov theorized that
blood exchanges could establish ‘physiological conjugation’, an exchange of
genetic and organic material that might allow human individuals to become
virtually immortal. He called such immortality through blood transfusion
‘physiological collectivism’.232 Apart from the immortality blood transfusions
might offer, Bogdanov theorized that they might also ‘unite the whole sum of
human experiences in harmoniously-whole, infinitely-plastic forms, in which
the experience of each person flows organically together with the experience
of everyone else.’233 It appears Bogdanov’s physiological collectivism did not
gain much traction with the inter-disciplinarians, and his experiments with
blood transfusion proved fatal. In 1928 a blood exchange between Bogdanov
and one of his students led to an acute adverse reaction in both and
Bogdanov died two weeks later of renal and liver failure.234 Nonetheless,
Bogdanov’s belief in, and attempts to summon, an all-encompassing
universal collectivism tie him strongly to the Fechnerian/Jamesian genealogy.
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Fig. 53 Unknown, Alexander Bogdanov, 1904

5. Projectionism
The artist and theorist Solomon Nikritin (1998-1965) incorporated
biomechanics and Tektology into his Projectionism. Together with Sergei
Alekseevich Luchishkin (1902-1989), Nikritin founded The Projection Theatre
in Moscow in 1922, an experimental laboratory of sound, light, and
movement. The Projection Theatre was created to test the practical
implementation of ideas and theories that Nikritin had brought together
under the name Projectionism. Nikritin’s Projectionism came out of the
collective post-revolutionary yearning to 'rush into the future', literally, to
'project', to 'throw forward'. The Projectionists were in pursuit of a new art, a
new human, and the establishment of, in Nikritin's words and echoing
Bogdanov: 'a universal science of organisation and analysis through a search
for structural similarities in all spheres of knowledge’.235 In order to achieve
this, Nikritin combined biomechanical principles with music theory and
acoustics to develop temperaments and scales for body movements.236

Fig. 54 Solomon Nikritin, scales for body movement, 1922
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Fig. 55 Solomon Nikritin, scales for body movement, 1922

As the eminent Projectionist specialist and spouse of Andrey Smirnov,
Liubov Pchelkina, notes in her 2013 article, The Biomechanics of Voice and
Movement in the Solomon Nikritin’s Projection Theatre (1920s), Nikritin and
Luchishkin developed unique ‘analytical scores’, graphical representations of
the propagation of sound, ‘rhythm, movements and emotional excitement’
designed to guide actors in their interactions with the stage sets.237/238
One of the productions, Tragedy of A.O.U. (1922), was an experimental
abstract performance that made use of a noise orchestra with different sonic
devices, a gymnastic apparatus and mobile constructions. Specially designed
light projectors were part of the theatrical production Pressing and Impact
(1923) and large screens behind the stage showed a dynamic film projection as
part of the performance. Projected images of people appeared to interact with
the actors on stage.239
Only one photograph of the Projection Theatre stage sets appears to have
survived. When I visited Andrey Smirnov in his Moscow home in November
2016, he showed me this photograph (discovered by Pchelkina) of Nikritin
with two unknown actors grouped around a ladder with a small platform.
Smirnov was incredibly excited to have found this image, but there wasn’t
anything on it that alluded to the elaborate stage sets described by Nikritin.
237
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The only known account of a Projection Theatre performance comes from
the Austrian journalist René Fülöp-Miller who wrote in The Mind And Face Of
Bolshevism, 1927:
A particularly fanatical sect of “machine worshippers,” the
so called “engineerists,” held in the festive hall of the
Moscow Trade Union Palace noise orgies which show
better than anything else the banal absurdity of all the
attempts. The first public divine service of these “machine
worshippers” began with a noise orchestra composed of a
crowd of motors, turbines, hooters and similar instruments
of din. […] After the noise overture had raged long enough
to deafen the audience completely, the real passion play
began, [which] was performed […] in the midst of the
crowd. Reckless gymnastics were zealously performed
with choppy movements mechanized as far as possible.
[…] It appeared that quite uncommon things were
happening […] for individual spectators immediately fell
into a state of supreme excitement and emotion.240
Fülöp-Miller’s description first appeared in the Vossische Zeitung newspaper
on October 13, 1923 in Berlin. It was immediately translated by Nikritin
himself into Russian, and translated into English by Smirnov for Sound in Z,
but Nkritin’s version has several omissions and added sections, and its overall
tone is far more lyrical and optimistic than the later iteration in FülöpMiller’s book. The rather peculiar contrast in tone between the two versions
of the same account inspired a search for other references to the
Projectionists (Miller’s ‘Engineerists’) that unearthed a 2001 Wire Magazine
article about experimental music in Russia in the 1980s and 1990s, an article
by art historian Irina Lebedeva in The Great Utopia, The Russian and Soviet
Avant-Garde 1915-1932, 1992, and a translation of the Projectionist manifesto
draft in Russian Art of the Avant-Garde, Theory and Criticism 1902-1934, 1976
(edited and translated) by John E. Bowlt.241
While none are as comprehensive as Sound in Z, these writings put into
perspective Smirnov’s and Pchelkina’s claim that the Projectionists had been
all but unknown to people in Russia and the West. The Wire article, titled
Russian Industrial Noise: Pioneers, Youth League and Party Members, relates
several noise and experimental music collectives who were keenly aware of
the Projectionists and biomechanical experiments during Russia’s
Perestroika. Lebedeva’s article includes a description of the Projectionists’ art
and theatre performances written specifically for a Western audience.
Lebedeva highlights a connection between the Projectionists and the artist
Kliment Redko (1897-1956) who took part in the first Projectionist exhibition
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in 1922.242 In that same years, Redko published his ‘Declaration on
Elektroorganism’, which according to Lebedeva, led some scholars to confuse
Elektroorganism with Projectionism.243 Smirnov and Pchelkina describe
Elektoorganism as a collective that included Nikritin and later changed its
name to ‘Method’. In the ‘Declaration’ Redko wrote:
The art of today is the worldview of the substance of radio
from which the “potentiality” –energy in a variety of
forms- arises. Light is the highest manifestation of matter
[…] Inasmuch as today’s known value of the speed of light
has outstripped all velocities previously known to exist,
artists study the elements that constitute new periodic
states of electromatter, constructing their works according
to the spatial mechanics of two reciprocal forces –
compression and expansion, distancing and approach.
As we have seen, an obsession with energy, movement and waveform
transmissions had taken hold of Russian society in the aftermath of the 1917
revolution and influenced many Russian artists, musicians, inventors and
scientists of the period. Redko was no exception, and his Bogdanov-inspired
search for a universal language of art, based on the potential of energetic
transformations was very closely related to Nikritin’s Projectionism,
especially in the context of the ‘Method’ group.

Fig. 56 unknown, Solomon Nikritin with his wife,
1959-1961, Crimea
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Fig. 57 S. Nikritin A. scales for body movement. B. colour-emotion studies. C. ‘Cartogram
of the Program’, study to find universal structures in nature. D. scales for body
movement. E. diagram of emotional states for Projection Theatre actors. 1920-1924
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Fig. 58 S. Nikritin A. Projectionist manifesto (courtesy of A. Smirnov). B. selfportrait. C. portrait 1920. D. graph of emotional states for first act of Conspiracy
of Fools. 1920-1924
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Directly referencing Bogdanov, Nikritin presented a series of works at the
1924 First Dicussional Exhibition of Active Revolutionary Art, which he called
‘tectonic research’. The work consisted of ‘texts, photographs, sketches,
reliefs and a three-dimensional construction’ that were meant as a conceptual
form of waveform transmissions, a method to ‘transfer creative energy into
further development’.244 Together with the artists Luchishkin, Mikhail
Matveevich Plaksin (1898-1965), and Alexandr Grigorievich Tyshler (1898–
1980), Nikritin created the ‘Method’ collective to advance his ‘projections of
the method of the artist’.245
From 1923, the Projection Theatre collaborated closely with the
biomechanical laboratory at the Central Institute of Labour (CIT). Although
Nikritin fell out with Gastev in 1924, this short period of intense
experimentation inspired radical artistic approaches to theatre and charted
the edges of human physical capabilities. The Projectionists were
experimenting with the expressive possibilities of theatre by investigating
new ways of combining rhythmic movement, setting and sound.246 Their use
of noise orchestras, interactive projections, and kinetic devices to create
stage-sets were far ahead of the period, and the ecstatic and cult-like intensity
of their performances as described by Fülöp-Miller conjure images of the
raves and parties I remember from the early 90s.
While the CIT was a biomechanical laboratory founded to perfect human
physical movement in the context of the new industrialized society, Nikritin's
Projectionism added expressive art forms to biomechanical research through
his Projection Theatre. Thus, as well as being closely connected to the CIT,
Solomon Nikritin's Projectionism marks an important development of both
Tektology and biomechanics through its creative search for a universal
language to transcend the limitations of human perception, kinetic power
and individuality.247 Nikritin’s attempts at a diagrammatical representation of
waveform transmissions, and his belief that all matter and action were
waveform transmissions, strongly resonate with both the premise of the
thesis and the theories of Fechner and James. As I discuss in more depth in
Chapter Three, the Projectionists’ experiments with physical exertion,
rhythmical movement, sound and light as a way to transcend the limitations
of body and mind also look forward to electronic dance culture and music.
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Fig. 59 Solomon Nikritin, ‘Cartogram of the Theory of Projectionism’, a study to think
through the universal language Nikritin sought to establish. In an interview with
Andrey Smirnov I asked about the precise meaning of the different elements in
this drawing, but even to Andrey, it is a rather opaque (but seductive) work. 1924
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6. Extended Vision, The Fourth Dimension
Mikhail Vasilyevich Matyushin (sometimes Matiushin) (1861-1934) was a
multi-disciplinary artist who also endeavoured to transcend the limitations of
man’s physical and mental capabilities, initially by ‘extending’ vision. In 1912
Matyushin and the artist Elena Guro moved into flat number 12 of a large
house on 10 Ulitsa Professora Popova, St Petersburg. In the decade that
followed they would become key members of the futurist affiliated Union of
Youth movement, and their home would develop into a crucial meeting place
for many of avant-garde artists in St Petersburg and beyond. Matyushin had
trained and worked as a professional violinist before studying fine art and
collaborating with artists Nikolai Kulbin and Wassily Kandinsky to find
unifying principles between colour sensation and music throughout the
1910s.248
Influenced by Hermann von Helmholtz’ scientific work on vision and the
German physiologist Johannes von Kries’s ‘duplicity’ theory, Matyushin
began to conduct experiments with visual perception to achieve what he
called ‘extended’ or ‘amplified vision’.249 The duplicity theory was based on
the distribution and function of the cones and rods in our retina. Based on his
study of night- and day-time vision, Von Kries concluded that achromatic
rods (extremely light-sensitive cells incapable of colour vision), were
concentrated in the retina’s peripheral region, while the less light sensitive
but colour-capable cones were prevalent at the centre of our field of vision.250
While Von Kries did not believe the two distinct modes of vision could be
used simultaneously because they used separate regions of the retina,
Matyushin suggested their convergence as a unified panoramic vision was a
logical and necessary evolutionary step.
In order to test his hypothesis, Matyushin set up a laboratory at the St
Petersburg GINKhUK, (State Institute of Artistic Culture) where students
were subjected to a regime of meditation, yoga exercises and colour
sensations to increase their visual fields.251 Matyushin did not limit his
experiments to vision; he also explored ways to accelerate the evolution of
hearing and touch to break through the biological limits of perceptual
bandwidth. In a 1923 survey of new art movements and creative endeavours
in St Petersburg (Petrograd), the writer Nikolai Punin described Matyushin’s
experiments in the Studio of Spatial Realism:
[His] studio, empirical in nature and rigorous in its
approach, has taken on the task of trying to physiologically
248
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influence human consciousness. Perfection of the
perceptive apparatus through an involved system of
painterly experimentation, is viewed by Matiushin as the
first, necessary step on the way to a new art. This led to
intensive work with the eye; first and foremost is the goal
of improving the keenness of sight and furthermore a
coordination of the eyesight with the other sensory
organs.252
As historian Margareta Tillberg notes in Coloured universe and the Russian
avant-garde: Matiushin on colour vision in Stalin's Russia, 1932, 2003, 'Matyushin
was inspired by Symbolism, Pantheism, Futurism, and theosophical mystics
such as C.H. Hinton, P.D. Ouspensky and Gurdjieff. His aim was to adapt his
ideas to the new religion of Soviet 1920s scientific hegemony.'253 Ouspensky’s
ideas appear particularly close to Matyushin’s; in Tertium Organum
Ouspensky proposed that when reality is considered from its fourdimensional wholeness, all aspects of space, its extensions and physical
relationships between objects are simultaneously apparent. But human
perception and cognition can only perceive this simultaneity sequentially. In
other words, we can only perceive space as a series of temporal events.254

Fig. 60 Matyushin, sketch for ‘extended vision’ 1916
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The ideas of Ouspensky and Matyushin resonate distinctly with Charles
Howard Hinton’s ‘fourth dimension’ which in turn is deeply rooted in the
philosophies of Fechner and James (see Chapter One). Matyushin believed
that inducing a panoramic visual angle of what would have been 180° (though
Tillberg insists it was a full 360°) could produce a new spatial reality where
dimensions would merge, time would become elastic, and colours would
appear infinitely more saturated and intense.255 He called this enhanced state
of perception and cognition, 'the fourth dimension'. 256257
With untrained eyes a stone, for example, would seem
‘dead’, immobile, static. In the fourth dimension, however,
it should be possible to see the low frequency waves of
solid materials such as stones and minerals. With cars at
one speed, people at another, trees growing at yet a third
speed, to the untrained eye, the world seems scattered and
fragmented. For those who could apply the extended
vision however, the whole world would, from an
ontological perspective, appear completely different, with
all links and connections organically unified.258
Matyushin's fourth dimension is another visionary example of the search for
a universal principle behind reality, and a language, or technique, that could
be employed to reach beyond the limitations of human biology. Matyushin
regarded reality as more expansive than perceptible with untrained senses.
His experiments appear to have no direct relation to the biomechanical and
movement-intensive modes of expression of the Projectionists but Matyushin
does appear to place the act of movement at the centre of nature's
mechanisms. As historian Isabel Wünsche observes:
[…] like other representatives of organic thought and
lebensphilosophie, from Heraclitus to Bergson, Mathiushin
regarded movement as a quality of nature present in all
forms of matter […], an essential, fundamental expression
255
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of life, which was most easily found in the natural
development of living organisms, but could also be
indentified in […] inorganic nature.259
Wünsche regards Matyushin as a monist: as someone who holds that all
aspects of nature are parts of a unified reality. Everything in the universe
could be explained in terms of movement, waveform transmissions and their
interactions.

Fig. 61 Matyushin, by Guro, 1900
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7. Waves and Thought-transfer
Running parallel to the experiments of Gastev, Nikritin and Matyushin, in
post-revolutionary Russia there was widespread (scientific) interest and state
sponsored research into waveform transmissions and their links to
paranormal phenomena.
As Stephen Braude notes in Telepathy (1978), ‘Russian experiments in
telepathy were originally intended to garner evidence for materialistic
theories of the mind.’260 Soviet scientists worked from the assumption that
instances of telepathy could be explained by physical or physiological
mechanisms and that experiments would ‘confirm the brain-radio model of
telepathy by finding its electromagnetic origins in the brain.’261
In The Occult in Russian and Soviet Culture (1997), Mikhail Agursky discusses
the work of Russian psychiatrist Naum Kotik (1886-?).262 Kotik ran
experiments in 1904, which aimed to prove the relationship between psychic
phenomena and radiation. According to Kotik, the thoughts of one person
could be transferred to another via N-Rays. N-Rays were a form of radiation
proposed by French physicist Rene Blondlot in 1902, who asserted that these
rays ‘emanated from both inert and living bodies, and that they increased in
strength with the "psychic activity" of the source.’263 After his own
experiments with N-Rays, Kotik formulated a hypothesis on the existence
and ramifications of N-Rays:
1. Thinking is followed by the emission of a special kind
of energy.
2. This energy has both mental and physical aspects.
3. As a mental phenomenon, this energy enters directly
into the brain of another person and produces the
same images there.
4. As a physical phenomenon, this energy has several
features.
(a) It circulates in the human body from the brain to the
extremities, and vice versa.
(b) It is accumulated on the surface of the body
(c) It penetrates the air with difficulty
(d) It penetrates obstacles (physical objects) with greater
difficulty
(e) It flows from a body with a stronger psychic charge
to a body with a weaker psychic charge.264
Kotik, like many of his contemporaries, insisted there was a basis in nature
for parapsychological phenomena, and he thought the harnessing of the
260
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power of N-Rays would allow humanity to break through the body’s
physiological limitations. Kotik’s thinking was deeply inspired by Nikolai
Fedorov (1828/29-1903), a Russian philosopher, whose ideas were in turn
taken up by Cosmists such as Tsiolkovsky and biophysicist Aleksandr
Chizhevskiy (1897-1964).265 Fedorov proposed that technology and science
should be known by- and available to all of humanity, whose ‘common task’
was ‘to resurrect, by means of science, its dead fathers from particles
scattered in the cosmic dust.’266
Fedorov's "common task" was like an alchemical Great
Work in which transmutation is achieved by science
rather than the philosopher's stone. He advocated
colonizing space to accommodate the increase in
population when the dead were resurrected, harnessing
solar energy, controlling the climate, and transforming
nature by such means as irrigating Arabia with icebergs
hauled from the Arctic. He predicted cloning and
prosthetic organs […] Fedorov's vision of the regulation
of nature appealed to worshipers of technology.
According to V. V. Ivanov, Fedorov set the agenda for
Soviet science.267
Sergei Kernbach’s 2013 article Unconventional Research In USSR And Russia:
Short Overview, provides a compelling insight into the agenda for Soviet
Science in the 1920s.268/269
According to Kernbach, Lunacharsky’s 1924 formation of Russian
Committee for Psychical Research at the International Committee of the
Psychical Research can be considered the beginning of a ‘more or less
coordinated Soviet program of unconventional research.’270 The research
during the 1920s was focused on transfers of information (telepathy) by
biological means, and the specific waveform transmissions involved in such
transfers. By the late 1920s, after it became evident that shielded chambers
(Faraday cages) yielded no significant changes in experimental results, it was
decided that radio waves were not plausible carriers of telepathic information.
Instead telepathic radiation was speculated on as an unknown form of ‘highpenetrating’ and ‘non-electro-magnetic’ waveform transmission.271
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However, EM radiation was still considered of interest, because of the
observed effects of micro-waves on the activity of the higher nervous system.272
Scientist Sergey Turlygin (1891-1955) described these effects as follows:
Various biological effects can be explained by unequal
absorption of microwave energy by different tissues of
the body. […] Indeed, if the absorption of
electromagnetic energy takes place in nerves and nerve
cells, a negligible portion of the energy absorbed by the
nerve is enough to produce a number of secondary
phenomena in the body caused by the excitation of a
nerve. […] Thus, all parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum contains some bands, which act differently on
biological objects, in particular, on the nervous system
of a living organism […] The search for radiation
emitted by organisms represents the second way of
finding biologically active waves and of clarifying the
issues of absorption of the electromagnetic field. If the
experiment confirms the existence of an active emitting
of electromagnetic waves by a living organism, it is
necessary to clarify the biological significance of it, since
no matter how small its intensity, it can be one of the
strongest factors in the daily life of living organisms.273
This search for ‘biologically active waves’ and their precise a/effects became
the orientation and subject of the Soviet pre-war unconventional research
program. There are few direct points of contact between the interdisciplinarians’ experiments and the research described above. Leon
Theremin, who will be discussed in the next section, was deeply influenced by
developments in paranormal research, and had offered his services to the
KGB, although it is unclear whether his proposals were acted upon. As was
true for all aspects of society, by the late 1920s, research into telepathy and
radiation was tightly supervised by the state and individual researchers not
affiliated with state funded institutions exposed themselves to persecution. In
the next section of this chapter, I discuss important technological inventions
and developments that both built on- and fed back to the experiments with
biomechanics, the search for a universal language of reality and attempts to
transcend human biology.
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Technology in practice
As the Russian inter-disciplinarians discovered, through waveform
transmissions it is possible to distribute energy across the senses. Such a
distribution allows for a re-purposing of energy that is experiential and
transformative. The experiential was key to the idea of sovereignty, and the
transformative power of art was considered a portal to a technologically and
cognitively advanced society. Following in the footsteps of Gastev, Nikritin,
Bogdanov and Matyushin, the inter-disciplinarians below were concerned
with the synthesis of sound, light and movement: the bringing together of
different media on equal terms to create entirely new artistic and social
practices that propel humanity forwards.

Fig. 62 Evgeny Murzin, Visual Prosthesis, 1958
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1 Light to Sound
Among the numerous mind-boggling instruments and ideas described in
Sound in Z is a patent for a device that could turn visual information into
sound. The 'Visual Prosthesis for General Use by the Totally Blind' was
proposed by the inventor and engineer Evgeny Murzin. While the patent is
dated as late as 1958, it was based on 'optical sound', a technique pioneered in
1880 by Alexander Graham Bell and his assistant Charles S. Tainter in their
Photophone, a device that could transmit sound on a beam of light.274
We have found that the simplest form of apparatus for
producing the effect consists of a plane mirror of flexible
material against the back of which the speaker's voice is
directed. Under the action of the voice the mirror becomes
alternately convex and concave and thus alternately
scatters and condenses the light.275

Fig. 63 A.G. Bell, Photophone Transmitter, 1880
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The alternating intensity of the Photophone’s light beam was used to drive a
photo-electric cell whose output current would fluctuate with the light beam
and thus generate an electrical signal derived from the sound source. An
amplifier and loudspeaker would convert this electrical signal back into
sound waves.
In Russia, Europe and the US, optical sound was instrumental in the
development of the first sound films in the 1920s. Sound-on-film used an
optical soundtrack which was printed as a pattern of varying opacity
alongside the image frames on a filmstrip. A sound-film projector ran the
optical soundtrack between a so-called exciter lamp and photo-electric cell
which would vary its output current with the varying brightness of the light
beam. The more opaque the part of the pattern on the optical sound track,
the less bright the light beam received by the photo-electric cell and the
lower its output current. This current was amplified and fed to a loudspeaker.
There were several distinct ways of recording optical sound tracks, but they
all used the electrical current generated by a microphone to drive two
membranes in front of an exciter lamp. The membranes would vibrate in
proportion to the electric current from the microphone thus providing a slit
of light of varying width (brightness), which was photographed directly onto
a filmstrip.

Fig. 64 unknown, optical soundtrack on 35mm film-strip, 1980s
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Fig. 65 Ken Cameron, optical soundtracks, in: Sound and the Documentary Film, Sir
Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1947

Graphical, or drawn, sound is a technique of synthesizing sound from light
developed in Russia in the late 1920s. According to Andrey Smirnov,
Graphical Sound was invented when Mikhail Tsekhanovsky, Arseny
Avraamov and Evgeny Sholpo were working on one of the first Russian
sound movies at the Central Laboratory of Wire Communication in
Leningrad in 1929. They started to experiment with photographing handdrawn waveforms in what they would interchangeably refer to as
'ornamental', 'drawn', 'graphical', or 'synthetic' sound.
Notwithstanding the diffuse terminology and approaches that would soon
emerge, they were all techniques of sound synthesis based on light.276 By 1936,
there were a number of Graphical Sound techniques:
- Hand-drawn, shot as still images on an animation stand.
(Ornamental Sound)
- Hand-made, paper cut-outs shot as still images on an
animation stand (Paper Sound)
- The Variophone, an instrument of 'Automated Paper
Sound' developed by Evgeny Sholpo.277
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Fig. 66 Evgeny Sholpo, Variophone disks, 1932, in Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 2013

It is worth noting that none 0f the above techniques were possible in 'realtime'. In fact, the process of drawing, cutting, or cutting and spinning
(Variophone) every single required waveform, then photographing these
waveforms and developing them in sequence onto a filmstrip, was a labourintensive and lengthy process.

Fig. 67 Boris Yankovsky, Drawn Sound, 1931, in Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 2013
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Disappointed by the limitations of existing hand-drawn and paper-cut
techniques of graphical sound, in 1932 the painter and acoustician Boris
Yankovsky (1904-1973?) proposed a patent for his own method of sound
synthesis based on graphical sound, but aiming for much greater control and
precision than the current techniques were capable of.278
Yankovsky went much further than other researchers. Of all the early
Graphical Sound pioneers, Yankovsky alone pursued the approach of
spectral analysis, decomposition and re-synthesis. His curves were 'spectral
templates', semiotic entities that could be combined to produce sound
hybrids, based on a type of spectral mutation.279 Yankovsky successfully
combined his artistic creativity and acoustic expertise to push the envelope of
optical synthesis.
[…] the sound wave could be re-synthesized back with the
same set of sine waves. Nobody did this before the
invention of graphical (drawn) sound just because there
were no technical means […] As with electrons (the
neutrons and protons), the number of which defines the
quality of the atom, so do sine waves define the quality of
the sound- its timbre. […] It would make sense if we could
define (at least in draft) a sort of Periodic Table of Sound
Elements, like Mendeleev's Periodic Table of Chemical
Elements. The system of orchestral tone colours has gaps
between the rows that could be filled by means of
syntheses, like the gaps in the rows of Mendeleev's
Periodic Table [...] have been filled with the latest
developments in chemistry. [...] It is obvious that the
method of selection and crossing of sounds and
instruments, [...] will give us unprecedented, novel 'fruithybrids' that are technically unattainable for a usual
orchestra [...]"280
Yankovsky's reference to the Periodic Table is important because it relates his
method to the thread that runs through this chapter: the search for a
universal language.281 That Yankovsky did in fact come very close to the
construction of a language which brought together sound, light and space
(through acoustics), becomes very evident when studying some of his
techniques for sonic cross-fades, waveform stretching, amplitude and pitch
modulation. Cross-fades were achieved by blurring the image of the
waveform. Waveforms were stretched by moving the image and creating a
still frame of a dragged waveform, akin to mixing paint blobs using a brush or
palette knife. The stretched image could then be rotated to pull and squeeze
278
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the created variable opacity pattern (stretch time and lower pitch). The size
of the image, influencing pitch and amplitude, was adjusted with anamorphic
lenses. Lastly, the envelope of a sound, affecting its sonic and spatial
characteristics, was achieved by masking certain parts of the optical
soundtrack image, thus using the graphical representation of an envelope as
a two-dimensional floor plan to shape light into a sounding envelope.

Fig. 68 Boris Yankovsky, Syntone method, 1936, in Andrey Smirnov,
Sound in Z, 2013

Fig. 69 Boris Yankovsky, first ‘intensive’ soundtracks, 1936,in Andrey Smirnov,
Sound in Z, 2013
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In 1938, Yankovsky met inventor Evgeny Murzin, who was working on a
design for a device that was capable of optical sound synthesis in 'real-time'.
Murzin’s ANS synthesizer, which was not built until 1958, was the first
synthesizer to use the principles of photo-optical sound recording pioneered
in film and graphical sound to allow for instant sound production.
Yankovsky’s ideas were incorporated into the ANS by allowing the operator
to manipulate the spectrum of a sound (the number of included wavelengths,
harmonics), rather than a single waveform.'282

Fig. 70 Evgeny Murzin, ANS synthesizer, 1958

The ANS synthesizer extracted from the total number of its offered
wavelengths (4 x144) a particular sound by removing the areas required to
produce a desired combination of wavelengths from a coat of non-drying
mastic on a glass plate. The scratched-out areas exposed the spinning optical
disks to a photo-electric cell which produced an electrical current
corresponding to the exposed modulating light.283 By moving the glass plate
and varying the areas without the mastic, a composition could be played in
real-time. The exposed glass would produce a graphic score that could be
played back directly on the ANS at any speed, or in reverse.284
A very similar principle was used by Murzin for his 'Prosthesis for General
Use by the Totally Blind' patent of 1958. The prosthesis consisted of an optoelectronic camera mounted on the head of the user. Two rotating mirrors
placed to the side of the head reflected an image into separate lenses, each
positioned before a second and stationary mirror, whose image was then sent
282
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past a thin rectangular aperture. In order to distinguish between different
elements of the image along the aperture, the incoming light was modulated
with a frequency that changed along the aperture’s length. This was achieved
by way of a rotating disc behind the aperture on which concentric optical
soundtracks were photographed whose frequency increased from the disc’s
centre to its periphery. The modulated light, when detected by two
photovoltaic cells, produced a fluctuating current, which was amplified
through headphones as sounds with different pitches and complexities, the
height of the image corresponding to pitch and the brightness to amplitude.
By synchronizing the width of the aperture with the wavelength of the
modulating sinusoidal tones at any given point, sound would only occur at
the boundaries forming the images. The parallax between the two scanning
mirrors made it possible to resolve the contours, or outlines of objects by
their position in relation to the mechanism.285 Murzin hoped that with
practice, a visually impaired user might learn to translate the complex sounds
produced by the prosthesis into a meaningful representation of vision.
The experiments related above all share an obsession with the creative
possibilities of the convergence of waveform transmissions. Light, sound and
movement are combined as a convolution; a new reality forged from the
cross-modulation of different waveforms. Thus, the universal language of
waveform transmissions, and the possibility to transfer between different
kinds of energy, was experimented with to excavate parts of a reality
normally ‘behind the veil’ of experience, or indeed, below the threshold of
consciousness.

Fig. 71 Boris Yankovsky, ANS score-plates, 1959
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2 Heterodyning
An important method of creative waveform convergence predates the
Russian avant-garde and was invented by the Canadian inventor-engineer
Reginald Fessenden in 1901, but was put to new creative use by Leon
Theremin in his famous Thereminvox; heterodyning.286

Fig. 72 Leon Theremin, Terpsitone, Theremin for body movement, 1932
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Through heterodyning, it is possible to extract audible frequencies from any
electro-magnetic radiation, and Theremin used heterodyning to generate an
audio signal from radio waves.287 The Thereminvox's pitch circuitry includes
two radio frequency oscillators set below 500 KHz to minimize radio
interference. One oscillator operates at a fixed frequency. The frequency of
the other oscillator is almost identical, and is controlled by the performer's
physical distance from the pitch control antenna.288 Theremin discovered the
phenomenon now known as 'body capacitance' when working on measuring
the dielectric constant of gases using the heterodyning principle at the
Petrograd Institute for Physics and Technology, and according to witnesses
was 'playing Gluck on the voltmeter' the day after his discovery. Theremin
later developed the Theremin into the Terpsitone, a device which allowed a
dancer to create music and dance to it simultaneously.289

Fig. 73 B.B. Kazhinskiy, in Unconventional Research in USSR and Russia:
Short Overview, Serge Kernbach, 1920s
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In Russia in the 1920s the principle of heterodyning was experimented with
in the context of ‘high-penetrating EM waves and regarded by some as
holding the key to user-controllable telepathic techniques. As Kernbach
explains in Unconventional Research in USSR and Russia, experiments with
heterodyning to explore mind-control were performed throughout the
twentieth century by the Soviet secret service, but the results remain
shrouded in mystery.290 Perhaps the first to experiment with the mental and
physical effects on the body of modulation (heterodyning) of EM waves was
B. G. Michaylovskiy, who discovered ‘a measurable impact of medium/short
EM waves modulated by low frequency signals on separate areas of the brain,
[…] responsible for emotional state and functionality of different organs.’291
Russian scientist B. B. Kazhinskiy 1963, Biological Radio Communication,
describes many experiments with ‘electrophysiology’ made between 1916 and
1921. All of these experiments started from a working assumption that the
body functions as a biological radio, and thus is able to decode, pulsemodulate (heterodyne), the waveform transmissions it is presented with in
nature.292
In the early 1990s, the FBI consulted one of Russia's prime researchers of
mind control, Igor Smirnov, to explore if his technique of using heterodyning
to implant thoughts into subjects from a distance could be used to influence a
sect in Waco, Texas by implanting thoughts into the sect leader David
Koresh. The FBI apparently aborted this plan after Smirnov told them the
chances of success were only 70%.293 Leon Theremin was himself convinced
of the existence of telepathy, and as Andrey Smirnov insists, all of his
inventions were aimed toward the discovery of a technology which would aid
telepathic processes through a fusion of perception, light, sound and
movement.294 Theremin experimented with such fusions when resident in
the US and created a number of concerts in the 1930s that combined body
capacitance musical instruments with interactive projections. He was
involved with the Russian Secret Service throughout his life, and wrote a
funding proposal for telepathic research in 1965.295
Murzin's Prosthesis also uses a kind of heterodyning. By modulating light
with fixed waveforms to produce a sonic image of the world, Murzin
combined light and optical synthesis to allow the brain to see through
hearing. The Russian avant-garde believed thus far unseen and unknown
aspects of reality could be tapped into through such a merging of the senses.
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Fig. 74 Leon Theremin, proposal for telepathic research to KGB, courtesy of Andrey
Smirnov, 1965

The evidence for the use of heterodyning to control minds is almost entirely
anecdotal, but its exploration is based on the scientific fact that all electromagnetic radiation interacts and that sound waves interact with electromagnetic radiation such as light, albeit that such interaction is not significant
for sound frequencies under 500 KHz.296
An important question arises from the observation that the waveform
transmissions of light, brain waves, electricity and sound affect each other,
and that is: What interference patterns and difference/sum frequencies are
created by multi-sensory environments, and can they alter our state of
consciousness? In other words, are the waveforms created by the
heterodyning between different forms of energy capable of altering our
experience of reality? If we include the Fechnerian wave motions of
consciousness and the percussive spiking of firing neurons as yet two other
interfering and heterodyning forces, we end up with a complex spatial field
of waves reciprocally modulating each other, a dynamic architecture of
transmissions that, as I argue with reference to my own practice in Chapter
Four, has the capacity to influence our perception.
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Fig. 75 Andrey Smirnov, diagram of signal flow Theremin, 2013

Fig. 76 Leon Theremin, Illumovox, instrument to control the colour of a light beam
during musical performance, 1923-24
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3 Cathode Rays
The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) has been instrumental in the development of
television ('distant vision'). While there are many competing claims about
who-did-what-when exactly, the following version of history is the most
compelling in the context of Altered States.
On July 26, 1928, 3.000 miles from Moscow, at 74 Navoi Street, Tashkent,
the first all-electronic television was tested by Boris Grabovsky, Ivan
Belyansky and Victor Popov.297 The capital of Uzbekistan, then a city in the
midst of frenetic industrialization, was home to a collective of engineers and
scientists who came to be known in Russia as the 'Enthusiasts of Tashkent'.
Lead by Grabovsky, the Enthusiasts had started to work on an electronic
camera pick-up and receiver they called the 'Radio-Telefot' in 1925. By the
summer of 1928, they were finally able to use the Telefot to transmit and
receive moving images. Grabovsky recalled in a 1965 newsreel:
We assembled all the parts at the communications testing
station in Tashkent. We managed to show a moving
streetcar there. True, that streetcar was in bright sunlight,
and the picture was quite bad because of that. We later
transmitted a silent picture of two people. The idea of
making talking pictures had not yet occurred to anyone.
The first man in the world to appear on television was Ivan
Belyansky, who took off and put on his cap. The second
person was my wife Lydia, who moved her lips and made
believe that she was engaged in a lively conversation.298

Fig. 77 Boris Rosing, CRT receiver, 1907
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Experiments with 'distant vision' had been conducted in both Russia and the
West since the late nineteenth century. The discovery of the photovoltaic
effect in 1839, cathode rays in 1869, and the photoelectric effect in 1887 had led
to Ferdinand Braun's 1897 invention of the cathode ray tube, or CRT. In 1907,
the Russian scientist Boris Rosing was the first to use a CRT as the receiver of
an experimental video signal.299 He was able to display simple geometric
shapes, marking the beginning of the CRT-based television that became
ubiquitous during the second half of the twentieth century.
However, Rosing relied on a mechanical system to scan the original image.
A precursor to CRT (electronic) television, mechanical television was a
system that both scanned and displayed an image by way of a rotating disc
(sometimes a mirror-drum) with an inward-spiralling sequence of perforated
holes. Through the disc, small parts of the image were illuminated onto a
photovoltaic cell at any one time, which converted the 'seen' portion of the
image into electrical impulses. A full revolution of the disc scanned the entire
image once over. On the receiving end, the electrical impulses caused a neon
light to flicker in direct proportion to the scanned image, while an identical
disc tracked the flicker across a screen to re-build the original image. Due to
the large discs necessary at both ends of the system, mechanical television
was impractically bulky. 300

Fig. 78 Alfred Dinsdale, ‘Rosing’s Television Apparatus’, in A. Dinsdale,
Television, 1926
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Its low resolution and frame rate were never really improved (Leon
Theremin's 100 scan-line version was the best on record, which he didn't
achieve until 1927), and while the technology of mechanical television would
be instrumental in the invention of the first sound synthesizers, by the end of
the 1920s, it appeared a dead end for true 'distant vision'. But by 1928, the
Enthusiasts had developed a cathode ray 'camera' tube that could scan an
image electronically at least a hundred times faster and with many more
scan-lines than was possible with even the best mechanical television systems
of the time.301
This version of history is controversial. The 'Enthusiasts' are almost entirely
absent from Western literature on the history of television, apart from some
scattered articles and a conspicuously precise description of the Telefot in the
1952 novel My Brother, My Enemy by the American author/physicist and
Soviet sympathiser Mitchell Wilson.302 In the 1960s, Grabovsky accused
Wilson of passing on the details of the Telefot to American companies.
Vladimir Zworykin, a compatriot and former student of Boris Rosing, had
emigrated to the USA to flee the Russian civil war in 1918, and while working
for the electronics company RCA had apparently invented his own CRT
based camera tube in 1931.303 Intriguing though Grabovsky's accusation may
be, it is entirely plausible that all-electronic television was invented
independently and, more or less, simultaneously in both Russia and the
West.304

Fig. 79 unknown, proposal for Telefot monument in
Tashkent, 1968
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Following telegraphy and radio, television had extended the sense of vision
beyond the limits of physical distance by pushing the boundaries of
technology. Radio and television's closest relative, the 'distant touch' of
telepathy, was only ever available to a select and gifted few, but the
technological advances of the industrial age had gradually blurred the
distinction between the super-natural and the physical world, allowing
anyone to see beyond the horizon.
The most important confluence of telepathy and technology, however,
came not from what television could do, but from how it did it. An inherent
property of all cathode ray tubes is a phenomenon called 'space charge',
which refers to the occurrence of electric charge as a continuum of charge
distributed over a region of space. Every CRT-TV ever built contains space
charge, an electrified space, but the Enthusiasts also made use of space
charge inside their camera tube, scanning for charged electrons set free by
light striking a photocell. The Telefot was perhaps the first machine capable
of extracting images of the world from their after-glow in space. The
harnessing of space charge, the creation of a space that is capable of carrying
electrical information from one body to another, was seen as an important
endorsement for the search for telepathic processes through technology, and
it provided (in principle) a way of transferring information from one sense to
another, from one mind to another, and from one medium to another.

Fig. 80 unknown, Boris Grabovsky and I. F. Belyansky with the Telefot, 1928
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SUMMARY
In Nikolai Kremenstov’s Revolutionary Experiments: The Quest For Immortality
In Bolshevik Science And Fiction, an almost universal enthusiasm for, and belief
in, the possibilities of the future shines through so powerfully that even
Trotsky succumbed to it:
Man will finally begin to really harmonize himself. He will
put forward the task of introducing into the movement of
his own organs—during work, walk, [and] play—the
highest precision, expediency, economy, and thus beauty.
He will want to control semi-unconscious, and then
unconscious processes in his own organism: breathing,
blood circulation, digestion, and reproduction—and will
subjugate them to the control of reason and will. Life, even
purely physiological life, will become collectivelyexperimental. Humankind, frozen homo sapiens, will
again enter into radical reconstruction and will become—
under its own fingers—an object of most complicated
methods of artificial selection and psycho-physical
training. [. . .] Man will put forward a goal [. . .] to raise
himself to a new level—to create a higher sociobiological
type, an Ubermensch, if you will.305
That this enthusiasm was ubiquitous is evident from Krementsov’s
observation that ‘many Russian scientists found the revolutionary dreams
actively propagated by the new rulers quite appealing, resonating strongly
with their own long-held visions of control over life and death, health and
disease, human nature and human destiny.’306 Krementsov curiously makes
no mention of Nikritin, Theremin, Matyushin et al, but he traces trends in
science fiction writing to account for why ‘many Russian experimentalists
actively engaged in speculation regarding what their own scientific research
could mean for making those dreams a reality in the new, Bolshevik Russia.
They even aspired to explain, and thus eventually to control, the ultimate
mystery of human nature.’307
Many overlapping events, cross-connected actors and related ideas have
been discussed in this chapter, all of which relate to the premise of the thesis:
namely, that reality is a function of waveform transmissions, and that states
of perception and/or experience might be productively altered through
carefully combined waveform transmissions of light, sound and movement.
The chapter began with a brief history of Russia’s socio-political and
economic evolutions from the mid-19th century to the 1920s, providing insight
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into the immense hardships but also the incredible energy and drive of
Russian society at this time, which Richard Stites has called ‘maximalist’.
Next, the chapter discussed the implicit yet powerful connections between
the Russian inter-disciplinarians and the theories of Fechner/James by
reference to related theoretical discourse in post-revolutionary Russia. These
connections were then developed further in the section, Theory in Practice,
which explored how such theories found their way into practical experiments
and applications. Specifically, the work of the CIT, the Projectionists, and
Matyushin was contextualized through the ideas of Bogdanov, Bergson,
Fechner and James, and the forward links between Proletkult -rave culture,
and Cosmism- Afrofuturism were indicated. Further, this section argued that
the unconventional research in Russia was an important strand of research
that was influential to many of the Russian inter-disciplinarians. The final
section, Technology in Practice, discussed the technical outcomes of this
period of extraordinary invention in the context of the established theoretical
frameworks of the thesis, emphasising how the pioneers of optical/graphical
sound, the various inventions of Theremin, and the emergence of television
articulated questions around the search for a universal language that strongly
resonate with my own questioning of whether, and if so how, waveform
transmissions can combine into altered (experiences of) reality.
A key contribution of the chapter is that it builds upon and develops the
important work of Andrey Smirnov, proposing a historical genealogy and
theoretical perspective, based on waveform transmissions, that encompasses
people and practices not included in Sound in Z, or only mentioned in
passing. The chapter thus complements Smirnov’s research on the Russian
avant-garde, incorporating elements from the history of Cosmism, electronic
television, Mathiushin, and telepathy, as well as discussing Smirnov’s
documented history in light of the philosophical theories of Fechner and
James. In the next chapter, I will explore how the particular nexus of
waveform transmissions of electronic dance culture and music relates to the
Russian inter-disciplinarians’ experiments and the theories of Fechner and
James. I will discuss the various effects and affects of club spaces, raves,
electronic dance music and collectivity, which are all central aspects of my
PhD related design work. The design work will be evaluated in the context of
the entire genealogy in the final chapter of the thesis.
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Fig. 81 Vasily Zhuravlyov, Cosmic Journey, film still, 1936
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The theoretical and historical framework set up in Chapters One and Two
provides a way of looking at electronic dance culture and music that has been
instrumental in the development of my practical work. The connections
between James, Fechner, the Russian avant-garde, and my practice are
consistently related to my own experiences in clubs and at raves from the
early ‘90s until today. Even though my practice does not always directly
reference these experiences, the after-effects of my first encounters with
techno and clubs have left a lasting imprint on my experience of reality, and
are a constant reminder that the laws of physics can be made elastic in
perception and consciousness through hyper-dynamic sensory
environments. In this chapter, I will argue that sound, light, movement and
the blurring of sensory boundaries all play an important part in this
elastification. The exposure to a club space’s nexus of music, lighting rig, and
collectivity affects the experience of reality. This altered state is both sensory
and internal; what starts as an altered perception evolves into an altered state
of consciousness, and it is my belief that this is achieved by a lowering of the
threshold of consciousness. As an entry point into this discussion, consider
the following description of a (first) experience of MDMA inside a club by the
journalist Mathew Collin:
Suddenly the music that had been pounding out of the
speakers suspended above the dancefloor flashed right
into focus, searing into the consciousness. It felt like the
sound, each gorgeous slash of the riff, was slicing through
every single cell in my body, transmuting its physiology.
The drums seemed to sparkle in midair, reverberating as if
in a cathedral, and the bass… it was as though I'd never
heard it before. It resonated through to the core, pulsing
from both inside and outside simultaneously. The tune
separated out into its constituent parts, a lattice of textures,
[...] each sliding right into me, locking, holding, releasing...
[...] We began to slide into the contours of the rhythm,
becoming immersed in it, the bass curling around the
spine [...].308
What jumps out from Collin’s extract is the embodied, spatial and physical
experience of sound, brought 'right into focus' by the effects of MDMA. As I
will argue, MDMA is just one element of the dance club assemblage, and acts
as more of an enhancer than an instigator of altered states of perception/
reality. Nonetheless, I chose to begin with Collin’s account for its powerful
description of the way in which altered states of perception can stem from the
interweaving of sensory boundaries: an overlapping of the senses that
converts sound, light, and movement into each other, and into embodied
experiences of time and space.
308
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In this chapter, sight and hearing, their interaction, and their incorporation of
the other senses in the context of the nightclub space, will be discussed as the
primary psychophysical occurrences that may lead to altered states of
consciousness. Specifically, the temporal nature of sound, light, space and
movement, and the way in which the parts of this nexus affect each other,
will be continually analysed in the context of the thesis’ genealogy, and
where appropriate linked to my own practice, which will be examined in
detail in Chapter Four. The first section of this chapter draws important
historical similarities and differences between the Russian avant-garde and
electronic dance culture in order to set the context for the ensuing discussion.
I then argue the case for sound’s power to affect the body directly and I
discuss the role of time and space in electronic dance music and the creative
and affective possibilities of the virtual landscapes it creates. The idea of
using fictions to excavate deeper truths, as evident in the work of Werner
Herzog and Jennifer Walshe, is compared to sonic and spatial fictions created
by today’s electronic dance culture; while the architectural potential of
sound, light, and movement is explored in relation to perceptual distortions
generated by the club-centric nexus of sound, light, space, movement, and
chemical substances. Special emphasis is placed on specific distortions of
time- and space-experience, and the concept of telepathy as it manifests itself
in clubs and at raves will be explored through the concept of ‘space charge’
and the transmission of discreet forms of energy.

1. HORIZONTAL NETWORKS
As discussed in the Introduction to the thesis, electronic dance music is
primarily dealt with in this chapter from a personal and experiential
perspective, rather than a historical one. This is not because the history of
electronic dance music lacks importance or relevance; indeed, as I discuss
below, certain aspects of its history bear directly upon the themes of the
thesis. Rather, given that the central focus of this chapter is on the relations
between Fechner, James, the Russian avant-garde, and the specific fusions of
sound, light, space and people that my practice has sought to develop, a
thorough discussion of the historical evolution of club cultures and electronic
music would add significant length to the thesis without significantly
contributing to the originality of its arguments.
The historical aspects of electronic dance culture that do warrant attention,
however, are those that directly invoke the Russian inter-disciplinarians
discussed in Chapter Two. As alluded to there, a distinct resonance exists
between the Russian Proletkult movement and electronic dance music
culture. Proletkult as an idea came from a select group of Marxists, who
sought to satisfy the nation’s hunger for knowledge and change by becoming
a grassroots organisation. Prolekult’s principle architects, Alexander
Bogdanov and Anatoly Lunacharskii were from well-to-do, but modest
backgrounds, and both were imprisoned as teenagers for their radical
activism. Comparably, as music journalist Matthew Collin (1997) first pointed
out in Altered State, the revolutionary force of electronic dance music and
168

culture has been driven globally by people who weren’t part of an
authoritarian elite, but who operated as small collectives and often had just
enough societal and financial freedom to pursue their dreams. In Britain, the
well-documented story of rave culture’s prime movers DJs Danny Rampling
and Paul Oakenfold, who decided to change the world after a mind altering
experience of Ecstasy and Acid House in Ibiza in the late 1980s, reveals a
radical non-conformism combined with a background privileged enough to
travel. Certainly, these historically discreet movements are not equivalent,
and it is important to avoid conflating their disparate historical, social and
cultural origins. At the same time, it is clear both from the grassroots nature
of their organisation, and from their protagonists’ shared belief in the power
of art, music, theatre and the senses to bring about a future that could
radically break from the status quo, that the Russian avant-garde and
electronic dance culture bear some striking similarities.
A further comparison lies in the anti-hierarchical creative and social
networks they created. In Artificial Hells (2012), Claire Bishop uses Proletkult
as a case study to trace a political history of participatory art. Bishop is highly
critical of Proletkult, which she considers a movement that was used as a
political instrument from the outset and which produced no notable or
revolutionary work during its entire existence.309 Bishop’s views contrast with
historians such as Lynn Mally, Richard Stites and Andrey Smirnov, whose
consensus is that while short-lived and flawed, in its early years Proletkult
created an experimental environment that allowed for the participation of
people who would not normally have been considered credible artists.
Smirnov’s Sound in Z, published only a year after Artificial Hells, provides
compelling evidence that the revolutionary work and ideas produced in postrevolutionary Russia were products of the creative and experimental
environment which Proletkult had helped to establish. Bishop’s criticism
centres on Proletkult’s co-founder Alexander Bogdanov, who she considers a
non-artist and therefore not a credible instigator of Proletkult. However,
Proletkult’s development was not controlled by Bogdanov or Lunacharskii:
after the movement was initiated, Proletkult quickly spread its wings in a
highly decentralized and autonomous manner, which is why it caused so
much concern among the highest echelons of the Communist Party.
Furthermore, it can be argued that it was precisely Bogdanov’s position as an
outsider to the artistic elite that allowed him to imagine a society where
anyone could be an artist, musician, actor or filmmaker. The envelope was
pushed by democratizing the act of creativity in much the same way that
electronic dance music allowed people with no formal artistic or musical
background in music to participate. Although Rampling and Oakenfold were
both DJs, they were entirely self-taught and the development of house and
techno in Chicago and Detroit in the late 1980s was similarly driven by
passionate music lovers without formal musical training, but with access to
increasingly proliferating technologies. Subsequent evolutions in the
309
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Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and Germany track a similar path of the coming
together of enthusiasts from very different social backgrounds with no formal
creative training. That this is still a feature of global contemporary
developments in electronic dance music is clearly evident in Matthew
Collin’s (2018) Rave On, and points to the egalitarian, democratic foundations
of dance culture.310
An important difference between Proletkult and electronic dance culture as
it developed in the 1980s, however, is that there is little evidence of a
comparable drug culture in 1920s Russia.311 In my interviews with Andrey
Smirnov, it became clear that while many of the Russian protagonists were
very likely to have used a variety of stimulants, including cannabis, cocaine,
and possibly more potent hallucinogens, there is currently a lack of any
targeted studies on the subject.312 The studies that do exist focus primarily on
the use of cocaine, opiates and cannabis as a way to cope with the atrocious
social conditions of post-revolutionary Russia.313 Some researchers have
sought to explore Russian youth cultures and their drug/drinking habits in
the 1920s, but these interesting works provide no clear view of a comparable
culture to contemporary club and rave environments.314 By contrast,
recreational drug use in electronic dance culture is a prevalent and important
aspect of the assemblage; indeed, the recreational use of Ecstasy evolved
historically as part of the acid house movement in the ‘80s. I have therefore
deemed it necessary to include in this chapter a brief section on drugs as
catalysts or enhancers of altered states of experience/ reality. This does not
take away from the powerful connections between electronic dance culture
and the Russian avant-garde in their search for alternative futures that could
accelerate society out of the present. Rather, it acknowledges drug use within
electronic dance culture as a ubiquitous component of the assemblage that,
together with light, sound, movement, and corporeality, cannot be ignored.
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2. affective Shortcuts
The spatial and tactile experiences sound can trigger and/ or amplify are a
synesthetic process that can partially be understood in relation to rhythm. As
was infamously recognized in the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act,
1994, electronic dance music is ‘characterised by the emission of a succession
of repetitive beats’.315 At a recent lunch with my former second supervisor,
Professor of Architecture and prolific DJ Adrian Lahoud,316 Adrian discussed
literary critic Katherine Hayles' (2017) book Unthought, in which she describes
how certain external impulses may bypass the mind to work directly on the
body.317 Adrian proposed that rhythm might be such an impulse, given its
very direct, felt effects on the body. Trained as a drummer, I instantly
understood Adrian’s proposition of the direct-to-body potential of rhythm—
a proposition that, as I subsequently learned, was also made by cultural critic
Raymond Williams, when he wrote in 1961 that:
[R]hythm is a way of transmitting a description of
experience, [such] that the experience is re-created in the
person receiving it, not merely as an “abstraction” or an
emotion but as a physical effect on the organism—on the
blood, on the breathing, on the physical patterns of the
brain… [I]t is a physical experience as real as any other.318
My experience as a musician has taught me that it is near impossible to filter
rhythm through the mind before it has twitched the muscles, and that to
attempt to do so merely breaks a direct link between reality and experience,
emotion and expression. Through electronic dance music, clubs and raves
create sonic environments that actively seek out direct impulse-to-body
trajectories. In this section I will discuss the ramifications of such trajectories
for the threshold of consciousness and I will evaluate sound’s capability to
induce synesthetic processes.
A criticism often levelled at electronic dance music, both by academics and
journalists, is that its stripped-bare repetitive nature and lack of lyric-based
narrative render it empty and soul-less.319 The book, More Brilliant Than the
Sun (1998), by artist-thinker Kodwo Eshun, starts with a powerful manifesto
railing against this inability to engage with rhythm and dance music. He
writes:
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All today's journalism is nothing more than a giant inertia
engine to put the brakes on breaks, a moronizer placing all
thought on permanent pause, a futureshock absorber,
forever shielding its readers from the future's cuts, tracks,
scratches. Behind the assumed virtue of keeping rhythm
mute, there is a none-too-veiled hostility towards
analyzing rhythm at all. Too many ideas spoil the party.
Too much speculation kills 'dance music', by
'intellectualizing' it to death. The fuel this inertia engine
runs on is fossil fuel: the live show, the proper album, the
Real Song, the Real Voice, the mature, the musical, the
pure, the true, the proper, the intelligent, breaking
America: all notions that stink of the past, that maintain a
hierarchy of the senses, that petrify music into a solid state
in which everyone knows where they stand, and what real
music really is. And this is why nothing is more fun than
spoiling this terminally stupid sublime, this insistence that
Great Music speaks for itself.320
Eshun aims to level the playing field by setting out to rescue rhythm from
underneath the traditionalist emphasis on melody, harmony and lyrics. A
similar call to arms runs through Jeremy Gilbert and Ewan Pearson's (1999)
Discographies: Dance, Music, Culture and the Politics of Sound, in which they
lament musicology's condescending refusal to take rhythm, timbre and
electronic dance music seriously.321 Neither book goes as far as explicitly
ascribing to rhythm the more direct perceptual trajectory that Williams does,
whereby the staccato, percussive stabs are felt to work directly on the body,
inversely to the more elongated melodic and harmonic elements. However,
Eshun ends his introductory polemic with a paragraph that leaves open the
door to such a process:
You are not censors but sensors, not aesthetes but
kinaesthetes. You are sensationalists. You are the newest
mutants incubated in womb- speakers. Your mother, your
first sound. The bedroom, the party, the dancefloor, the
rave: these are the labs where the 21st C nervous systems
assemble
themselves,
the
matrices
of
the
Futurhythmachinic Discontinuum. The future is a much
better guide to the present than the past. Be prepared, be
ready to trade everything you know about the history of
music for a single glimpse of its future.322
320
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As Eshun implicitly suggests, rhythm in this context is based on a kind of
Projectionism: through its present sensory and corporeal potential, rhythm
propels us into the future; in turn, analytic reflection becomes a forwardlooking experiment. If a conceptual link appears here between Nikritin’s
Projectionism and the fast-paced rhythmic evolutions of electronic dance
music, the link between Russian Cosmism and Afrofuturism first mentioned
in Chapter Two converges with the direct-to-body trajectories expressed in
Eshun’s concept of the ‘futurythmachine’. In Sonic Warfare, Steve Goodman
(2010) describes Afrofuturism as a mutation and radical development of early
20th century Futurism. Goodman asserts that ‘Afrofuturism takes sonic
futurism beyond a preoccupation of noise toward rhythm.’323 Goodman’s
argument is deeply indebted to Eshun, who locates the rhythmachine as the
sonic driver of Afrofuturism:
More than the futurist rhetoric of noise, for Eshun, it is the
rhythmachine that motivates and underscores the musics
of the Black Atlantic. The rhythmachine is an algorithmic
entity that abducts bodies, modulating their movements.
The rhythmachine lies between the beats, or is the glue
that congeals individual intensities together. To be
abducted by the rhythmachine is to have the sensory
hierarchy switched from the perception of rhythmelody to
texturhythm, becoming a vibrational transducer, not just a
listener. The rhythmachine constitutes a sensual
mathematics, whose counting systems and algorithmic
procedures take place across the skin. The skin, therefore,
for the “rhythmatician,” is a skin that thinks.324
Cultural critic Mark Dery originally coined the term Afrofuturism in Flame
Wars, 1994.325 Afrofuturism has since been used to refer to a multitude of
actors, from Science Fiction (SF) writers such as Samuel R. Delany and
Octavia E. Butler, through musicians such as Sun Ra, Funkadelic, and Janelle
Monáe, to films such as An Oversimplification of Her Beauty (2012, dir. Terence
Nance), The Last Angel of History (1996, dir. John Akomfrah) and Space Is the
Place (1974, dir. John Coney). The definition of Afrofuturism connecting its
different exponents is, as American writer and academic Alondra Nelson
explains in Future Texts (2002): ‘African American voices with other stories to
tell about culture, technology and things to come’.326
Afrofuturism shares with Russian Cosmism the pursuit of an alternative
reality, explored through ‘sci-fi imagery, futurist themes, and technological
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innovation’.327 As we have seen, music and sound also play a key role in
Afrofuturist discourses. Writer Greg Sinker (1992) refers to techno and hipHop’s role in the genealogy of Afrofuturism as ‘Black Science Fiction’:
And yet, as a wordless total immersion culture of beatpleasure, where the warehouse party functions as purely
temporary paradisiac freedom, beyond sexual rules or
racial boundaries, Techno admits a yearning for these
impossible Sf futures. Hip-Hop and Techno between
them—genres that focus on wharf-rat underclass
individuals seizing on the most up-to-date technology, to
combat some ever more monolithic, globally interlinked
InfoTec state—are Cyberpunk come to life, by turns
grindingly bleak (as chroniclers of the present) and
deliriously optimistic (as harbingers of the future).328
Building upon such ideas, Eshun’s (2003) ‘Future Consideration on
Afrofuturism’ described how the ‘emergent digital technology of sequencers,
samplers, synthesizers, and software applications began to scramble the
ability to assign identity and thereby racialize music.’ The obscuring of racial
identity allowed the human-machine fantasies of 1980s techno producers
such as Juan Atkins and Derrick May to be used ‘both to alienate themselves
from sonic identity and to feel at home in alienation.’329 Similarly, Russian
Cosmism, especially its post-revolutionary, non-religious version
‘Biocosmism’, sought to reclaim the promises of religion, the afterlife,
salvation, and heaven by constructing a human-machine that could push the
envelope of technology to overcome mortality, build a new and perfect
society, and reach for the stars. In a manner not dissimilar to Afrofuturism’s
'race-less’ post-humanism, the Russian inter-disciplinarians considered
technology as the means through which they could scramble social class
identity.330
Furthermore, in the above mentioned essay, Eshun looks back to Science
Fiction’s history and concludes that ‘science fiction was never concerned with
the future, but rather with engineering feedback between its preferred future
and its becoming present.’331 As he proposes, a sonic future can be realised or
actualised in the present through the waveform transmissions of rhythm that
target the body directly. In this context, rhythm, or what Eshun calls the
‘futurythmachine’, can be viewed as an embodied window onto an alternative
reality; a sonic science fiction that closes a feedback loop between present and
future through body movement. Neither the Russian inter-disciplinarians nor
327
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the Cosmists gave such emphasis to sonic rhythm, but the repetitious
processes of biomechanics, habit-conditioning, and optical sound all have
distinct rhythmical features that operate in a ‘Futurhythmachinic
Discontinuum’, for they also inject rhythm into the present body to project
(‘rush’) that body into the future.332 In this way, rhythm provides a striking
convergence between the Afrofuturists and Russian cosmists in their
orientation towards the future and pursuit of an alternative reality.

3. Liquid architecture
The experiential effects of sound-as-rhythm are tied to both direct-to-body
rhythmic processes and the tactile nature of sound at certain levels and
subsonic frequencies. While the 'bass emphasis' intrinsic to the sound systems
installed in many clubs renders both of these qualities ubiquitous, they are
distinct forces that combine into a unified synesthetic and kinaesthetic
experience. Electronic dance music's rhythms often consist of multiple layers
of interlocking parts and thus go far beyond the capabilities of a single live
drummer. Using drum machines provides an all but unlimited palette of
sounds, polyrhythms and available limbs. The further ability to synthesize
electronic drum sounds along the entire audio spectrum (including infra- and
ultra-sonic frequencies) means that sonic tactility and kinaesthetic impulses
can exist in the same complex of waveforms, providing the sound system is
powerful enough and has a wide enough frequency range, which it tends to in
most clubs, outdoor dance events and raves.

Fig. 82 Funktion One sound system, industry standard, from https://www.funktionone.com
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The interactions between these distinct components of electronic dance
music—sonic tactility and kinaesthetic impulses—relate to the physical
nature of sound and the possibilities of sound as rhythm, both of which can
be architectural or spatial. While rhythm and repetition are much used terms
and concepts in architecture, they commonly refer to visual rather than sonic
elements of space. Indeed, the visual bias of architecture and its tendency to
adopt musical and sonic metaphors uncritically is perhaps best exemplified
by Goethe’s often-cited phrase, ‘architecture is frozen music’—a phrase that,
for all its evocative power, does not stand up to scrutiny; after all, without the
flow of time, music falls silent.
Architecture, however, is not nearly as dependent on solid materials as
sound is on the movement of time. Even if we ignore architecture’s double
meaning as both a physical and conceptual structure, there are no reasons
other than traditional and practical ones why a physical structure has to be
built from solids. Both sound and light (physical entities) are capable of
constructing enclosures, spaces with perceptual boundaries that can be
inhabited. Specifically, I would argue that electronic dance music—through
its tactility, rhythmic impulses, and associated dancing—generates fluid,
temporal architectures. The production of sonic rhythms is, in this sense, the
creation and projection of spatial structures of interwoven waveforms that
rise, fall and change with the flow of time. Meanwhile, dancing is the cutting
of shapes in space: an embodied interaction with the time-based structures
generated by (electronic dance) music.
Sound’s spatialising capacities are slightly different as they occur through
rhythm and tactility. To start with tactility, because sound is the movement of
energy through substances in longitudinal (compression/rarefaction) waves,
it flows in time and through space. As such, sound energy’s interaction with
matter, gases and fluids may cause detectable vibrations, thereby rendering it
tactile above a certain psycho-physical threshold. Indeed, it is a fact of science
that sound can 'distantly touch' you physically. I'm in a cafe on the Kingsway
as I write this and every 5 minutes the low rumble from a speeding tube
carriage far underneath me travels up through the ground, and gently excites
the wooden base of my chair. Sound travels faster and most efficiently
through solids, but with enough energy, air molecules can be pushed and
squeezed with such violence that we can feel sound as a pressure wave. On a
dancefloor, the force of the sound system generates waves of sonic pressure
that are experienced both as vibrations in the bones and organs of the body,
and as air waves pushing and squeezing through the crowd. Through this
acutely felt tactility, a physical space emerges, the parameters of which
extend to the outermost bodies affected by the vibrations. In an attempt to
articulate such an experience, I wrote the following about a night at Corsica
Studios in 2015:
Sets by Ikonika and Scratcha flood the dance floor with
wave after wave of wobbling sub-bass, a thick and
throbbing blanket through which salvos of piercing hihats and cranked-up snare-drums are fired with the
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precision and disorientating chaos of an artillery barrage.
The feeling of violence is not just an effect of the sheer
mass of this music; the relentless speed with which tension
and release follow each other, never allowing the crowd
and sound to settle in or become complacent, speaks toand of a certain state of mind, a state of war. Spiralling
vortices of oscillating synth stabs are pushed beyond the
pain threshold, then dropped into a thunderous four-tothe-floor techno-architecture, only to be torn apart again
after a few bars, exploded in a cloud of gaseous noise, from
which rises another vortex, anticipating the next
splintering thud. The Hyperdub collective are perhaps
best described as functionalist action painters,
expressionists whose sonic textures are as bodily as they
are mind-blowing. These are producers and DJs who push
their genre's envelope without compromising the bodily
and tactile forces at the centre of dance music.333
In turn, the rhythmic structures of electronic dance music build temporal
architectures in three distinct ways: first, direct-to-body impulses translate
sound into spatialized movements through the act of dancing; second, the
virtual acoustics of rhythmic impulses (e.g. reverb, delay) locate each sound
somewhere in a complex super-imposition of imagined spaces; and third, the
temporal relations between percussive hits in a single bar cycle of a techno
(or other dance) track, and their gradually changing morphology as the track
builds to breakdown, are experienced spatially as a constant barrage of
percussive sounds moving through the body. In this way, the flow of time
reveals to the present the ever-changing features of a sonic architecture,
which, in turn, is intricately bound up with the continuous flow of bodyresonating pressure waves and skull-penetrating high-frequency waves that
cocoon individual bodies. Finally, inter-acting with sound’s physically and
psychically constructed architectures is the play of the lighting rig across
moving bodies on the dancefloor. The combined affect is one of a forever
shifting and restless but clearly felt and demarcated space that often appears
disconnected from, or indeed vastly larger than, the physically built space
that contains it.
Such a dissolution of conventional architectural boundaries in favour of a
space with infinitely shifting features can be, and often is, explored from
within a radius that is no larger than the natural extension of one’s body. The
dynamic architecture of sound and light is everywhere on the dancefloor at
the same time, so any movement outside of the individual body’s radius does
not radically change your relation to, or position in, space. Rather than move
through architecture, space and time thus flow through you in the form of
sound and light, simultaneously compelling you to dance.
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Sound and rhythm, then, can initiate secondary perceptions of space and
touch: an induced synaesthesia that blurs sensory boundaries and expands
the field of perception in a manner reminiscent of the Russian interdisciplinarians’ experiments with light, sound, and movement, potentially
helping to lower the threshold of consciousness. The breaking down of
boundaries between the senses in order to invert and fuse space and time
experience resonates with the universal language explored by the Russian
inter-disciplinarians. Such altered states of space-time can be explicitly
traced to Matyushin’s fourth dimension, but the same concept is also deeply
embedded in Nikritin’s Projectionism, Cosmism and Gastev’s CIT. The
projections of the future, the feedback loops between future and present, and
the ultimate aim of biomechanics to break through the time and speed
limitations of the human body show an acute awareness of the
transformative potential of altering the reality of time and space, or at least
our relation to this reality.

4. Acoustic fictions
While sound, light and movement in clubs and at raves build temporal
spaces inside traditional architectures, perceptually dissolving and
restructuring the existing shell, they are nonetheless always physically
entangled with the solid edges of the building through resonance and
reflection. In purpose-built clubs, a concerted effort is often made to
minimize architecture’s inter-action with sound in order to achieve the truest
reproduction of the recorded music. Conversely, the music that is played in
clubs is often soaking wet with electronically produced architectural
acoustics.334 Of course, these acoustics are replicas or sonic reconstructions of
spaces chosen by the producer and are functional to the track. They would
not be consistently achievable using a club space’s natural acoustics,
particularly given the physical and material differences between clubs. And
yet, the process is one in which sound is severed from its inter-action with
physical space in favour of the production of virtual spaces. Put another way,
intrinsic acoustic experiences are suppressed to make space for virtual
acoustic experiences, which in effect amounts to a subversion of reality in
order to expand reality.
This play between real and fictional acoustics in the nightclub contributes
to the warping of spatial experience, blurring the boundaries between spatial
reality and imagination, such that the two become practically
indistinguishable. At the same time, fictional acoustics can do more than
simply transform our experience of space. As early as my case-for-upgrade
document, I drew upon Werner Herzog’s methodology of using fictions to try
and understand facts. After a screening of his film Lessons of Darkness in
Milan, Herzog was asked to give a talk about the Absolute. Instead, and
apparently spontaneously, Herzog spoke of the Sublime, and his notion of
334
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Ecstatic Truth:
[W]hat moves me has never been reality, but a question
that lies behind it [beyond; dahinter]: the question of truth.
Sometimes facts so exceed our expectations—have such
an unusual, bizarre power—that they seem unbelievable.
But in the fine arts, in music, literature, and cinema, it is
possible to reach a deeper stratum of truth—a poetic,
ecstatic truth, which is mysterious and can only be grasped
with effort; one attains it through vision, style, and
craft. […] We must ask of reality: how important is it,
really? And: how important, really, is the Factual? Of
course, we can’t disregard the factual; it has normative
power. But it can never give us the kind of illumination,
the ecstatic flash, from which Truth emerges […] In my
film Fitzcarraldo, there is an exchange that raises this
question. Setting off into the unknown with his ship,
Fitzcarraldo stops over at one of the last outposts of
civilization, a missionary station:
Fitzcarraldo: And what do the older Indians say?
Missionary: We simply cannot cure them of their idea that
ordinary life is only an illusion, behind which lies the
reality of dreams.335

Fig. 83 Werner Herzog, Fitzcarraldo, film still, 1982
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Though Herzog doesn’t specifically reference William James in this talk, his
idea of a truth behind the factual—an alternative reality that may be
unverifiable, but can still be acted upon—is closely akin to James’ ‘pure
experience’. In Essays in Radical Empiricism, (1912, posth.), James argued
against the ‘Neo-Kantian’ insistence on an absolute, immutable reality.
Instead, for James, the principle of ‘pure experience’ means that ‘nothing
shall be admitted as fact […] except what can be experienced at some definite
time by some experient.’336 Thus, ‘everything real must be experienceable
somewhere, and every kind of thing experienced must somewhere be real.’ 337
I follow Herzog in his assertion that fictions, or a stretching of reality, can
lead to a deeper understanding of the truth behind the factual; but James
would not have regarded fictions, as long as they are experienced or
experience-able, as a stretching of reality. For James, what is experience-able
is real.
The incredibly rich and deeply inspiring practice of composer-artist
Jennifer Walshe can be said to merge these two strands of thinking. Her work
uses factual research to create fictional histories that are often presented
and/or exhibited without revealing their imaginary nature. For Walshe, an
audience’s engagement with her work as if it were true is not intended as a
trick or a means of critiquing a spectator’s gullibility, but rather seeks to
expand lived realities through the imagination.338
Walshe’s thinking is, in this respect, very close to that of James, but it also
corresponds to Herzog’s search for a deeper truth behind the factual. In her
2015 book Historical Documents of the Irish Avant-Garde, Walshe uses a bizarre
1970s psy-ops programme by the British military to think through and invent
a sonic world and related Irish avant-garde.339 During the Troubles, the
British government tried to dissuade republicans and unionists in Northern
Ireland from joining the IRA or IVA by attempting to create a link between
these groups and Satanist cults. They went as far as building fake worship
sites and publishing stories in local newspapers. Walshe took this strangerthan-fiction historical fact to imagine the noise music that could’ve been
played at these worship sites by a fictional Irish avant-garde.340 History
provided Walshe with a narrative that could be thought through and
expanded to become an experience in the present. The experience-ability
turns the work into a Jamesian reality, but it also provides an aperture onto a
deeper truth behind the factual; an insight into the warped psychology of the
British government who deemed allusions to Satanism to be more effective at
dissuading potential IRA/IVA recruits than the very real violence committed
by those groups. Thus, Walshe’s creative expansion of history becomes an
instant of Herzog’s Sublime that uses art to unravel the layers behind
historical facts.
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Herzog’s practice is cinematic, while Walshe is a multi-media and conceptual
artist as much as a musician/composer; but there are very club-centric
invocations of fictional yet visceral realities. Steve Goodman aka Kode 9 is a
producer, label owner, and club night curator, who has long championed the
power of fiction in electronic dance culture. In a recent publication and
exhibition, a collective assembled by Goodman called Audint explored ways
to trace ‘the potential of sound, infrasound, and ultrasound to access
anomalous zones of transmission between the realms of the living and the
dead’.341 /342 Through a series of narratives that combine sonic facts and
fictions, and which take place in an amalgam of past, present and future,
Audint creates a world of affective vibrations, both as texts and as audiovisual experiences. This echoes themes explored by Goodman in his 2010
book Sonic Warfare, which moves asynchronously between real sonic pasts
and dystopian ‘holosonic’ futures to build a semi-fictional genealogy of
‘sound as force’ that extends as far into the future as the year 2039.343 Relating
to the earlier discussion of sonic tactility, Goodman’s proposition is that if
imperceptible sonic frequencies—infrasound, ultrasound, and other
‘unsounds’ that exceed the threshold of hearing—can affect us in
physiological ways without us being aware, sound could become a powerful
tool of social and emotional control in the not-so-distant future. Through this
notion of ‘unsound’, Goodman thus creates dystopian futuristic fictions that
nonetheless reveal a deeper truth about our present reality, namely, the
sinister ways in which sound is already being appropriated as a means of
social manipulation and control through techniques such as sonic branding
and the Mosquito Anti-Social Device.344
If Goodman’s sonic experimentation with fact and fiction centres primarily
on sonic tactility and sound’s ‘vibrational ontology’, my own practice has
brought such experimentation onto the dancefloor through the use of virtual
acoustics and rhythmic hyper-realities. A specific example of this is a recent
dance music track I produced, titled ‘Teggno’, made entirely from samples
and acoustics recorded inside ‘the Egg’, a derelict brutalist cinema complex in
Beirut. By feeding kick drums, snares, hats and other sonic elements through
impulse recordings taken from the Egg, the track is heard as if from inside
this extraordinary acoustically magnifying shell, making audible not only the
physical vastness and emptiness of the architectural structure, but also the
traumatic events that rendered it a site of conflict and violence during the
Lebanese civil war, and that remain impressed upon its surfaces as physical
abrasions that continue to make themselves heard and felt. In transporting
the historically cacophonous acoustics of the Beirut Egg to the London/global
night club in the form of a dance track, a highly specific virtual acoustic and
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historically resonant architecture is suddenly rendered experience-able for
the bodies in that club. Reality is simultaneously expanded and contracted.
The expansion is a projection of multiple spatial and psychological realities
onto the dancefloor, thus layering space upon space, weaving emotion and
history into a direct-to-body experience. The simultaneous contraction of
reality stems from the same layering and interweaving; a distinctly spatial
experience I had over the course of many days while exploring and recording
the Egg is merged into a sonic fiction that condenses time and collapses
architecture into a single track.
Sonic fictions, then, can be used to shape experiences on the dancefloor,
and they have the potential to reveal a deeper, or other truth/ reality.
Electronic dance culture’s use of virtual acoustics, light, and movement
provides a tightly woven experiential fabric that resonates deeply with
Herzog’s Sublime, and indeed James’ ‘pure experience’.

Fig. 84 Justin De Souza, Corsica Studios, 2000s
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5. Something for your Mind
Arguably one of the finest techno producers of all time, Jeroen Verheij has
been active since the early 1990s under a number of aliases, one of which is
Secret Cinema. In a 2015 interview for the book Rotterdam In The House by the
Dutch techno-aficionado Ronald Tukker, Verheij explained the idea behind
Secret Cinema:
Secret Cinema is an alias I started to produce under in
1994. The name was inspired by the mental images music
can trigger. The images produced by listening to music are
highly individual, secret, hence they are creating your own
secret cinema. They are images made by the mind,
through exposure to sound, not the external physical
world. The music I produced as Secret Cinema attempted
to be just intricate enough to spark a mental overdrive of
imagery, minimal yet cinematic.345
All music conjures mental images. As is uncontroversial, these images are
uniquely subjective and as such impossible to classify. What can be
discussed, however, are the ways in which exposure to electronic dance
music in the specific context of the club directs mental images and distorts
visual and tactile perception. In this context, it is important to acknowledge
the role of drugs in electronic dance music's influence on mental images and
perception. There are a number of comprehensive pharmacological studies
of electronic dance culture, such as Erica Weir’s (2000) Raves: A Review Of The
Culture, The Drugs And The Prevention Of Harm; and Solidarity and Drug Use in
the Electronic Dance Music Scene by Philip R. Kavanaugh and Tammy L.
Anderson (2008).346 The discussion here is not intended as a development of
these studies, but is included primarily as a means of exploring the function
of drugs as catalysts or enhancers of altered states of perception/ reality in
electronic dance culture, and crucially, as catalysts that have a time-limited
effect.
The drugs most commonly, though not exclusively, associated with
electronic dance culture are MDMA, MDA and Amphetamines. The
chemical similarities between the molecular structures of these three drugs
make for rather subtle differences in their effects. All three are tweaked
molecular structures based on a neuromodulator called Phenylethylamine,
which is a naturally occurring and important molecule in the brain.
Phenylethylamine's effect on serotonin may explain the similar euphoric and
empathogenic effects of the compounds MDMA and MDA, although the
more basic molecular structure of Amphetamines does not have a distinct
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empathogenic effect.347 MDA has a higher efficacy in stimulating the 5-HT2A
receptor (a serotonin receptor strongly linked to the visual cortex), than
MDMA; as such, MDA tends to cause more psychedelic-like effects, such as
distorted visual geometry and hallucinations. While MDMA can also
produce psychedelic-like perceptual effects, these are less pronounced than
those of MDA or require a heavier dose to become apparent. It is worth
noting that the precise interactions between drug and receptor that cause
psychedelic experiences remain elusive.348 Amphetamines do heighten
perceptual experience, but, with the exception of extremely high doses, do
not cause psychedelic perceptual effects, and are thus perhaps the cleanest
'catalyst' for the altered states triggered by the sound-light-movement nexus
under discussion.
Most scientific literature on the effects of MDMA to date focuses on the
increased empathy, social inter-action, and euphoria caused by the drug. It
wasn't until very recently that research looked specifically at the perceptual
effects of MDMA's boost and subsequent depletion of serotonin levels.349 As
this recent research suggests, the surge in serotonin levels caused by MDMA
generates an increased occurrence of a phenomenon known as lateral
inhibition. Lateral inhibition is the ‘capacity of an excited neuron to reduce
the activity of its neighbours.’350 Reducing the spreading of action
potentials from excited neurons to adjacent neurons creates a contrast in
stimulation that causes increased sensory perception. In visual processing,
this may manifest as an enhanced visual contrast that causes the edges of
objects and images to stand out.351 In auditory processing, the effects of lateral
inhibition are seemingly less understood but tentative research suggests that
it could play a role in sharpening auditory spatial input patterns and
temporal changes in sensation, and may even play a role in the processing of
pitch information.

Fig. 85 Molecular structures of MDMA, Speed and MDA
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Fig. 86/87 Tilman Brembs, Tresor, Berlin, 1990s
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Fig. 88-91 Unknown, Manchester Haçienda
and Schoom in London, 1988-1992
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Meanwhile, tactile experience is intensified with lateral inhibition because of
increased contrast between the skin area involved in haptic impulses and the
areas that remain 'untouched'.352 Although 'lateral' points to a spatial
inhibition in a lateral direction, there also exists a ‘lateral inhibition across
abstract dimensions.’353 This refers to lateral inhibition between neurons that
are not adjacent in a spatial sense, but in terms of modality of stimulus. This
phenomenon is thought to aid in colour discrimination. Finally, more recent
research indicates that surges in serotonin may also orchestrate ‘a
fundamental shift in representation of convergent auditory and multisensory
pathways, enhancing the potency of non-auditory signals in a classical
auditory pathway.’354 The experiential ramifications of such a shift are likely
to include a heightened awareness of both the spatial and temporal
dimensions of sound.355
On a dancefloor, the enhanced perceptions of sound, colour, space, your
own body and those of the people around you constitute an altered state of
consciousness. The waveform transmissions that envelop you and the space
and time that flow through your body weave together into an altered reality
that appears to unveil vast tracts of consciousness normally submerged below
the threshold of perception. The piercing, staccato sounds of intricate hi-hat
riffs combine with a pulsating strobe light as synesthetic perceptions of
glimmering structures somewhere between sound and vision. The slow swell
of a synth pad becomes a physical wave that emanates from the far corners of
the dancefloor as a mirage, a heat haze that temporarily blurs your field of
vision before washing over you as a warm cloud of fine dust. Thus, the senses
flow into each other, every sound is visual and tactile, your skin becomes a
sonic transducer, and your eyes become ears.
There can be no denying that, in the space of the nightclub, such altered
realities are often linked to drug use. However, as discussed in the
introduction to this chapter, while drugs may have an intensifying effect on
the altered states of perception precipitated by electronic dance culture, there
are temporal limitations attached to them. MDMA’s so called 'honeymoon'
period and the subsequent inability to relive the intensity of one's first drug
experiences has never been put to any scientific test, but it is widely
acknowledged by users, and corresponds to personal experience. In a very
recent experience that corroborates this, I went to a club night on a Friday,
not drinking much or taking any drugs so as to 'save myself' for a night I was
going to the following day which would involve taking E. Out of those two
nights, the first 'sober' one was by far the more intensely experienced, albeit
in fits and starts. In a recurring pattern, it appears that my historical use of E
has dampened my reaction to it to such an extent that it sometimes takes me
away from an intensified experience rather than towards it. For all their
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stimulating power, then, drugs lack a universal force of self-renewal,
development and re-invention.
It is precisely this universal and time-resistant power that the Russian interdisciplinarians hoped to find through their creative experiments and ideas;
ideas with an ancestry in Fechner and James, who were both convinced that
the key to lowering the threshold of consciousness resided in our
inventiveness and psyche. James knew and described the effects of opioids as
a catalysing force, but he did not claim them as imperative. An understanding
of the precise workings of drugs on the mind may thus help to reveal what
the mind is capable of, and how serotonin levels are involved in the
expansion of our experiential fields, but it does not exclude these capabilities
from being accessed by different means, and nor do the enhanced serotonin
levels caused by MDMA and related substances exclude similar neurological
effects caused by creative fusions of sound, light, movement and people
alone.
To support this, research into the effects of dance movement therapy
(DMT) on serotonin production confirms that dancing increases serotonin
levels.356 Indeed, a 1997 study on motor activity and serotonin levels
concluded that most repetitive movement is linked to increased serotonin
production.357 While these studies have not looked specifically at electronic
dance culture, their findings suggest that the continual movement of bodies
within a dancing crowd at a hyper-sensory club night is likely to produce
high levels of serotonin, collectively and individually. This would imply that
perceptual- and state-altering processes such as ‘lateral inhibition’ and
sharpened auditory and visual perception can occur just as easily within the
club environment without drug use, even if the effects may not be as intense
or extreme.
A question that remains unconfirmed, however, is whether these altered
states indicate a lowered threshold of consciousness. As I discussed in
Chapter One, recent neuro-scientific research suggests that perception is
created along the entire neural chain from sense input to consciousness.
Following this, the further perception is traced back along the neural chain,
the closer it resembles the initial sense data. The notion of lateral inhibition,
whereby increased serotonin levels culminate in a profoundly altered sense
of perception, can be said to constitute a near-direct experience of the initial
sense data—one that does not usually rise above our subconscious threshold.
In this sense, lateral inhibition opens a window onto an expanded reality that
can plausibly be explained with recourse to a lowering of the threshold of
consciousness.
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Fig. 92, dilated pupil on E

6. SPACE CHARGE
For my final design project Altered States/EDS (see Chapter Four), I created a
mutation of the kinetic sound-light synthesis pioneered by the Russian avantgarde that hyper-amplified the synergy between DJ/performer and audience
in an attempt to lower the threshold of consciousness. The 'universal
language' in my installation was based on different types of energy converted
into electricity. Drawing upon the notion of ‘space charge’, discussed in
Chapter Two, and referring here to a space charged by the collisions and
inter-penetrations of different forms of energy, this final section will discuss
how energies are ‘caught’ and transferred between bodies in a nightclub, and
how such processes can potentially alter perception/ reality on a collective
level.
The conservation of energy, the possibility for electrical energy to bridge
the space between objects, and the perceived universality of energy as a force
at the heart of natural processes has led many to regard it as holding the key
to a range of para-psychological phenomena (see also Chapter One).
Telepathy is the most studied and prominent of these. Leon Theremin was
convinced that he would find a technological shortcut to telepathic
transmission in his lifetime, and the mysterious experiments with
heterodyning performed by both the Russian and US army (see Chapter
Two) stand as evidence that the existence of telepathy has always seemed a
reasonable proposition. Thanks to the discovery of electro-magnetism, and
the invention of the cathode ray tube (CRT), it has long been understood that
on a purely physical plane, the transfer of electrical information through
space is entirely possible. Subsequent developments in neuroscience have
raised the stakes of this possibility by showing that the brain uses electricity
to translate the physical world into consciousness.
The ‘space charge’ at work in cathode ray tubes (CRTs) operates at high
voltages, over short distances and in a vacuum. On the other hand,
establishing a space charge between the micro-voltages generated by two
human brains some distance apart, and with gaseous ether between them,
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poses many more challenges. Evidently, it is not (yet) possible to transmit
user-controllable information streams between brains, as the military and the
state have attempted in the past. Nonetheless, in the context of the nightclub,
the transmission of non-discursive information, in the form of affective
energies and bodily states, may occur via a particular kind of dancefloor
‘space charge’.
Dancefloor ‘space charge’ is established by waveform transmissions
(sound, light, movement) and is a carrier of synergistic processes. The content
of such space charge is hard to quantify in informational terms, but it can be
discussed in emotive and transformative terms. Synergy, from the Greek
word ‘synergos’, meaning ‘working together’/ syn- ‘together’ + ergon ‘work', is
defined here as: 'The interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations,
substances, or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the
sum of their separate effects.'358 The synergies on a dancefloor are those
instances in which something new is brought into existence that exceeds the
sum of its parts. For example, the waveform transmissions of sound, light,
and movement may intersect to create interference patterns with a thresholdlowering capability not present in the separate transmissions before they
coalesced. The synergistic system is carried by a ‘space charge’, comprised of
electric, kinetic, and electro-magnetic energies that both create and traverse
space. In turn, the telepathic nature of this synergy is abstract and intangible
but real, manifesting as the transfer of an affect without language, a ‘distant
touch’. This ‘distant touch’ could be an altered state projected as an energetic
impulse directly from another mind/ body, or via a technological interface.
On a dancefloor, energetic impulses are fundamental particles. They are
projected from the sound system and lighting rig and reflected back and forth
in a self-amplifying loop between DJ and crowd. The runaway feedback
becomes a synergy, carried by a charged space that touches you as an altered
state. In turn, your altered state becomes one of the energetic impulses that
fuels the feedback loop.
The waveform transmissions that one is exposed to on a dancefloor can
thus be viewed as a spatial synergistic nexus that has the potential to connect
different minds and bodies to each other via ‘space charge’. The transmitted
affect could be one, or an amalgam, of the altered states discussed in this
chapter: altered states of perception, altered relations between space and
time, altered relations between you and space-time, and altered present
realities projected by sonic visions of the future. These altered states may be
differently experienced according to personal history and socio-cultural
identity, but they nonetheless qualify as transformative, state-altering
experiences that, when transmitted between bodies, have a collectivising
power, binding us to others in ways that generate new connections and
exceed the sum of our individual parts.
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7. Summary
TransmissionZ is the shortest chapter of this thesis and yet it contains a
plethora of different concepts and ideas pertaining to the historical and
contemporary search for altered states of perception. Taking electronic dance
culture as central, the chapter has discussed how different elements of the
dance music assemblage, including rhythm, vibration, acoustics, lighting,
drugs, people and energy, contribute to different kinds of altered realities and
experiences that shift our established notions of space, architecture and time.
At the same time, such processes build upon, actualise, and transform
historic experiments and theories put forward by Fechner, James, and the
Russian avant-garde in their searches for a ‘universal language’ of reality and
ways to lower the threshold of consciousness.
The chapter started out by suggesting that the blurring of sensory
boundaries, and the interactions between time-based phenomena such as
sound, light, and movement in the night club, can contribute to an
‘elastification’ of space and time similar to that which was sought after by the
Russian inter-disciplinarians in their attempts to break through the limits of
perception. The first section, ‘Horizontal Networks’, drew important
connections between the Russian avant-garde and electronic dance culture,
noting their shared grassroots organisation and impassioned belief that,
through art, music, and theatre, another world was possible. The section also
pointed out the differences between the two movements, particularly in
terms of the presence/absence of mind-altering substances. Next, the chapter
investigated the transcendent potential of direct-to-body sound, highlighting
the future orientation of rhythm as it ‘abducts’ bodies from the present and
propels them into a forward-facing movement (dancing), and noting the
resonances with both Afrofuturism and Russian Projectionism. Building on
this, the section ‘Liquid Architecture’ explored the state-altering capacities of
sonic tactility and kinaesthetic sonic impulses, both of which, I argued, can be
spatial or architectural. In the case of sonic tactility, sound’s physical force
and physiological effects can be powerfully spatialising, generating fluid,
temporal architectures built from vibrations and pressure waves rather than
solid materials. In the case of kinaesthetic impulses, rhythms are felt to move
directly through the body, while also propelling that body into spacegenerating movement. As I suggested, both of these qualities are highly
effective as initiators of altered states, combining to create an experience of
space-moving-through-you, as waveform transmissions of sound and light,
rather than you-moving-through-space, and potentially indicating a lowering
of the threshold of consciousness.
The following section turned to the relationship between sound’s virtual
and real acoustics, exploring the creative possibilities of using virtual sonic
spaces or acoustic fictions in nightclubs and interrogating the notion of a
‘deeper’ truth behind the factual. Werner Herzog’s Ecstatic Truth and
William James’ ‘pure experience’ were invoked to demonstrate the potentials
of subverting reality in order to expand experienced reality, and the
potentials of this in the context of electronic dance music culture were
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discussed in relation to the work of Steve Goodman and my own practice. To
further investigate how sensory distortions under the influence of a club
environment may in fact be glimpses of subconscious perceptions, I next
discussed the role of drugs as catalysts or enhancers of altered states. I argued
that while drugs may heighten and intensify sensory perception, the
exposure to waveform transmissions of sound, light, and movement on a
dancefloor without drugs may still break down the boundaries between the
senses, combining them as an experience of reality where time and space
flow through you. Further, I proposed that serotonin-induced processes such
as lateral inhibition, which may occur both with and without drugs, may
indicate a space-time reality that is normally below the threshold of
consciousness. Finally, I discussed the centrality of energetic transfer in the
theories and experiments of the Russian avant-garde, electronic dance
culture, and my own practice, arguing that such transfers can generate a
feedback loop in which the sum of the parts are exceeded to create a
collective synergy.
The research question that asked whether waveform transmissions can be
used as a universal language to understand and develop sensory
environments that alter our state of perception/ consciousness, runs through
this chapter’s exploration of the creative and experiential possibilities of the
sensory nexus present in electronic dance culture. In the next and final
chapter of this thesis, the research questions will be reflected on through my
design-led work and in the context of the established genealogy, and I will
critically evaluate the outcomes and findings of my PhD research based on
the interplay between the written and practical work.
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Fig. 93 Performance in Beirut, 2018
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Fig. 94 graphic
scores, 2014
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Fig. 95 anechoic chamber-studio, Bartlett 2013

Fig. 96 Altered States/EDS, Corsica Studio 2017
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Fig. 97 test set-up, sound-to-light-to-sound, 2014

Fig. 98 recording impulse responses, Beirut, 2018
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Fig. 99 sketch for installation in derelict house, 2014

Fig. 100 messing around in my Highbury studio, 2018
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Fig. 101 Moscopolis sketch, 2016

Fig. 102 flutter echo staircase, 2014
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In this final chapter, I will describe in detail the concepts, technologies and
ideas used in my practice-led design work. I will also reflect upon the direct
outcomes of this work and provide an analysis of the inter-actions between
the design work and its historical/ theoretical underpinnings.
Ideas have a timeless power to inspire, but practical interventions often feel
distinctly time limited. In my own practice, occasionally something jawdropping would occur: for instance, the accidental discovery that the
mesmerizing patterns made by sound when fed through a cathode ray tube
monitor carried all the sonic information translated to light and were recapturable as sound. This discovery, and the stream of ideas that it spurned,
still cause a rush of adrenaline, but the work/experiments that followed the
discovery do not. This is not to say they never did; they did for a short while,
but then their effect faded, much like the decreased efficacy that comes with
the sustained use of a stimulant. In research which aims to bring together
ideas and creations, they surely ought to converge, but I can’t escape the
conclusion that perhaps they never can.
The act of writing, however, does provide a bridge between ideas and their
practical correlates. While an initial spark of inspiration may be hard to
reproduce through audio/video documentation or verbal explanation,
writing is a medium that I’ve found to be very capable of taking me and the
reader back to the initial experience. Writing, when used as a method to
regenerate an affect related to a sensory experience, is always reaching
beyond mere factual description, and as such becomes an Herzogian fiction
trying to reveal a ‘deeper’, or perhaps more accurately, an ephemeral truth.
This means that there is a form of writing that belongs to the practice-based
part of my research. The prologues have elements such a practice-based form
of writing, and this chapter includes the fictional accounts I have written as
part of my research method in a dedicated section. (262-277) Most of the other
works discussed in this chapter have been documented as short videos which
can be accessed at http://www.merijnroyaards.com/as1/4594544393. Even
though these filmic documents are generally not on a par with the experience
of making or inter-acting with the actual work, they contain answers to
questions that cannot be easily put into words, and as such, are an important
resource to consult in conjunction with the written research.
Pivotal to this chapter, and indeed to the value of the PhD research, is the
question of whether it is possible to productively examine and create rave
music events through the work and experiments produced in 1920s Russia
and the writings of Fechner and James. In order to answer this question, the
discussion of practical works will continually be directed to waveform
transmissions: I will evaluate my design work’s threshold lowering
capabilities and explore the established interactions between light, sound
and movement in relation to the wave scheme, the Russian interdisciplinarians’ work, and rave culture. This approach will thus link the
design work to the historical and theoretical genealogy of the research, and
will seek to address the thesis’ primary research questions.
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Fig. 103 writing-as-practice, published in Architecture and Culture
(vol. 2/iss.2), 2014

To reiterate the assertions made about research methods in the thesis
Introduction, the design work has aimed to reconstruct, create and develop
Russian experiments, but always with a view to inserting these updated
experiments into a club night and testing the theories of Fechner and James.
Fictional accounts have been woven around the design work as part of an
imagined genealogy where the historical record does not provide any clear
links between the various parts of the genealogy. The successes and failures
of this approach will be addressed throughout this chapter and reflected
upon holistically in the Conclusion.
The first two works discussed are not part of the primary genealogy of the
thesis, but they are important precursors to the thesis, and thus provide a
valuable insight into the roots of my practice and research. To help the
reader to navigate the distinction between these early works and later works,
I have grouped works into two sections: A/ Preliminary works; and B/ PhD
design work.
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A/ Preliminary works
1. between the lines/ 2013
Before my first experience of Beirut, my conscious interest in sound,
adrenaline and space (as opposed to the sub-conscious after-effects of
clubbing as a kid), was greatly influenced by a trip to Israel, which had
opened my ears to the sonic effects of conflict and contested space. While
enrolled on a M-Arch in Urban Design, I explored these effects in an essay on
Jerusalem’s Old City, and created design proposals for both Jerusalem and
Athens. I suspected I would follow through with this line of enquiry in my
doctoral research, which is why I applied to take part in the 2013 Bodies In
Public conference in Beirut, Lebanon.
Bodies in Public was very different from the oft-used conference format of
nervous speakers reading out dense papers to a hawkish audience. The
conference took place over 5 days throughout the city of Beirut as a series of
public performances and interventions that were presented and discussed on
the last day at the American University of Beirut (AUB).
My proposed intervention ran as follows:
Between The Lines is a sound-based performance. In a series of
simultaneous free-runs, parts of Central Beirut are time-sliced
by tracing acoustic pathways the city once provided, but which
have now been lost or interrupted. These pathways, which
were carved out through occupation, destruction, demolition
and (re)construction tell a story of Beirut's turbulent history
and present. The free-runners will criss-cross the city,
intersecting with each other and the former Green Line,
carrying sound systems in rucksacks. The sound systems will
record sound waves as they collide with the runners, and play
them back, broadcast them, as an echoic trail of the city in their
wake. The runners thus become town-criers, crying the city
back onto itself. They will follow as closely as possible a line-ofsound as it existed at a certain time in Beirut's history, a line
that may since have become distorted, jagged, and might run
through buildings, backyards, cut through fences and other
obstacles. Through sound and performance, Between The Lines
poses questions regarding memory, change, privatization and
urban development in the context of, and sensitive to, the city
of Beirut. The work, however, also aims to explore whether an
ephemeral action, and the ephemeral nature of sound can
become a monument, a memorial, something lasting.
A quick and positive response from the Lebanese Parkour Team to my
request for collaboration was the first example of what I have come to view as
a very Lebanese hunger for change and immediacy. The consistent
willingness to help organize, think through, and participate in any creative
endeavour that might inject something new into the city of Beirut manifests
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as a forceful collective forward drive I have rarely felt in London, but always
in Beirut (even though this drive is continually and simultaneously fed and
eroded by Lebanon’s history and its political and social instability).
Between The Lines was conceived in London, its concept based entirely on an
image of Beirut constructed from a distance through conversations, maps,
films and literature. Entering the city changed everything. Beirut breathes a
sense of freedom to outsiders that it doesn't always offer its inhabitants. Years
of intermittent war and sectarian violence have cultivated a collective neurosis
of suspicion, and a nation of suspects. The extent to which the people of
Beirut self-censor their movements in the city became directly apparent
through my collaboration with the Lebanese Parkour Team. The acoustic
lines I had drawn passed through very public and very private spaces. The
legality of accessing certain parts of the city was always contentious, but I had
naively assumed the free-runners would share my relative contempt for tresspassing laws. As it turned out, the mere act of running is suspect in Beirut, let
alone running with cameras and sound equipment in very public, very
private, or legally ambiguous spaces. The urban fabric of Beirut has seen
enormous changes in the last 50 years, but super-imposed onto the city are the
cognitive maps of Beiruties: maps which describe a radically different fabric, a
fabric of psychological borders and habituated codes of movement.
My experience of Beirut was of a playground of boundless architecture. The
city unfolded as an instrument of strange and empty spaces, of resonance and
possibilities. To the free runners, Beirut is a city of bounded architecture
whose acoustics do nothing but reinforce the consequences of a history of
conflict. During a second visit to Beirut in March 2018, however, I found that
the difference between my experience of the city and the free runners’ did not,
as I had assumed, reveal a binary contrast between insider and outsider.
Speaking to Beiruties who were older than the free runners, and from a
different echelon of society, it became clear that many of them shared my
sense of the city's anarchic freedom and creative possibility, albeit to varying
degrees.
The relation of the above account to the research questions and genealogy
is not concrete or direct, but my experience of Beirut, and indeed the work I
have tried to make in Beirut, is relevant as it constitutes part of a continual
search for altered states, and a tendency to look for these altered states in
certain places/spaces more than others. The tentative but very real
connections between the uniquely combined waveform transmissions of
sound, movement and light in Beirut, and the research hypothesis that out-ofordinary experiences of reality are a function of, and accessible through,
waveform transmissions, was discussed in Prologue 2. The relation to Fechner
and James is forged via these waveform transmissions and the way in which
they can lower the threshold of consciousness.
In addition, the work undertaken with the Lebanese Parkour team relates to
James’ notion of the formation of habit and movement. Whereas for the
Parkour team, the tracts formed and deepened through experiential exposure
and habitual movement can be said to have impacted negatively on their
experience of the city, my own habituated obsession with space, sound and
movement was reflected back and heightened through my inter-actions with
the city. And even though this appears to be a privilege afforded to an outsider
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more than a native, I have found the same obsession play itself out in very
similar ways among the Beiruti art and electronic music scene. The inspiring
works by Lebanese artists such as Lawrence Abu-Hamdan and The Atlas
Group; DJs and promoters such as MonoKultur and Nesta; architects such as
Michael Najjar; and writers such as Zena El Khalil all share a palpable tactile,
spatial and sonic understanding of the city of Beirut, as a perceptually
intertwined, multi-sensory cauldron of history, people and spaces. The reason
I feel so drawn to this place is because it embodies the same multi-sensory and
threshold-lowering quality described by Fechner and James, experimented
with by the Russian inter-disciplinarians, and actuated by electronic dance
culture.
As for the Russian interdisciplinarians’ experiments specifically, Beirut
works as an instant of coalescing waveforms of sound, light, and movement
that has a conceptual relationship to the Russians; but the strong connection
that Beiruties seem to feel towards sound, light, and movement, and the
harnessing of such phenomena in their creative practices, is also linked to the
Russian avant-garde’s response to a tumultuous and troubled history. The
maximalism discussed in Chapter Two is a psychological mechanism at work
in Beirut today as much as it was in Russia in the 1920s.
Finally, as a methodological link between this work and subsequent works
described in this chapter, Between The Lines can be seen as a purely analogue
exploration of the threshold lowering capabilities of fusing sound, light and
movement. The movement of the free-runners recorded and produced an
imprint of the acoustic city, and this acoustic signature was directly related to
Beirut’s physical and social presence, its architecture and movement, its past
and future. While the work itself didn’t help to lower the threshold in the way
I had hoped, it did expand my view of Beirut’s reality as a city criss-crossed by
psychological borders.
Rave culture and electronic dance music did not feature in this particular
work; but the success of its outcome was determined by the richness of the
adrenalized experiences that it generated—an evaluation criteria that stems
directly from my experiences of electronic dance culture as related in
Prologue 1. The inclusion of this work must therefore be seen in the light of
personal history and habit formation; a subconscious drive to find and
produce threshold lowering experiences through a search for places and
spaces that either carry threshold lowering combinations of sound, light and
movement, or carry the possibility to create these. Beirut, the physical city and
its people, carry both.
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Fig. 104 Between The Lines, film still, 2013
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Fig. 105 map, Between The Lines, 2013
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2. Screaming at the Wall/ 2013

open reel tape recorders/ plate reverb/ performance/ film
Screaming at the Wall is a work that preceded my discovery and inclusion of
the Russian avant-garde and Fechner’s/James’ ideas. Nonetheless, its creation
sheds light upon a way of thinking relevant to the research and my practice,
and, most importantly, it reveals a preoccupation with architectural acoustics
that has recently concluded its pincer movement on the research.
Screaming at the Wall was an intuitive experiment into the interactions
between sound and space, investigated through tactility, the passing of time,
and early reverb and delay sound-production techniques. The experiment
took the form of a performance installation in the old anechoic chamber of
the Bartlett School of Architecture in the basement of the original Wates
House building on 22 Gordon Street. It used two suspended metal plates as
sculptural-sonic devices, two pairs of open-reel tape recorders, my body and
my voice. The signal flow of the installation ran as follows: Both plates
operated as contact/ proximity microphones by way of so-called piezotransducers. A piezo-transducer is made from a disc of piezoelectric material
fixed to a metal diaphragm. The warping of the metal diaphragm caused by
sonic vibrations travelling through the metal plate causes the piezoelectric
material to generate an alternating voltage, which can be amplified and heard
as sound. The amplified sound was fed back to the plates via transducer
speakers.359
The feedback loop created between microphone and speaker was then sent
to 4 open reel tape recorders, which were set up as two pairs of tape delays—
one recorded, the other played back. While the ‘looping’ of the recurring
delays emphasized the element of time, the distance between the tape
recorders—the journey of the tape between recording and playback—
introduced time as a physical extension in space. Thus, the fourth dimension
was folded into three-dimensional space. In 1884, mathematician Charles
Howard Hinton invented the Hypercube or Tesseract to visualize the fourth
dimension as hexagonal cross-sections inside a cube.360 In a different but
related fashion Screaming at the Wall injected time into a y/z plane (steel
plates), before superimposing time onto the x/y axis (floor) of the anechoic
chamber, and then back into all three dimensions as airborne pressure waves
(sound).

359

A transducer speaker is a loudspeaker that converts voltages into vibrations, but does not
generate audible vibrations in the air as it lacks a 'cone' (cone shaped speaker surface) to
create airborne pressure waves. Instead, it transfers these vibrations to the metal plate and
thus operates in reverse of a piezo-transducer
360
Charles Howard Hinton, The Fourth Dimension
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Fig. 106 Screaming at the Wall, diagram, 2013
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Fig. 107 Charles Howard Hinton, The Fourth Dimension, Hypercube, 1884

Screaming at the Wall took its cue from two important sound processing
techniques, originally developed to inject a sense of space into recorded
sounds: plate reverb and tape delay. Plate reverbs were developed by the
German company EMT in 1957 as a 'portable' and cost-effective alternative to
the echo chambers and location sessions routinely used by mayor sound
studios to add a spatial dimension to their recordings. Plate reverbs consist of
a large, thin piece of sheet metal suspended from a steel frame by spring
tensioners at each corner. A transducer loudspeaker (usually) mounted in the
centre of the suspended plate induces plate vibrations, which creates the
effect; while one or two (mono or stereo) pick-ups are fixed to the plate to
facilitate the reverb return. A damping plate allows adjustment of the reverb
time. Due to the high speed of sound through metal, sound waves are
reflected off the edges of the metal with very little loss of energy, staying
trapped and bouncing around for a long time. When mixed in with the
source sound, this bouncing is experienced as the various reflections of
sound in architectural, reflective space; in other words, as reverberation.
Plate reverbs thus weave two-dimensional reflections of sound into threedimensional sonic experiences of space.
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Fig. 108, plate reverb, EMT 140 Unit, 4ft x 8 ft., 1957

Tape delay, or tape echo, is credited to guitarist Les Paul who first used the
effect on his 1951 album How High The Moon.361 Tape delay techniques use the
physical distance in space between the recording and playback heads to
create a fixed-rate echo effect. The original sound is played back some
milliseconds after it is recorded, and by feeding the recorded sound back into
the tape recorder, longer echo trails can be achieved. Dedicated tape echo
machines have several playback heads placed in sequence to cater for
different delay times, and from the early 1970s several tape echo machines
and tape recorders were fitted with a 'varispeed' function which allowed the
user to speed up or slow down the tape allowing for a wider spectrum of
available delay times. Extremely long delay times can be achieved by using
two discreet tape recorders, one for recording, and one for playback, and it is
this two-machine technique that was used for Screaming at the Wall.362 Tape
delay, then, uses space to create a sonic experience of a much larger, fictional
space by stretching time. Screaming at the Wall used both plate reverbs and
tape delay to emphasize time as intrinsic to our experience of space through
sound.

Fig. 109 David Keane, tape echo on 2 machines, from: Tape Music Composition,
1980
361
362

David Milner, Perfecting Sound Forever (UK: Granta Books, 2009)
David Keane, Tape Music Composition (UK: Oxford University Press, 1981)
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Fig. 110 Abbey Road Studios, reverberation chamber, in: Kevin Ryan and Brian
Kehew, Recording The Beatles, 2006

While Screaming at the Wall at the time of this writing feels somewhat
superseded and dated, it nonetheless raised questions that remain pertinent
to the thesis, and anticipated some of my more recent experiments. As the
only work done as part of the PhD that preceded the focus on the Russian
avant-garde and rave cultures, its focus was very much on interactions
between sound and space, without much consideration for how light,
collectivity and movement shape our experience of space. At the same time,
Screaming at the Wall was the most precise and successful exploration of
sound's tactile dimension. Furthermore, the work demonstrated how space
can be directly experienced as a temporal entity under the influence of sonic
force. In this way, the installation recalled William James’ notion of the
‘transmissive’ function of the brain: the idea that our grey matter acts as a
filter that only permits the experience of certain parts of reality unless the
state of mind is altered, in which case an expanded reality is permitted. In
Screaming at the Wall, exposure to the 'hyper-acoustified' and spatialized
sounds of one’s own body allowed the temporal nature of space to seep
through the mind's filter and dramatically enter into conscious experience.
There are of course other ways to emphasize the temporality of space, but the
point of the exercise was to make clear the connections between sound and
space as both temporally evolving entities, and in this respect, Screaming at
the Wall largely succeeded. As such, Screaming at the Wall may well be
revisited in the future as it is my only work that truly brought the sense of
touch into the fold of Altered States.
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Fig. 111/112 film still and diagram,
Screaming at the Wall, 2013
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Fig. 113 Screaming at the Wall, film still, 2013
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Fig. 114 tape delay in The Egg, Beirut, 2014
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B/ PHD design works
1. Z-One/ 2014

camera/ photo-electric cell/ function-generator/ oscilloscope
Z-One was part of a series of audio-visual experiments directly influenced by
my reading of Andrey Smirnov's (2013) Sound in Z. None of the works in this
series were meant as self-contained art objects, but were rather artefacts or
instruments whose construction was part of a deep reading of Smirnov's book
in the context of my thesis, and my early attempts to reveal relations between
the Russian avant-garde and rave culture via William James and Gustav
Fechner.
In an effort to recreate and/or update Evgeny Murzin’s light-to-sound
Visual Prosthesis for General Use by the Totally Blind (see 144), Z-One used a
basic monochrome CCTV camera to scan a space, in this case the same
anechoic chamber used for Screaming at the Wall. Through the technique of
‘heterodyning’, the signal frequency generated by the camera was transcoded
from the standard video MHz range to within audible range (20Hz-20Khz). As
explained in Chapter Two (p. 168), heterodyning is the mixing together of two
waveforms to produce two related waveforms, one at the sum of the
combined waveforms, and one at their difference. The latter allowed for the
video signal to be brought within hearing range. A function-generator was
used to provide a modulating frequency with which to mix the video signal.
As a second, and somewhat unsatisfactory technique of 'scaling down' the
video signal, I used an oscilloscope and photo-electric cell to extract sound
from the oscilloscope's screen.

Fig. 115 heterodyning, (a) is modulated by (b) to become (c) and then sent through a
envelope detector to be retrieved (d) from: archive.cnx.org
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In retrospect, the rather obvious problem with this method was that an
oscilloscope's representation of electrical signals is not linear, and the
electrical signals present in the light emitted by the oscilloscope are further
polluted by the scan and refresh rates, as well as the (typically sluggish)
persistence and luminance of the phosphor of its cathode ray tube monitor.
Nonetheless, the possibilities and issues of using cathode ray tube (CRT)
monitors to extract audio signals are pertinent to the research and will be
discussed in depth in the section below.
A short film was made to document the experiment (see website
repository), which consisted of a fixed camera pointing at the functiongenerator, oscilloscope, and two CRT monitors used to run the experiment.
The monitors showed the camera scanning the space, while the soundtrack
was a recording of the extracted and heterodyned voltages from the camera.

Fig. 116 cathode ray tube (CRT), cross section

In the case of Z-One, the anechoic chamber proved something of a limitation
to the experiment. The iron frames that covered the walls and ceiling were
features that had a distinct sound when heterodyning the voltages from the
camera scanning them, but a self-same sound in all directions led to a sonic
representation that was one dimensional and would have been illegible to
anyone trying to navigate the space through listening alone. Further, the
artificial lighting and small footprint of the space were limiting factors in
exploring the sonic spectrum of the world seen through a camera. At the
same time, the bulky and hard-wired technical set up made it near impossible
to take the experiment outside. Murzin's patent describes a device which is
battery powered and mobile, which was not the case for my experimental
recreation as it relied on power-hungry and heavy CRT technology.
Although Z-One was conceived as an experiment to test Murzin's ideas, it
was also an exploration of the rhythmic possibilities of sound derived from
space as seen through a camera. I've always visualized the repetitive beats of
electronic dance music as geometric structures and was hoping to be able to
reverse-engineer space into pulsing rhythms. For this purpose, the anechoic
chamber with its self-contained plethora of straight lines and edges appeared
a good starting point. However, while regular movements of the camera led
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to interesting percussive sonifications of the space, the multitude of voltages
generated by the camera in any fixed position were close to white noise and
devoid of any recognizable rhythms.
As mentioned before, the act of rebuilding or developing devices and
experiments created by the Russian inter-disciplinarians was part of a deep
reading of Andrey Smirnov's Sound in Z, and as such a research methodology
that allowed me to get as close as possible to the thought processes and
experiences of the inter-disciplinarians. In the case of Z-One, this involved
using the heterodyning techniques explored by Leon Theremin, and its
optical synthesis variant developed by Murzin. The chasm between Evgeny
Murzin's technical expertise and my relative amateurism was bridged by
Smirnov's lucid technical descriptions and historical accounts. Meanwhile,
the hours spent in isolation, working through the problems and possibilities
of turning light into sounds that the brain might then decode as spatial
information, gave me an insight into Murzin's excitement and frustration
while simultaneously raising questions about the separateness of, and
permeability between, the senses. The experiment also reinforced the idea of
using wave motion as a universal language to understand and combine
sound, light, movement, consciousness and neuron spiking.
After the quick realisation that the sonic spectral data was so saturated it
was impossible to extract more than shades of noise directly from the camera,
I spent most of my time trying to filter and modulate the camera's signal in
the hope of finding recognizable harmonics and rhythms, but without much
success. While the throbbing pulses of electronic dance music are able to
bypass my retina and generate inner geometric architectures, the reverse
would only partially happen when the camera was made to scan space in
time. As became apparent over the course of the experiment, the sonification
of the anechoic chamber through the voltages generated by a camera was
limited to a linear imprint of how light was reflected and absorbed by the
space, and its sonic legibility was dependent on movement.

Fig. 117 Evgeny Murzin with ANS, 1950s(?)
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Fig. 118 film stills, Z-One 2014
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Fig. 119/120 heterodyning used for Z-One/ photocell mounted directly on
oscilloscope CRT
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Most of the works described in this chapter are test set-ups, conceived as
forerunners or upbeats to public installations and events. These public events
are themselves experimental and should not be considered as self-contained
'art' works. Simon Reynolds’ observation that electronic dance music consists
of deliberately unfinished tracks, which are inserted into and finished by a
DJ’s live mixes, is analogous to my own practice. 363 In electronic dance music,
the creation of sounds from scratch is the first step of the creative process,
followed by sound processing and the sequencing of these sounds into a
pulsing time grid. The mix, the night, and the space are elements of the
creative realisation of the track that are beyond the influence of the producer,
but nonetheless give purpose to the conception and sonic design of the track.
Z-One, even though its findings were not as I had hoped, can be seen as part
of a similar process: an initial step feeding into later works, which themselves
remain unfinished and need to be mixed into each other in order to make
sense.

Fig. 121 Energy Flash, Simon Reynolds, 2007

363

Simon Reynolds, Energy Flash (UK: Faber and Faber, 2007)
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The creative steps represented by Z-One are of an inter-active kind. Interactions between sound and light were instrumental to the kinds of
experiences pursued by the Russian inter-disciplinarians, and indeed by rave
culture, and a search for creative inter-actions that might bring about similar
altered states of experience is central to my research. Thus, while Z-One was
not entirely successful in its attempts to recreate Murzin’s Visual Prosthesis,
it was a crucial step in a process of ‘trial and error’ that sought to fuse sound
and light to reveal openings into altered states of perception/ experience. As
stated in the Introduction to the thesis, trial and error is a key part of my
practice-based research methodology. Aligning with what William Gaver et
al. (2009) call ‘research as design’, trial and error takes design as a
methodological tool to make discoveries and find things out. 364 In my
research, this playful trial and error is then complemented by what Gaver et
al. refer to as ‘research for design’—the use of design work as a perceptual
and philosophical tool to help answer research questions. While Gaver et al.
distinguish between these as qualitatively different modes of research, my
research practice combines the two.
In Z-One, design is used both to find things out and to test pre-existing
hypotheses regarding the connections between Fechner, James, and the
Russian avant-garde; and I believe these two modes of design research to be
most effective when used conterminously. Recall the discussion of James’
statement that not all hypotheses can be proven right or wrong by mere
intellectual analysis and/or empirical study. In such instances, ‘research for
design’ may be able to shed light on the validity of certain hypotheses, while
‘research as design’ can be implemented as a methodological tool where
reason and empirical method fall short. In the concrete example of trying to
answer the question of whether there is life after death, James uses both
methods in prose: he employs Fechner’s wave scheme as a pre-existing
design which allows him to think through the question at hand, a clear
example of ‘research for design’; but he also combines the concept of
transmissive function, a poem by Percy Shelley, and the wave scheme to seewhat-happens in a thought experiment that can be classified as ‘research as
design’. The method used by James is a bolting together of inductive and
deductive processes that both makes new conceptual discoveries and tests
existing hypotheses.
Comparably, Z-One also operated on both levels. Where the experiment
sought to see and hear what would happen if video signals were modulated to
become audio signals, it was ‘research as design’. Z-One was also ‘research as
design’ in its attempts to recreate an existing design (Murzin’s) in order to
explore and expand the creative potentials of that design. At the same time,
Z-One constituted ‘research for design’ because the design work was done in
the ‘service of a theoretical concern’.365 I sought to test the hypothesis that (the
364

William Gaver, John Bowers, Tobie Kerridge, Andy Boucher, and Nadine Jarvis. 2009.
Anatomy of a failure: how we knew when our design went wrong, and what we learned from it. In
Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI
’09). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 2213–2222.
365
Ibid
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experience of) reality is a function of waveform transmissions, and can
therefore be altered by the manipulation or combination of waveform
transmissions. Conceptually, it can be argued that Z-One did alter the
experience of reality, because I started to relate my visual perceptions of
space with a sonic correlate of shades of noise; but this altered state did not
constitute the significant widening of my perceptual field that James and
Fechner had theorized was possible, and that I know to be achievable
through electronic dance culture.
The acknowledgement of these shortcomings meant that I had to redirect
my design research, guided by what I learned from Z-One’s failures. Even
with updated technology, I had not been able to approach Murzin’s patent,
while the threshold lowering I had established was too narrow to result in a
productive expansion of the perceptual field, and the voltages generated by
video signals were too randomized to be usefully employed as movementimpelling material to construct multi-sensory experiences.

2. Z-Two/ 2014

slide projector/ photo-electric cell/ camera/ optical waveform disc
Z-Two, the second experiment I conducted, sought to test out and understand
graphical sound inventions by Russian pioneers such as Evgeny Murzin,
Evgeny Sholpo and Boris Yankovsky, while simultaneously exploring the
threshold lowering capabilities of blurring the boundaries between light and
sound perception. Rather than attempt to recreate these early inventions
directly, Z-Two explored the spatial possibilities of optical sound by setting
up two light beams that carried sounds of different frequencies and could be
played by photo-electric cells. Two slide projectors were taken apart so their
cooling fans could be used as servo motors to spin transparent disks with
optical waveforms drawn on them. These disks were then placed between the
projectors' lamp and lens so they would modulate the light from the lamp
and focus it into a directional beam. In the experimental set up, the speed of
the servo-motors was constant, and different pitches were achieved by
various optical waveforms drawn closely together on the disc in a concentric
fashion. Placing the two projectors opposite each other and facing inwards
made it possible to merge the sound frequencies carried on their light beams.
The photo-electric cell used was not wireless but could be moved freely
between the projectors and positioned in a way that exposed it to both beams
simultaneously, mixing frequencies polyphonically. I made a short filmic
document with a photo-electric cell mounted to the camera so that the
movements of the camera through the light beams would generate image and
sound together.
At the time of my Z-Two experiments, I hadn’t come across the work of
artist Mariska De Groot, who has built a performance practice from exquisite
and advanced graphical sound disks and light beams based on the same
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historical precedents. De Groot’s disks can be sped up and slowed down,
which greatly widens the sonic palette and effectively turns a single disc into
a variable monophonic (albeit with possible pre-drawn harmonics) oscillator.
While neither my own device nor her advanced machines are sonically on a
par with Murzin’s ANS synthesizer, the spatiality of sound projected as a light
beam allows for explorations of light-to-sound technology and movement.
I didn’t develop Z-Two beyond its first version, and the reason for this was
the lack of sound sculpting possibilities that the technique allowed for. The
installation essentially created a spatially projected synth voice, and in sound
synthesis such a voice would be subject to many processes in order to sculpt
the sound into different shapes and timbres. Even in a very simplistic
synthesizer, there would at least be a low pass filter and an envelope
generator. It would have been entirely possible to feed the captured sounds
into both, but I did not find a viable way to project a filter or envelope on a
beam of light, let alone one that could be modulated by bodily inter-action
with the light beam.
Some of the unsatisfactory elements of Z-One were improved upon,
however. Drawing waveforms on a disc was more controllable than using
video signals, and the perceptual perspective of using a light-beam that
contains sonic information did lower the threshold of the experience of space
to become an exciting and interwoven environment of sound, light, and
movement. Nonetheless, the limitations of the sonic modulations made
possible by pre-drawn waveforms were still unsatisfactory and forced me to
re-think the actual techniques that I was using to weave light, sound and
movement into altered states. Z-Two was thus an important step in the
development and fine-tuning of appropriate techniques and technologies. It
was also something of a turning point in the research, in that it precipitated
the pursuit of a new direction. Indeed, the next experiment in this creative
process was not so much an advancement of Z-Two as a departure. In 2014, I
found a way of combining sound, light, and movement (and electronic dance
music) that exceeded the optical sound disk experiments of the Russian interdisciplinarians and Mariska de Groot, and that appeared to be a
breakthrough: using cathode ray tube monitors as sound projectors.
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Fig. 122 Z-Two, projector and optical sound
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disk

Fig. 123 diagram of disk and focusing lens, Z-Two, 2014
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3. Z-Three/ Do Not Go into The Light/ 2014/15

CRT monitors/ photo-electric cells/ sampler/performance
Do Not Go Into The Light (DNGITL) was the first installation specifically built
for a public performance. The findings of the earlier experiments were drawn
into its conception, but there are two other works that were, in some respects,
forerunners of DNGITL. The first of these was an unanticipated discovery—
not entirely accidental, but more a result of a ‘let’s-see-what-happens-if’.
Throughout my practice, I have often used CRT monitors. Initially this was
because they were the standard technology for showing video-based work,
but later they became an experimental artistic tool which was affordable and
easy to source. Working with CRTs that use a BNC video connection which
is adaptable to COAX, i.e. a connection also used for audio, I decided to feed
audio into the video input of a monitor just to see what would happen, and
found that the audio appeared on screen as a barcode of white lines which
changed size proportionally to the audio frequency. I then used photoelectric cells to try and transfer the light from those bar-codes back into
sound, and found that it was possible to extract the same audio back from the
screens of the CRT monitors, albeit with additional noise from the CRT’s
scanning rate and fly-back. This accidental finding led to a first attempt to
plug electronic dance music into the Russian avant-garde by turning a dance
track into light and then back into sound. This developed further when I split
a track into frequency bands (e.g. low, mid, high) and fed them to separate
monitors, allowing me to live-mix those bands by ‘dancing’ between monitors
while holding a photo-electric cell, thus adding bodily movement to the
nexus. This was the fundamental technique used for DNGITL, although by
the time of DNGITL’s realisation, the track was split much more finely into
its constituent parts (kick, hats, snare, bass, lead etc.).366
The use of CRT-based technology has a long and well-documented history
in video-art practices. While my use of this technology was rooted in a
conscious attempt to keep things in the analogue domain, as well as a harking
back to the CRT-based video walls that were a staple of the clubs I used to
frequent as a kid, the work of the Vasulka brothers, Nam Jun Paik and others
is also relevant to my practice, and I have at various times tried to use video
synthesis as an added layer to my active installations. Although I was not
aware of it at the time of DNGITL’s conception, sound signals, or rather
electrical signals within the audio range, were used as a modulation source
by Paik, the Vasulkas, Gary Hill, and others in the early 1960s. However, as far
as I have been able to extract from the available literature on these artists,
this was never done with the aim of establishing transfers from light-tosound. Yvonne Spielmann discusses Paik’s and other video art pioneers’ use
of sound and their interest in the inter-action between sound and image in
Video, An Audiovisual Medium, but her inspiring text only confirms the absence
of any true interest among these artists in the light-to-sound transfers
366

Please consult the repository at http://www.merijnroyaards.com/as1/4594544393 for video
documentation of both works.
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experimented with by the Russian inter-disciplinarians.367 The use of CRT
monitors instead of LCD based technology was further dictated by the need
to have a full contrast between white and black, or light and no light. Only
CRT technology is able to supply this (the backlight on an LCD monitor
fatally pollutes the sound signal), and this contrast is imperative for light-tosound synthesis.
After my discovery of CRT technology as a possible light-sound device, I
did not immediately create DNGITL. Rather, I spent time developing the
light-sound possibilities of CRTs by working on a project in a derelict
building in Camden. In October 2014, I was given keys to an abandoned
house on Jamestown Road, NW1, where I laboured to incorporate physical
architecture into the light-to-sound-to-dance concept. The idea was to use the
sound generated by one’s movement through architecture to construct an
electronic dance track in real-time. Movements such as stepping on a
particular floorboard would trigger a particular frequency band (e.g. kicks),
and the track would gradually build up as people traversed and interacted
with the space. The light produced by the sounds generated would be the
only source of illumination, thus affecting the movements through the
building, which in turn affected the sounds generated, creating a feedback
loop between light, sound, movement and space. The signal-flow of this
project was significant because it really did appear to converge all the
different parts of the research. Yet, there were several problems with the setup.
Firstly, the building was a ruinous shell of a Georgian house, with no
heating, no power and several smashed windows. To be working in such a
place in the dark and cold autumn months of 2014 was challenging and posed
practical difficulties. Second, in order to force the sounds picked up from the
house through a series of transducer mics into rhythmic loops, I used the
programming software, MAX/MSP, which brought with it its own set of
technical and creative challenges, including the inertia intrinsic to staring at a
computer screen, mouse in hand, which works against my nervous energy.
To this day I thrive on involved, hands-on inter-actions with technology, but
cannot sustain the micro-movements required for laptop creativity. Lastly, it
was not possible to develop the set-up into a dancefloor-centric installation,
as a condition of using the space was that I would not disturb residents or
bring large groups of people into the building.
In spite of these shortcomings, the Jamestown Road installation was a
necessary part of the exploratory creative research process and led to ideas
and work that were largely successful. Do Not Go Into The Light (DNGITL) is
one such work. In February 2015, I took part in the Bartlett's annual PhD
conference and show. This was a mere five weeks after my upgrade
presentation, and since I expected to present to an audience which was at
least partly the same, I decided to use the opportunity to test my most recent
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ideas, rather than rerun my earlier presentation which had included
demonstrations of Z’s One to Three.368
Under the title Altered States, my presentation for the PhD conference was
the first public experiment I conducted using a fictionalized history. As noted
in the Introduction, the fiction described an event called FutureZ, which
imagined the colliding of the Russian and Techno avant-gardes in the late
1980s. The installation Do Not Go Into the Light, which was incorporated into
the presentation as a replica of a device first used at FutureZ, fused lightsound synthesis, electronic music production and dance with both up-to-date
and defunct technologies. Stripped from its mythologized veneer, the
installation was a direct exploration of the spatial and sensory possibilities of
plugging Fechner, James, the Russians and Rave into each other.

Fig. 124 Max/MSP patch for The Acid House, 2014
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The materials for my upgrade included a 5.000 word document which described my
experiments thus far (Z One-Three), video documentation of these works and a plan for
further design research and archival research in Moscow and St Petersburg. The
presentation was a performance lecture which demonstrated to the audience the
technologies explored, and devices re-constructed.
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Fig. 125 diagram and screen routing Do Not Go Into The Light, 2015
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Fig. 126 early version of
wearable photocell, 2014
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Fig. 127/128 early test set-ups
Do Not Go Into The Light,
squatted part of the Bartlett,
2015

Fig. 129 signal flow, DNGITL, 2015
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Fig. 130 signal flow, DNGITL, 2015
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Fig. 131 Do Not Go Into The Light, 2015
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On a technical level, the light-sound synthesis took the form of a video-wall,
which emitted the sound of 10 separate stems from a techno track as light.
Using a MPC5000 sampler/sequencer, the stems were sent from separate
audio outs to the video ins on a dedicated cluster of monitors that made up the
video wall. To reiterate, when sending an audio signal to a video input, the
receiving CRT monitor outputs the signal as a flickering pattern (bar-code) of
horizontal lines. These lines, or rather, the frequency of the flickering,
contains the audio information, and this information can then be captured
back as sound by using a solar cell attached to an audio amplifier. The solar
cell translates the flickering back into an electric current, which can
subsequently be made audible through amplification, culminating in a
processed version of the sound-as-electric-current going into the CRT
monitor. To accommodate dancing, the solar cells themselves were conceived
as two wearable and wireless devices, which allowed a performer, or anyone,
to play the techno-track in space and through vision.
Putting aside the fictions, which will be discussed alongside other uses of
fictionalized accounts in Section Six, DNGITL had a number of technological
and conceptual issues that needed addressing for future iterations. While
aesthetically intoxicating, as real-time light-to-sound devices, the CRT
monitors I used had a distinct lo-fi character that could not easily be
improved upon. When researching the history of CRT technology, I had
made contact with the eccentric but incredibly generous authority on the
subject, Paul Marshall, whose stunning broadcasting collection features in
the BBC documentary How The Box Was Born.369 Paul explained to me how
the scanning rate and fly-back deficiencies of CRT monitors, which were
responsible for the lo-fi nature of the extracted sonic information, could be
overcome, but only with technical expertise, the costs of which were
inaccessible. A second difficulty concerned the solar-cells, which were
passive devices, and should really have been replaced by photo-multipliers
with just the right bias for audio; but this was another cost- and expertiserestrictive reality.
Faced with these obstacles, I was compelled to re-evaluate my pursuit of
this technique. I concluded that the amount of time and money required to
perfect the technology would not justify the likely outcomes, which would
primarily centre on better sound quality and an unchanged concept. Yet, in
order to address the research questions productively, the concept needed to
be developed urgently—more urgently than the sound quality. DNGITL can
thus be seen as the culmination of the experiences gained through the Z’s
One to Three. The randomized behaviour of Z-One, the limited waveform
flexibility of Z-Two, and the technical primitivism of Z-Three were
productively and successfully adjusted in DNGITL, but it also was clear that
further developments were required. Moreover, DNGITL made me realize
that I had reached the limits of my artistic capabilities with regard to music
production, and that I needed to develop new skills in this area if I were to
successfully test and realise ideas. Indeed, I had spent the larger part of two
369
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years working with and through the possibilities of the Russian avant-garde’s
back catalogue, but without a virtuosity in composing, producing, and
playing electronic dance music, all subsequent work would be destined to
commentary or recreation rather than a true development of the field(s).
Similar to Z’s One, Two and Three, the relationship of DNGITL to the
thesis’ genealogy lies in its reconstruction of historical devices and ideas that
sought to experiment with, and develop, perceptual effects. Like Z’s One to
Three, it aimed to create dynamic combinations of sound, light and
movement that might lower the threshold of perception/ consciousness.
Where DNGITL differed from the earlier experiments was that it was the first
in this series to have been on public display, and the public inter-actions with
the installation laid bare both its potentials and limitations.
The installation was set up to allow anyone to inter-act with it in a playful
manner that would never be ‘wrong’, or lead to un-musical, or un-exciting
results. This was an important and successful feature of the installation that
was somewhat lost in the later incarnation Altered States/EDS (see Section
Five). In order to achieve this, DNGITL had a relatively fixed mode of
operation and few variable parameters: a single track would always play, and
its constituent parts were always present but could be faded in or out by
spatial and dynamic movements to the track. Sound, light, and movement
were thus cross-connected, and they all worked together to create a dynamic
inter-active experience that clearly blurred the perceptual boundaries and
widened the perceptual field of anyone playing the installation. Whether or
not this expanded field of perception indicated a lowered threshold of
consciousness is a question that could only really be gauged through direct
experience with the installation. Since this is not possible for the reader, I
would urge anyone interested to consult the video documents at
http://www.merijnroyaards.com/as1/4594544393.
My own inter-actions with the installation, my observations of other
people’s inter-actions, and conversations with those people about their
experiences suggested that DNGITL did indeed lower the threshold of
consciousness, but perhaps not in the way James had proposed or the
Russians had hoped they could achieve. That is, an acute awareness of a
physical inter-action with, and feedback from, waveform transmissions was
reported by many and experienced by myself, indicating the rising into
consciousness of a previously subconscious notion; but this did not appear to
have lasting after effects or lead to insights into previously unknown aspects
of reality.
To conclude this first phase of design work, it is useful to evaluate the
increments of progress that become apparent when DNGITL and the works
leading up to it are analysed in relation to the first three research questions.
Can waveform transmissions be used as a universal
language to understand and develop sensory
environments that alter our state of perception,
consciousness?
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I believe the answer to this question is positive. Even though all the design
work discussed thus far lacked an all-encompassing and overwhelming sense
of a lowered threshold of consciousness, perceptual fields were successfully
widened and sensory boundaries blurred or distorted in a way that must be
classed as a temporally altered experience of reality via an integrated nexus of
waveform transmissions. Greatly aided by the use of electronic dance music,
DNGITL was a truly immersive sensory environment that you could lose
yourself in, and which successfully suspended the sensory environment
adjacent to it for the duration of inter-action with it. As I argued in Chapter
Three, such a suspension, re-direction or expansion of the general flow of
reality is an imperative step in the process of lowering the threshold of
consciousness. This marks a distinct progression from Z-One/Two/Three.
While sound and light are easily understood as waveform
transmissions, can movement, collectivity, time and space
be as readily described as such?
The question of whether collectivity can be described as waveform
transmissions is central to my discussion of Altered States/EDS below. That
kinetic energy can be thought of in terms of wave motion was conclusively
answered by the Russian inter-disciplinarians and confirmed by DNGITL,
where kinetic energy activated the space between the body and the video wall
by absorbing light waves and converting them to an electrical signal. This in
itself is not a waveform transmission, but if we define waveform transmission
as an oscillatory movement that radiates out from an energy source and
interacts with other waveforms, physical objects, and/or sensory organs, then
bodily movement that interacts with light waves, activates solar cells, and
produces sound, light and its own ethereal disturbances can certainly be
defined as wave motion.
Finally, time and space were experienced as intertwined movements that
radiated out from the nexus of sound, light, and movement, and interacted
with that same nexus. Through this assemblage, time and space were bent,
stretched or contracted, which in turn affected the experience of sound, light
and action. Thus, time and space can productively and accurately be
described as waveform transmissions, even though, in the case of DNGITL,
they were primarily affected by, rather than affectors of, the other parts of the
sensory environment.
Is the transfer of energy between physical entities (sound,
light, movement) the primary driver of altered states?
Perhaps it is not the primary driver, but a very potent one, and what the
design work confirmed almost from the outset was that the Russians were
entirely correct in focusing their energies on trying to lower the threshold of
consciousness through creative cross-transfers of energies. DNGITL was the
most distinct in its approach to such transfers.
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Thus, DNGITL was an important work in that it re-affirmed the validity of
the Russian experiments and strongly indicated that my re-combinations of
those experiments with electronic dance music via Fechner/James could
provide partial, but positive answers to my research questions.

Fig. 132 flyer for FutureZ, Detroit, 1989(?)
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Fig. 133 Do Not Go Into The Light, 2015
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Fig. 134 Moscopolis, film still, 2016
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Fig. 135 Moscopolis, signal flow, 2016
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4. Moscopolis/ 2016

CRT monitor/ modular CV converter/ camera/ DAW
The pursuit of a different approach to incorporating light-to-sound after
acknowledging the shortcomings of using CRT monitors as a synthesis
interface led to an experiment titled Moscopolis that I conducted while in
Russia in 2016. In some ways, Moscopolis built upon the techniques explored
in Z-One, in that it used light as a modulation source rather than as part of a
light-sound synthesizer. Moscopolis was created during my second trip to
Moscow/St Petersburg, where I met again with Andrey Smirnov, visited his
archive, and followed up on some leads Paul Marshall had suggested with
regard to Boris Rosing and Grabovsky. Making work while in Russia seemed
an important way of getting as close to the minds of the Russian interdisciplinarians as possible, and the impossibility of dragging bulky broadcast
monitors on the plane led to some awkward but interesting adventures in
out-of-town, deep-frozen flea markets, attempting to negotiate with dodgy
appliance dealers in bleak industrial estates and desperately calling upon
newly made friends to translate in real-time my bartering attempts. Perhaps
it was more fantasy than fact, but such endeavours did propel me back to the
times of Leon Theremin, Evgeny Sholpo, and others whose difficulty in
getting hold of the components needed for their experiments is described in
detail by Andrey Smirnov, and had led them to similar outposts.
As a self-contained work, Moscopolis did not amount to anything
particularly substantial, but it did initiate a way of thinking that was central
to Altered States/ EDS, which I discuss in the next section. Moscopolis centred
on video footage taken from the window of the high-speed train between
Moscow and St Petersburg, which was used to affect and modulate a selfproduced techno track. In order to extract currents that were spikey enough
to drive my voltage-controlled audio processors, I created a video feedback
loop as follows: a camera was pointed at a CRT TV that played back the
recorded video footage. The output of the camera was then fed into the same
CRT TV, creating a feedback loop between camera and TV that was mixed in
with, and modulated, the video footage which was being played through the
TV. The result was unpredictably jumpy video feedback, whose alternating
current I sent to a device that converted voltage to MIDI (digital/ binary
code). The MIDI data was used to ‘turn the knobs’ of audio processors or
plug-ins. Overall, this created some interesting auditory and visual effects,
but the track was of unsatisfactory aesthetic quality, and the setting of the
installation/ playback, a hotel room in St Petersburg, rather strange and
detached. Nonetheless, Moscopolis did lead to a technique that I later used in
Altered States/EDS, namely the use of light (video feedback in Moscopolis’ case)
to modulate sound and drive sound processing devices.
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5. Altered States (eds)/ 2017

CRT monitors & projector/ modular & outboard fx/solar panels/ glow
sticks
The Night
On 8 June 2017, I organized the event Altered States/Evolutionary Dance System
to mark the provisional end of my practical doctoral research. Altered
States/EDS was an experimental club night forged from the genealogy that
runs through ‘Altered States’, the thesis. The idea behind Altered States/EDS
was simple. It arose from the premise that the 'synergy' between crowd and
performer/DJ at club nights, which I always remember as (trans)formative, is
nonetheless limited in its potential dynamism by a fixed hierarchy. In clubs,
or at a rave, music and lights compel us to dance and share a 'vibe'
collectively, which in turn feeds back into the DJ booth, or onto the stage.
Crowds react as much to performers as performers react to crowds, and this
is often felt to spiral into a self-amplifying feedback loop of energy and
abstract emotional connectedness. Altered States/EDS sought to answer a
question that encompassed all of the research questions posed in the
Introduction: what if the synergy between crowd and DJ/performer could be
less abstract, and more direct, participatory and co-evolving? Would this
radically change the scope of, and control over, consciousness-altering
experiences, as experimented with by the Russian inter-disciplinarians and
intrinsically generated by club nights/ raves?
‘Altered States’, the thesis, has partly sought to provide answers by
reflecting on and contextualizing electronic dance culture through its
Russian ancestors and the ideas of James and Fechner. However, historical
and philosophical analysis alone are not enough to fully answer these
questions, which is why practice-based experimentation has been imperative
to the research. For Altered States/EDS, Jamesian telepathic hypotheses,
Fechnerian wave schemes, Russian graphical sound experiments, fuzzy
memories of E'd-up nights in mid-90's Rotterdam clubs and embodied sonic
violence were all employed in the construction of an 'evolutionary dance
system'. The system consisted of an array of solar panels, suspended above
the dancefloor. Upon arrival, dancers were provided with glow sticks—
although, as it turned out on the night, smartphone torches and bike lights
were also used—with which they were able to generate voltages that could
modulate, process and warp both the music and lighting rig. The very sound
and light that brought dancers to the dancefloor was thus partially under
their control, co-evolving and modulating in relation to their movements and
energies.
Technically speaking, Altered States/EDS marked a fusion of all my practical
and historical research. However, in order to test the research question, the
base line that needed to be met was the creation of a positive synergy. In
other words, Altered States/EDS had to be a (trans)formative club night, and,
as seasoned club-goers are aware, such nights are a relatively rare occurrence
given all the different mediating qualities of the dance club assemblage that
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need to align. The first task was to assemble a crowd. An empty club is
nonsensical, in a literal sense: it isn’t able to produce the sensory and
immersive experiences that are central to the research. A half empty, or overcrowded, club might make some sense, but is unlikely to facilitate the positive
synergy required to test the question. Crowd numbers thus had to be
carefully thought through.
Prior to Altered States/EDS, my promotional experience was minimal, so it
was a relatively steep learning curve. The event was primarily promoted to
the Bartlett, LCC, the Slade and RCA. It was also billed as the 'official afterparty' to the ArchFilmFest, and received some funding from UCL Culture,
who included the night in their Festival of Culture programme. The venue,
Corsica Studios, provided in-house promotion as well, so a few distinct
groups of people were targeted. While it would have been useful to know
more about the makeup of the crowd and how they found out about the
event (I wasn’t expecting as many wide-eyed rave kids to show up, for
example), the key achievement was that the event 'sold' (it was a free night)
600 tickets on Eventbrite, and around 300 people came through the door on
the night, which was enough to fill at least one of Corsica Studio's two
dancefloors. Every club night has an awkward first hour: that strange time
when the stage is set, but the DJ is still playing to an empty dancefloor. A
dancefloor feels painfully out of place without a sea of moving bodies to fire
music and light salvos at. Altered States/EDS was no different, and certainly
had its uncomfortable beginnings; but a steady trickle of attendees grew into
a stream just after 11pm. Perhaps already high on the news of a likely hung
parliament (Altered States coincided with the 2017 summer election night),
the vibe was great and before long the dancefloor was full and throbbing.
That's how I remember Altered States/EDS, as a great night despite all the
things that didn't pan out in the way I had hoped. Even in spite of having to
manage and ensure the smooth running of the entire event, I could still feel
the synergy at times. Part of the success of Altered States/EDS stemmed from
the realisation that I'd been able to organise an experimental club night that
had, at the very least, touched the base line necessary to test my question.
The simple terms in which I was able to explain the idea to participants, and
the positive reactions to it, were other encouraging factors. Even nonclubbers, which is how many of my friends who attended Altered States/EDS
would describe themselves, understood the appeal of a collective experience
of sensory overload. The pro-active nature of a dancefloor as a euphoriainducer is uncontroversial; but that this pro-activeness is still limited by the
hierarchical separation between sound/light production and movement
production is self-evident. My attempt to extend the pro-active nature of
dancing, such that bodily movement can influence the music and lights that
inspired the dance in the first place, and take synergy beyond the abstract
transference of energies to something tangible and participatory, is
something that made total sense to everyone I spoke to on the night.
Furthermore, for those who were into clubbing, the idea made so much sense
that it was met with incredulity as to why they hadn't thought of it before, and
why no one else had previously attempted a similar endeavour.
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Musicolour
While I’ve learned since that Altered States/EDS was not entirely
unprecedented, its idiosyncratic historical framing and insertion into a fullblown club night made it both very different from anything that had come
before, and plagued by a number of unresolved problems. I mentioned
various examples of similar, yet contrasting, works by other practitioners in
the Introduction, but an additional important work pre-dated Altered
States/EDS by more than half a century. This was cybernetics pioneer Gordon
Pask’s (1956>) Musicolour. A discussion of Musicolour here will help to
contextualize Altered States/EDS and demonstrate the centrality of cybernetics
to my practice. It should be noted, however, that I was only made aware of
Musicolour and the prominent connections to cybernetics after Altered
States/EDS had taken place and the primary PhD research period was over.
As such, the comparisons drawn between Altered States/EDS and Pask’s
Musicolour are retrospective. This notwithstanding, such a comparison is
extremely valuable and helpful in clarifying the cybernetic dimensions of
both my practical work and the thesis’ genealogy.
Pask writes in A Comment, a Case History, and a Plan (1968): ‘The Musicolour
system was inspired by the concept of synaesthesia and the general
proposition that the aesthetic value of a work can be enhanced if the work is
simultaneously presented in more than one sensory modality.’370 Pask
acknowledges the historical precedents of this notion—a notion that is
somewhat different to the underlying concept of Altered States/EDS,
particularly in its focus on aesthetic value. However, the inter-active nature of
Musicolour, its second order cybernetics, and its development from idea to a
series of updated devices resonate strongly with Altered States/EDS.
In Musicolour’s first iteration, a microphone was set up to register sound and
turn it into an electric voltage, which could then drove a light projection
system with a predetermined vocabulary of shapes and colours. As the
sounds were varied, these shapes would change, and through a rudimentary
learning facility, repetition of the same sounds would over time produce
different light responses. The idea behind this learning facility was for the
device to react pro-actively to a musical performance: the device would
project shapes of coloured light in response to musicians, but it would also
change its behaviour when fed an audio input that was not dynamic enough,
thus encouraging musicians to respond. It is immediately evident from this
that Musicolour sought to establish a two-directional synergy between
performer and light, or live sound and light, even though the audience
themselves were not active participants.371
After a moderately successful tour of Musicolour in the North of England,
Pask and his co-designer McKinnon Wood concluded that the most
interesting aspect of the machine was not its synaesthetic capabilities, but its
370
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learning facility, and the dynamic interactions it could forge with a
performer, or group of performers. Thus, the learning mechanism was
developed and emphasized but they kept the name Musicolour because the
theme of ‘sensory transduction’ was considered a gambit to market the device
to the entertainment industry.372 After a highly technical description of the
learning system, Pask summarizes as follows:
The 'learning' mechanism, in particular its strategy, was
chosen as one of many alternatives which foster the
transfer of information around the entire feedback loop
[…] i.e. the loop involving visual display, performer,
musical instrument and 'learning' machine. Phrased
differently, the machine is designed to entrain the
performer and to couple him into the system. In these
terms, the importance of 'habituation' and 'novelty
seeking' are evident if we also accept the proposition
that man (the converse participant) is impelled to seek,
learn about and resolve novelty in his environment.373
Other improvements included an advanced electro-chemical lighting system
and a partially successful attempt to make the device responsive to dancers’
movements. The inter-actions between Musicolour and a performer were
dynamic and read as a profound experience for those involved. Pask
describes the machine as adaptive and ‘eminently trainable’, allowing a
performer to use a wide variety of musical strategies to converse with the
device, and adding a controllable and reactive visual dimension to the
performance, whether this was improvised or achieved through subtle
alterations to a composed piece of music. In the process, the experience of
time could be distorted radically:
Meanwhile, John Clark, a psychiatrist, had come to
the theatre and we jointly observed some phenomena
related to the establishment of rapport. First, there is a
loss of time-sense on the performer's part. One
performer, for example, tootled away on his
instrument from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. and seemed
unaware that much time had passed; an hour, he
thought, at the most. This effect (manifest to a much
lesser degree) was ubiquitous.374
Pask colourfully describes a number of performances and further iterations,
some more successful than others, that reminded me of my own practice’s
non-linear trajectory to Altered States/EDS. Musicolour eventually ended up in
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a Mecca Locarno dance hall in London, where it was used for a short while
and with positive effect on most music groups, though with little participation
from the audience (dancers).375 Musicolour’s exclusion of audience/ dancefloor
crowd from the feedback loop of its synergy, and its inclusion of a distinct and
accomplished learning facility, makes it quite a different project from Altered
States/EDS; but it clearly shows that, in addition to Theremin’s light organ
performances in the 1930s and the psychedelic lighting shows of the 1960s and
‘70s, the idea of combining light and sound through technology to push the
envelope of experience and creativity has a rich history throughout the 20th
century. Rave culture is as much a direct descendent of this history as many
current sound art practices.
Through my encounter with Pask’s Musicolour and his explanation of its
cybernetic principles, I have acquired a much better understanding of my
own practice. For Pask, the cybernetics involved in Musicolour stem from the
system’s circular reflexivity, or inter-active and dynamic feedback loop.
Cyberneticist Ranulph Glanville writes in Second Order Cybernetics that first
order cybernetics is a system defined by circular inter-activity with a causal
order.376 To illustrate the pitfalls of this notion, Glanville uses the metaphor of
a thermostat. In first order cybernetics the switch/sensor of a thermostat is
said to control the heater. Glanville shows that such an explanation does not
stand up to scrutiny when the system is considered not from a physicist’s
perspective, but in terms of ‘organization and message-passing’. In this view,
‘a different understanding emerges, laying a base for second order
Cybernetics: the understanding that… circularity is central, controller and
controlled are roles given by an observer, each being controller to the other’s
controlled.’377 Thus, the stability in this system cannot be located in either
part: ‘it lies between them.’378 The heater can be said to control the switch as
much as the other way round, depending on the observer’s perspective. From
this, it follows that an observer cannot be excluded from a system and must
be part of a cybernetic discourse. In 1992, Pask summarized the change from
first to second order as ‘a shift in emphasis, from information to coupling,
from the reproduction of order-from-order to the generation order-fromnoise; from transmission of data to conversation; from stability to
“organizational closure”; from external to participant observation […]’379
Even though second order cybernetics was not given its formal name until
1968, Glanville’s lucid account of the pre-history of second order cybernetics
shows that it was part of cybernetics discourse from the late 1940s. Glanville
includes Pask’s Musicolour as an early example of second order cybernetics: its
flow of reflexive circularity blurred the direction of causality and located the
system’s creative contact points (stability) between its parts (performer and
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device). These two elements of Musicolour, its creative feedback loops and its
emphasis on the synergy between its parts, point to a convergence between
Altered States/EDS—and indeed all of its precursors—and second order
cybernetics. Causality is purposefully opaque or interchange-able, and the
synergy sought is between the parts of the experiential nexus. Furthermore,
just as Pask tried to fuse a conversation between man and machine into an
evolving altered state of creative expression, so Altered States/EDS’s aim was to
generate a creative sensory continuum, where technology, space and people
would combine to open a window onto expanded experiences/ perceptions
and consciousness.
The development of my practice, and I believe especially DNGITL and
Altered States/EDS, would have benefitted immensely from a working
knowledge and conceptual inclusion of second order cybernetics, and my
introduction to Pask’s work and cybernetics discourse will no doubt inform
much of my future practice, particularly given the apparently unexplored link
between cybernetics and the Russian inter-disciplinarians. For the analysis of
the work presented in this thesis, however, the primary importance of second
order cybernetics lies in the understanding it affords of my practical works as
creative systems that are circular, reflexive, and directed towards a synergy
that has theoretical and experimental cybernetic roots.
Evolutionary Dance System
Just as Pask’s Musicolour went through numerous iterations and updates, so
the technical and experiential knowledges precipitated by DNGITL and
Moscopolis were instrumental in the creation of Altered States/EDS. After my
upgrade presentation, I knew that one of the primary skills that I needed to
develop was a more in depth grasp of music production, sound design, and
mixing records. Meanwhile, it was clear that my experiments with sound-tolight-to-sound had reached a ceiling. One of the hardest problems to resolve
was the scaling up of DNGITL to the size of an entire dancefloor. The use of
wireless photo-electric wearables for DNGITL was impractical for a largescale club night and would have been extremely costly. This impossibility led
to the idea of reversing the order of inter-action: from mobile photo-cells
playing a stationary light source, to moving lights playing stationary photocells. Clearly, those moving lights couldn’t be CRTs—a dancefloor populated
by people carrying bulky broadcast monitors seemed absurd. Instead, Altered
States/EDS used glow sticks. The notion of using the light produced by
sounds to modulate those very same sounds had formed the core of my early
experimentations. But, as was a recurring theme with those experiments, the
feedback loops created did not sound radically different from using a
constant disconnected light source. As such, there was no experiential or
aesthetic reason not to use glow sticks instead of CRT monitors, albeit that
this was conceptually not as exciting as using light-made-of-sound would
have been. However, CRT technology remained integral to the installation as
a lighting rig, which was not fixed or responding to sound (as is normally the
case at club nights), but directly made of the sound that filled the dancefloor.
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Light and sound were merely different manifestations of the same electrical
energy. Any modulation of sounds by glow stick inter-action from the
dancefloor would also be a modulation of the lighting rig via its linear
relationship with the sound production.
The signal flow ran as follows: Electrical energy from drum machines,
synths and/or DJ decks was split into two paths, one going to the sound
system, another to the lighting rig. The drum machines, synths and decks
were also connected to a battery of sound processors.

Fig. 136, Altered States, preliminary sketch for signal flow, 2017
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Fig. 137/138 Altered States/ EDS, Corsica Studios, 2017
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These sound processors were controlled from the dancefloor. The movement
of glow sticks, or indeed any light source, in proximity to the photo-cells
(solar panels suspended above the dancefloor) would send an alternating
current to the sound processors. This would either be via so-called CV
inputs—inputs that allow a Control Voltage to turn the device’s parameter
knobs (vary the resistance in a circuit)—or via a CV to MIDI device, which
turned CVs into midi information for those processors that did not have a
dedicated CV input, but could still be controlled via MIDI. Different photocells would turn different knobs on a complex array of processors. The list of
parameters affected would be indecipherable without familiarity with the
particular processors, but most of them were at least hard-wired to the
dry/wet setting of a processor. This setting determines the balance between
affected and unaffected sound and was set up to be fully anti-clockwise, i.e.
DRY if no current (from light) was received.
Before the installation was activated, the night opened with a DJ set by
Crease, followed by a performance by sound-artist Mark Bain, who had
installed sensors throughout Corsica Studios to allow him to ‘play’ the
building. After the sizzling opening salvo’s by Crease and Mark, the
installation was powered up to an improvised live performance by me, after
which DJ’s Jack Savidge, Mr Assister, Klaus, M-Werk and Sybil took turns on
the decks. The settings and connections were in fact different for the live
performance and DJ sets. The sound from the decks was run through a series
of mostly analogue FX: distortion, delays, ring modulators, LFO- and
envelope-driven filters, a digital reverb, and resonator. But the live set was
plugged into the installation in a more involved way. Apart from the same FX
battery, the pitch, decay and volume of the drum machine and synth
instruments could be modulated directly from the dancefloor, thus allowing
the crowd to actively influence and help build the performance. During the
many hours spent testing the set up, I was confident that when played
correctly, the installation worked, and did what I had hoped it would, namely
create a feedback loop of synergy. Dancing that flowed from the music could
be used to intensify the music and lights.
In the absence of any true inter-active use for the sound-to-light rig, I tried
to re-inject a second feedback loop by using cameras directed towards the
monitors/projected images that they were recording. The idea was that the
intensification of the light sources through sound modulation would set off a
video feedback loop. For the projected images, the result was tantalizingly
close to the liquefying of architecture that, as I have proposed throughout the
thesis, is an intrinsic effect of electronic dance culture’s nexus of sound, lights
and movement. However, the results were also very unpredictable, to the
extent that it seemed impossible to recreate the same effect at Corsica
Studios, and when one of the projectors broke down a couple of weeks before
the event, I made the decision not to use video feedback.
While in the ‘lab’ everything seemed to work, Corsica Studios’ 24/7 turnaround of events, club nights and gigs, made it impossible to test-drive the
installation on site. Just getting it all set up and working would be a race
against the clock on the day. The lack of on-location tests meant the actual
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inter-action with the installation was quite different from what I had
imagined. Playing the installation ‘correctly’ was based on an intimate
knowledge of which photo-cell would affect which parameter, how to play
within the range of the photo-cells, and how speed-of-movement affected the
different parameters. It was of course more than a little presumptuous to
imagine that people on the dancefloor would find this out quickly, not least
because while they might have been trying to understand the most effective
way to interact with the installation, lots of other people around them would
be doing the same, making it hard to tell who was affecting what. Beyond this,
the DJs also had the option of disconnecting the inter-active line to the
dancefloor while they were playing. And given that mixing records was near
impossible while the sound was being modulated from the dancefloor, the
agency to pause the inter-action from the DJ booth became a necessary
compromise to the co-authorship.
Many ideas for improvement followed this instalment of Altered States/EDS,
but the cost and effort involved in its creation have prohibited any further
experiments to date. It is not inconceivable that turning Altered States/EDS
into a regular night would solve some of the teething issues by growing a core
of initiated people who could take the lead in the inter-action with the set-up.
In any case, I am certainly not ready to move away from it, and I believe the
ideas behind it warrant further experimentation.
Behind The Waves
At the time of Altered States/EDS, it felt as if the exclusion of optical sound had
severed a link with the Russian avant-garde, but looking back I believe that
connection was, and is, still present through the use of waveform
transmissions as the primary driver of a synergistic machine that aims to
break through a perceptual and experiential ceiling.
Indeed, Altered States/EDS’s particular use of waveform transmissions also
connects the work to Fechner and James. As the final design work in the
series of experiments that began with Z-One, a discussion of the outcomes of
Altered States/EDS in light of the research questions and the relationship to
the genealogy of the thesis is crucial. It is also important for evaluating the
question posed at the start of this chapter: namely, whether it is possible to
create and productively examine rave music events by using the work and
experiments produced in 1920s Russia and the writings of Fechner and James.
The initial research question of the thesis (see Introduction) asked if
waveform transmissions can be used as a universal language to understand
and develop sensory environments that alter our states of perception/
consciousness. I have argued that the answer to this question is positive,
based on the historical evidence and design work. Altered States/EDS can be
regarded as further confirmation of the validity of waveform transmissions as
a creative method that can be used to understand all facets of multi-sensory
environments.
The more specific research questions that followed the first can now also
be answered in more depth by taking Altered States/EDS as the design
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conclusion of the research. That sound, light, movement and space-time can
be considered as wave motion has been argued extensively throughout the
thesis. However, wave motion and waveform transmissions are not
interchangeable. The research question focused on waveform transmissions,
and as I suggested earlier, these should be thought of as wave motion that
radiates out from an energetic source. The collectivity experienced at a rave,
on a dancefloor, or between a crowd and a performer can be discussed both
as decentralised wave motion and as a waveform transmission. As waveform
transmission, the energetic source that the transmission flows from can be
located in different parts of the environment, for example, the DJ booth, the
dancefloor, and the sound system. With each different location, the
transmission is different only in its permutation, and in the closing of the
feedback loop. For example, if we take the DJ as the primary source of
energy, kinetic energy is converted to electric energy, back to kinetic energy
(twice, through the sound system and dancing), collective energy (twice, as
kinetic energy and as electro-chemical energy) and light energy, before the
feedback loop closes back in the DJ booth. If we take the dancefloor as the
primary energy source, the stages will run from the dancers/ dancefloor, and
the feedback loop will likewise close on the dancefloor.380
The transfer of energies from one form to another does not negate a
continuous waveform transmission if we follow Röhl’s suggestion that waves
are best described as a process, a wave field. (see Chapter One). Considered
as a wave field, movement (kinetic) energy may also be described as a
waveform transmission. Collective movement, when it is asynchronous and
individual, but driven by the same sensory environment (as it is in clubs, at
raves) is part of the entire nexus of collectivity through synergy; and synergy
is what may transform collectivity into a waveform transmission.
As noted in Chapter Three, the word synergy can be defined as ‘the
combined power of a group of things when they are working together that is
greater than the total power achieved by each working separately’.381 The
‘things’ in the context of Altered States/EDS are crowd, performer, light, sound
and space, and the ‘combined power’ aimed for is an altered state of
consciousness, or a lowered threshold of consciousness. As we’ve seen, the
energies represented by each component separately can be described as a
waveform transmission, and following this, the combined power can be
discussed as an interference pattern of waveform transmissions, thus its own
composite waveform. But is this a transmission, or only a complex wave
motion? To classify as a transmission, there would need to be a locatable
energy source that drives the transmission, and it appears that no such source
exists within the synergetic context under discussion because the synergy lies
between the parts.382 Thus, collectivity can be described either as a complex
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The reflexive circularity and ‘stability’ that exists between the parts of the nexus is
a second order cybernetic relationship.
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/synergy
Second order cybernetics.
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tapestry of waveform transmissions with different sources of energy, or as a
decentralized wave motion.
This then leads to the third research question: whether energy transfers,
such as those described above and those at the basis of synergetic wave
motion, are a primary driver of altered states of consciousness. While there
are numerous precedents in history that would suggest drugs, especially LSD
and other hallucinatory substances, are in fact a primary driver of altered
states of consciousness, and while William James has himself written
extensively on the various forms of ecstatic and altered experiences of reality
through religion, spiritualism and pharmaceuticals, the thesis has asked
whether it might be possible to find historical and contemporary evidence for
a threshold-lowering technique that is universal and robust enough to be
tapped into successively without a degradation of its efficacy. The discussion
of drugs in Chapter Three demonstrated the time-limited and volatile nature
of chemical substances as instigators of altered states, whose efficacy fades
with cumulative use; and James’ Varieties of Religious Experience acknowledges
from the outset the less-than-universal conditions that have to be met for
individuals to access higher realms of consciousness by spiritual means.
Conversely, the thesis has explored whether complex assemblages of light,
sound, space, movement, and collectivity might have perception- and
consciousness-altering capacities that can be recreated and regenerated
through time.
Perhaps the initial research question might have reflected this better,
asking whether, in addition to waveform transmissions being used as a
universal language, the creative transfer of energies could be a testable and
productive way of achieving altered states of consciousness. I believe that the
answer to this is positive, and, as I have shown through the discussion of
Altered States/EDS, the particular transfer of energies generated inside a club
can have a profound threshold-lowering capacity that can be further
exploited by actively using Fechner and James’ theories and the experimental
knowledge precipitated by the Russian inter-disciplinarians.
To explore the particular connection of Fechner’s wave scheme to Altered
States/EDS, the fourth research question must first be reconsidered:
Are Fechner’s wave scheme and the notion of
consciousness as a wave an intrinsic part of the universal
principle that underpins sensory experience, or are they a
conceptual construct outside of this principle?
Through my entire PhD-related design practice, from Z-One to Altered
States/EDS, I have often felt a lowering of the threshold of consciousness
within the nexus of a multi-sensory environment. This wavelike feeling,
however, tended to fluctuate or only last as long as a particular experiment or
installation, pointing to an inability to lower the threshold permanently. This
feeling of ebbs and flows of heightened consciousness in relation to distinct
inter-actions with the design work was not the desired outcome. I have
equally not been able to locate consciousness as a waveform transmission as
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defined above. In the absence of any confirmatory findings, I have to
conclude that at present, Fechner’s wave scheme is best considered as a very
clear, productive and beautiful conceptual construct, which can be used to
look in on and visualize mechanisms that use waveform transmissions to
lower the threshold of consciousness. As a concept, then, the wave scheme
lies at the heart of all my design work in its attempts to lower perceptual and
consciousness thresholds.
For Altered States/EDS specifically, I’ve employed the confirmatory answer
to the first three research questions to try and test Fechner’s wave scheme
and answer the overarching question of the possibility to productively use the
wave scheme and related theories through Russian inventions in the context
of a club night. But of course, this wasn’t a scientific experiment, and any
outcomes are almost impossible to quantify, or indeed qualify. My experience
over the past 5 years has led me to believe that the working hypothesis of the
thesis was valid, and Altered States/EDS, while not always conclusively
answering the research questions, indicated that the threshold lowering
capacity of a club night can be developed and fortified through ideas and
concepts taken from the genealogy; sound-to-light-to-sound conversions,
sound and light modulation through movement, habit and hyper-sensory
environments.
This then, provides a partial answer to another research question: can a
nexus of waveform transmissions be located, created which has the ability to
lower the threshold of consciousness? My prior experience of electronic
dance culture had already indicated an affirmative answer to this. Through
the research, however, and especially through Altered States/EDS, I was able to
see that this nexus could be more forceful and have stronger bonds between
its parts by employing ideas and techniques from Fechner/James and the
Russian inter-disciplinarians. The emphasis on waveform transmissions,
wave motion, and the wave scheme in the conception of the work helped me
to correlate and amplify intrinsic features of a club night such as physical
abandon and a deeply felt connection to the music and place. While it cannot
be denied that the amplification brought with it a number of issues, these
were practical and operational rather than conceptual, and in the short bursts
of successful integration, the resulting overflow of synergy was distinct and
powerful. The equivalent relationship between sound, light, and movement,
while not without historical precedent, was experienced with as much
excitement by the audience and Corsica Studios’ sound and light technicians
as it must have been by the Russian inter-disciplinarians of the 1920s and the
pioneers of video synthesis of the ‘60s and ‘70s. And although, in the context
of a club night, the ‘wave’ concept may not be entirely unique, it proved
extremely potent as a technique to create an experience of being
overwhelmed by a version of reality where everything appeared to exist as, or
produce waves. This leads me to a final evaluation of the research’s working
hypothesis:
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Reality is a function of waveform transmissions, and the
experience of reality can be altered by carefully
designed
interference
patterns
of
waveform
transmissions.
To say that something is invites inevitable pushback and scrutiny. My
personal experience leads me to believe that reality is indeed a function of
waveform transmissions, and quantum field theory provides strong evidence
for this. It is also the case that, following James’ argument that hypotheses
need to terminate in the empirical/ sensible world, the practical testing of a
hypothesis may still produce unforeseen and inventive effects even if it
cannot be ‘proven’ or confirmed. At the same time, it should be noted that the
historical and practical research that followed from the thesis’ hypothesis
does not wholly support it. This is partly to do with the wording of the
hypothesis. As Stephen Gage noted, reality is a very slippery and contested
subject. Changing the wording to ‘experienced reality’ would have avoided
some of this contestation, but it would have also significantly watered down
the contributions to knowledge that the hypothesis galvanised. In this
respect, the hypothesis might best be seen not as an assertion-to-be-proven,
but as a helpful and directional cue that instigated a stream of design led
works allowing me to test the creative and state-altering capabilities of the
manipulation of waveform transmissions.
In the next section I will discuss my use of fictional narratives, which have
informed a large part of the design work, and I will ask whether these fictions
have been helpful to the research, both as a methodological tool and as a way
of approaching the research questions.
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Fig. 139 Altered States/EDS signal flow (DJ), 2017
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Fig. 140 Altered States/EDS, sound-light check, 2017
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Fig. 141 Altered States/EDS, work drawings, 2017
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Fig. 142 Altered States/EDS, 2017
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6. fictions/ untitled/ futurez/ The Ecstasy of William James/ 2013-15
Before going into a discussion of the usefulness of my employment of
fictions, I will first reprint these below with a short introduction to indicate
their origin and context.
A/ Evgeny Murzin-Z-One
Z-One prompted the first written fiction. This particular imagined history was
tried out before an audience at the 2014 ‘Recomposing the City’ symposium
in Belfast. It was the first attempt to insert my experiments, and indeed
myself, into the history I was trying to understand. In the group Q&A, it was
entirely ignored. I never found out whether this was an early indication that
academic conferences are not the place for fictional facts, or that the radio
silence was a typical British dismissal of the quality of my
writing/imagination. I fear it was a bit of both.
Twenty years have passed. Twenty years to find my way
back to the house, dark, now less familiar, its walls stripped
to reveal unstable brickwork holding windows thick with
dust. There, next to the long burnt out stove, the shadow of
a figure is still visible, still terrifying. Time and war have
pushed through here, a fading light lines the horizon to the
east. The war left standing nothing but that which I prayed
it would destroy, this house, my memory. I walk up the
stairs, averting my eyes from the wall. Splintered steps
clutch at my feet, the past piercing through me. Most of the
roof has vanished, swept up or fallen through the timber
frame, the sky weighs heavy on the wet floorboards. Up
here, amidst these ruins, nothing tells of that night two
decades ago when Evgeny and I ran the first operational
trial with his invention, nothing but the rusting frame of a
power generator and the spray of spark burns speckling
the wall behind it.
Evgeny had insisted to wear the instrument that time,
while I adjusted and monitored the mechanical parts of its
elaborate headset, scribbling shorthand notes as he
shouted instructions over the whirr of the generator.
“Strobe number three! ..Now walk towards me, ..slow..,
stop! Back a little, no….too far…, you’re burning out the
image, you have to slow her down!” I calibrated the speed
of the modulator, to no effect. Further hours of
increasingly flustered corrections led us nowhere, the
image never sharpened, or if it did, it would lose all
contrast and fade into white noise. Irritated and exhausted,
I suggested disabling the frequency and amplitude limiter.
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“you’ll have to keep talking to me ok? I don’t want to give
you a nose bleed.”
Within minutes of flicking the switch, and to both our
astonishment, Evgeny suddenly navigated the room with
an ease and precision inconceivable for a blind man. “This
is unbelievable! Run her through the battery, I’m trying it
downstairs! “ “..but Evgeny, we haven’t yet..”, “Just do it,
disconnect me. It’s fine, it works, ..can’t you see, ..it really
works! The generator shuddered to a halt, a sudden quiet
punctuated by soft sinusoidal tones escaping from
Evgeny’s earphones. “You’re loose Evgeny”, I said, “the
stairs are to your r...” “I can see them ..I mean.., I can
actually see them!..” His voice now hoarse with excitement.
“I’m going down, floodlights off and follow-spot five
please, light me up!”
As he descended I could hear the whizzing and weeping
of the headset grow louder. The air around him appeared
to shimmer in the narrow beam of light that followed him,
distorting the contours of his body. I rubbed my eyes, but
they refused to focus. Halfway down, when Evgeny
reached the point where the staircase turned in on itself,
he staggered for a moment and his shoulder scraped the
wall..
It should have scraped the wall, but...it sank into it! A
trail of smoke spiralled from his arm as he regained his
balance. “Evgeny, what happened!!” I shouted, running
down toward him. Evgeny didn’t reply and had by now
reached the bottom of the stairs, its wooden steps
smouldered in the wake of his steps. I passed the turn and
looked in horror at the disfigured bricks, oozing a black
foam. The final frames; ..my eyes still fixed on the wall,
almost running backward, I tripped, tumbled down,
Evgeny turned too late. My head slammed into his side, a
smell of burnt hair.. The impact pushed him back and into
the kitchen. Still blind-folded, disorientated and in a panic,
Evgeny tried to remove the headset when he caught his
shoe under the base of the stove, fell....and sank through
the tiles and concrete, leaving nothing but a dark and
seething silhouette..
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Fig. 143 work drawing for the device Evgeny and I built

B/ FutureZ
Do Not Go Into The Light, the installation, was accompanied by a presentation
of the second fictional history I created as part of my PhD. The idea to use a
fictionalized historical event located somewhere between the historical and
geographical locations of the research's main drivers was conceived, or more
accurately, post-rationalized as a methodological tool. In the document that
followed my upgrade presentation, I had argued the case for such a tool as
follows:
Placing my own work in the past allows me to project my
practice into the future, and may help to push the envelope
faster and with more force.
Placing the Russian avant-garde in a future past allows me
to think their work through as an unbroken line from the
1920s until now, which may help to better understand how
their ideas would have developed, and what they would be
up to today.
Fictionalized events like FutureZ can become a testing
ground for the discovered relations between the
movements and technologies that constitute my field of
research.
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They can also become a fertile ground for the creation of
connections that may never have been there, but whose
invention has the power to generate new ideas, and
insights. This then is a technique indebted to artists like
Joseph Beuys and Werner Herzog; a technique of
stretching reality to find a deeper truth.
These still feel like sound arguments, although by now I know that a public
use of fictionalized accounts is often fraught with difficulties. Fictions work
well as a trigger for new ideas and as a Jamesian method for building
hypotheses, but they don’t generate any hard evidence and can be misleading
if taken as truth. I’ve inserted parts of the talk below, starting with a factual
witness account of a Projection Theatre performance by the German writer
René Fülöp-Miller.383
Once I was fortunate to observe it in action, having visited
the notorious 'Machine Dances' on Monday at the wellknown Foregger's Theatre studios, where the highest
worship of the God of Machines was expressed through
dance. The walls were entirely covered with schematic
drawings, representing in various positions and
longtitudinal sections the physiognomy and torso of the
god. The harmonious bodies of the cult's clerics, both men
and girls, in movements exclusively reminiscent of
machines, left me with a very strange impression. For the
first time, here, I also heard the new holy church music of
the machine worshippers. An improbable crackle, noise,
whistling and groaning -all the noises of the world merged
in a polyphonic tangled fugue. This music was growing
and growing, bursting in the end with an unlikely, earsplitting chord, eulogizing the infinite God of Machine
Spheres.
This account was offset against a fictional description of FutureZ, which I
attributed to (real music journalist) Matthew Collin:
After a 2 hour wait in a freezing car park with a steadily
growing crowd of expectant and excited clubbers, we
finally got word about the location of Future-Z; the
Chrystaline Plant on the east side of down-town. We
jumped in our cars, and headed there, a procession of
steamed-up windows and headlights. At the entrance, we
were given wristbands, made from a strange material. The
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wristbands were connected to a wireless transmitter, and
each of us was instructed on how to wear these.
We entered the vast and crumbling space, lit only by a wall
entirely made out of flickering tv screens with a small
opening in the middle where the DJ was playing. At first,
we could barely make out the music, as if we were listening
to it through a thick wall, but as we approached the DJ
booth and more and more people filled the space, the
sounds grew and grew, a pounding kick seemed to step
towards us with every step we took towards the flickering
screens, and squelching bass lines rose up from the dance
floor with every new body that entered it. Somehow it
seemed as if we had become part of the sound system. Our
dancing had awakened a machine, a machine whose roars
and groans were unlike anything we'd heard before, and a
machine who, without our dancing, and despite the efforts
of the DJ, would retreat forever to its world behind the
flickering screens.
This was followed by an invented link between MDMA culture and the
Projectionists:
As Matthew Collin has pointed out since, FutureZ
coincided with the entering of MDMA onto the dance
scenes of the US and Europe and we know that the
Projectionists of the 1920s were among the very first who
experimented with the drug better known today as Extacy.
Though MDMA was first synthesized in 1912, Alexander
Shulgin, an American pharmacologist of Russian descent,
whose father was a close friend of Solomon Nikritin, had
re-synthesized the drug in the US in 1965, and used it
extensively in sessions with friends and colleagues over the
next two decades. In his 1991 book PIHKAL
(Phenethylamines I Have Known and Loved), Shulgin
hints at a link between himself, early MDMA culture and
the Projectionists; a link that suggests the Projectionists
were deeply involved in the first wave of Detroit Techno,
and Acid House.
After some elaboration, the fictional section of the paper ended by linking the
Projectionists to Graphical Sound, and Graphical Sound to FutureZ:
A few of the wristbands have survived, and they hold
another clue to the involvement of the Projectionists. The
wristbands are made of a flexible photo-voltaic cell that
curves around a cardboard ring, and which connects to a
wireless audio transmitter. As is now clear, the light
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emitted from the wall of flickering screens at FutureZ was
converted into electric currents by the wristbands, and
sent through the ether to a sound-system. The DJs
pounding beats were converted to light and made audible
by the proximity of the audience to that light. This was a
graphical sound device on an enormous scale, a 'dynamic
construction' not seen anywhere in the world since the last
Projection Theatre performance.
At the end of the talk, a live-feed of the performance, which took place
behind the audience, was projected, after which the conceit was revealed and
the idea behind it explained. Thereafter ensued the heated discussion
mentioned in the thesis’ Introduction.
C/ Fechner’s Wave
My last attempt to disseminate the research by blurring the boundary
between fact and fiction took the form of a paper written for a presentation at
the Royal Academy of Music in the summer of 2015. The paper was called
‘The Ecstasy of William James’. After introducing James in a rather
conventional and factual manner, I imagined an article written by James that
anticipated the experiments in 1920s Russia and the subsequent emergence of
rave culture. The following are extracts from the paper, interspersed where
appropriate with clarifications/ comments.

Fig. 144 Fechner’s Wave, 1910
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In Fechner's Wave, his last essay, written only months
before his death, William James makes the still-startling
assertion that mystical experiences reveal more of the
nature of reality than the laws of physics do, but their
ineffability prohibits science to access them. Perhaps even
more challenging and fundamental is the formula he put
in a note, saying: "The definitively closed nature of our
personal consciousness is an average statistical resultant of
many conditions, but not an elementary force or fact."
The reference to mystical experiences is not directly traceable to James, but
the quote is factual.384
As we will see below, these statements point to James' final
conviction that mystical, and/or religious experiences
involve not a supernatural domain (a proposition he still
considered in Varieties), but involve a natural domain
inaccessible to science only insofar as conditions maintain
the closed nature of our personal consciousness as an
average statistical resultant. William James believed that
these conditions can, and in future generations will change
to alter (lower) the threshold of our consciousness.
According to James, this permanently 'altered state', will
both collapse the distance between individual minds, and
it will make mystical experiences accessible to language,
shared knowledge, and scientific scrutiny.
This was wishful inference on my part, and reflects the difficulty I have had
in finding direct evidence to underpin wave-scheme based telepathic
processes in the synergy of raves etc.
The idea of connected minds echoes the work of Gustav
Theodor Fechner (1801-1887), a German philosopher,
physicist and experimental psychologist. Fechner was an
early pioneer in experimental psychology and founder of
psychophysics (the study of the relationship between
physical stimuli and experience), who inspired many 20th
century scientists and philosophers and whose
panpsychism and 'wave schemes' greatly influenced James'
views on mysticism, human immortality and the nature of
consciousness.
Fechner's Wave opens with a question, playfully
appropriating a typical Fechnerian turn of phrase:
"Objective evidence and certitude are doubtless very fine
ideals to play with, but where on this moonlit and dream384
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visited planet are they found?" It is however, a very
Jamesian provocation, employed to cue his discussion of
the mechanics and significance of mystical experiences
from the point of view that: 'states of mystical intuition
may be only very sudden and great extensions of the
ordinary "field of consciousness".
Apart from attributing the question to the non-existing article Fechner’s
Wave, this section is a matter of fact, as are all of the quotes below.385
While James leaves open the question of what may cause
such 'extensions', he expands this viewpoint as follows:
"The extension itself would, if my view be correct, consist
in an immense spreading of the margin of the field (of
consciousness),
so
that
knowledge
ordinarily
transmarginal would become included, and the ordinary
margin would grow more central. Fechner's "wave-scheme"
will diagrammatize the alteration, as I conceive it. If we
suppose that the wave of present awareness, steep above
the horizontal line that represents the plane of the usual
"threshold," slopes away below it very gradually in all
directions. A fall of the threshold, however caused, would,
under these circumstances, produce the state of things
which we see on an unusually flat shore at the ebb of a
spring-tide. Vast tracts usually covered are then revealed to
view, but nothing rises more than a few inches above the
water's bed, and great parts of the scene are submerged
again, whenever a wave washes over them."
Part of the elegance in James' use of the wave-scheme, is
that the exact same diagram can be called upon to explain
his second assertion, namely that minds are connected, but
that this connectedness takes place below the threshold of
our normal consciousness. This idea is however so close to
Gustav Fechner's theory of the 'World-Soul", (The
explanation of which was in fact one of the primary
reasons for inventing the wave-scheme in the first place),
that James quotes Fechner directly: "The psychically one is
connected with a physically many: the physically many
contract psychically into a one, a simple, or at least a more
simple. Otherwise expressed: the psychically unified and
simple are resultants of physical multiplicity.”
This is what we understand today as multi-sensory
integration, the fact that a multitude of sensory stimuli
converge into a coherent and unified experience. He
coninues: "With our two hemispheres we think singly; with
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the identical parts of our two retinae we see singly. . . , The
simplest sensation of light or sound in us is connected with
processes which, since they are started and kept up by
outer oscillations, must themselves be somehow of an
oscillatory nature, although we are wholly unaware of the
separate phases and oscillations. . . . It is certain, then, that
some unified or simple psychic resultants depend on
physical multiplicity. But, on the other hand, it is equally
certain that the multiplicities of the physical world do not
always combine into a simple psychical resultant. Whether
they may not nevertheless combine into a unified resultant
is a matter for opinion, since one is always free to ask
whether the entire world, as such, may not have some
unified psychic resultant. But of any such resultant we at
least have no consciousness. . . . "
Fechner alludes here to his 'world-soul', the idea of
'successively larger enveloping spheres of conscious life', or
in other words, the idea that everything in the universe
feeds off, or into the same all-enveloping consciousness.
"For brevity's sake, let us distinguish psycho-physical
continuity and discontinuity from each other. Continuity,
takes place so far as a physical manifold gives a unified or
simple psychic resultant; discontinuity, so far as it gives a
distinguishable multiplicity of such resultants.... Why is it
that different organisms have separate consciousnesses,
although their bodies are just as much connected by
general Nature as the parts of a single organism are with
each other, and these latter give a single conscious
resultant? Of course we can say that the connection is
more intimate between the parts of an organism than
between the organisms of Nature.
But what do we mean by a more intimate connection?
Can an absolute difference of result depend on anything so
relative? And does not Nature as a whole show as strict a
connection as any organism does, — indeed, one even
more indissoluble? Unquestionably the problem which
here lies before Psychophysics cannot be sharply
answered; but we may establish a general point of view for
its treatment, consistent with what we laid down in a
former chapter on the relations of more general with more
particular phenomena of consciousness. The essential
principle is this: That human psychophysical activity must
exceed a certain intensity for any waking consciousness at
all to occur. This state of things may be made clearer by an
image or scheme, and also more concisely spoken of.
Imagine the whole psycho-physical activity of man to be a
wave, and the degree of this activity to be symbolized by
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the height of the wave above a horizontal baseline or
surface. The whole form, intensity and evolution of the
consciousness will then depend on the rising and falling of
this wave and the height must always somewhere exceed a
certain limit, which we will call a threshold, if waking
consciousness is to exist at all. "
Here Fechner enters into a more detailed and complex
description, as he distinguishes general wakefulness from
shorter more intense conscious events which 'modulate'
the shape of the wave-form , but for the sake of concision,
I've not included this part of James' translation. "So far now
as we symbolize any system of psycho-physical activity, to
which a generally unified or principal consciousness
corresponds, by the image of a wave rising with its crest
above a certain threshold, we have a means of
schematizing in a single diagram the physical solidarity of
all these psycho-physical systems throughout Nature,
together with their psycho-physical discontinuity. For we
need only draw all the waves so that they run into each
other below the threshold, whilst above it they appear
distinct... In general terms: wherever a psycho-physical
total wave is continuous with itself above the threshold,
there we find the unity or identity of a consciousness.
Whenever, on the contrary, waves are disconnected, or
connected only underneath the threshold, the
corresponding consciousness is broken, and no connection
between its several parts appears.
If, in the diagram, we should raise the entire line of
waves so that not only the crests but the valleys appeared
above the threshold, then these latter would appear only
as depressions in one great continuous wave above the
threshold, and the discontinuity of the consciousness
would be converted into continuity. '
So far for Fechner's theory, here's James' reflection on
the above: "One sees easily how, on Fechner's wavescheme, a world-soul may be expressed. All psychophysical activity being continuous 'below the threshold,'
the consciousness might also become continuous if the
threshold sank low enough to uncover all the waves. The
threshold throughout nature in general is, however, very
high, so the consciousness that gets over it is of the
discontinuous form. "
If Fechner only points to the possibility of a
consciousness which stretches out into unseen reality, and
which connects us all to each other and to a larger, allencompassing consciousness, in Fechner's Wave, William
James investigates its implications, as if the theory were
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fact. James' belief that Fechner's ideas were true stems
from his encounters with mysticism in The Varieties of
Religious Experience, and, crucially, from his own
experiences with nitrous oxide which he reported in 1882
in The Subjective Effects of Nitrous Oxide: "With me, as
with every other person of whom I have heard, the keynote
of the experience is the tremendously exciting sense of an
intense metaphysical illumination. Truth lies open to the
view in depth beneath depth of almost blinding evidence.
The mind sees all logical relations of being with an
apparent subtlety and instantaneity to which its normal
consciousness offers no parallel; only as sobriety returns,
the feeling of insight fades, and one is left staring vacantly
at a few disjointed words and phrases, as one stares at a
cadaverous-looking snowpeak from which sunset glow has
just fled, or at a black cinder left by an extinguished fire."
Retrospectively, this section was not without issue: it is in fact entirely factual,
but because it was interwoven with fiction, the entire historical record was
likely disqualified in the eyes of the beholder after the conceit was revealed.
This is an example of how this methodology can backfire.
To me, the most astonishing aspect of Fechner's Wave is
that in adopting Fechner's theory, it correctly predicts
events that would play out years, and even many decades
later, and that it puts a revolutionary force at the centre of
these events that bears very close resemblance to intersensory experience, albeit under a different name. James
calls this force 'hypersthesia'. Hypersthesia is James'
projection of the future condition of human consciousness
as a permanently 'altered state' in which: "to get high or not
to get high" is no longer the question, but rather whether
mystical experiences have sufficiently changed the general
conditions of space and time perception so that anyone can
succeed in passing through the holes in the world and
following the lines of flight at the very place where means
other than mystical revelation become necessary."
James predicts that the hypersthetic state of human
consciousness will be established through the successful
integration of technological, artistic and pharmaceutical
advances with a drive to transform, or transcend the
individual. These advances will lead to, and eventually
normalize such extreme perceptual and experiential
conditions, that permanent mental and physiological
changes (propelled by neural and physiological plasticity,
rather than evolutionary forces) will result in a dramatic
lowering of the 'threshold of consciousness' to where we
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become routinely 'wakeful' to the entirety of psychophysical activity. While it is evident that James'
'hypersthesia' has not (yet?) materialized in the permanent
and total way he predicted, electronic dance music and the
Russian sonic avant-garde of the 1920s are two explicit
examples of James' projected coupling of technology,
artistic invention and, for rave culture at least, drugs with
utopian and transcendental aspirations.
Again, this is not much more than my interpretation and a quote from
Deleuze/Guattari presented as James’. The second half of the paper was
taken up by an overview of the Russian avant-garde and a fictional link to
rave culture. As mentioned, the talk was positively received, but it didn’t lead
to a discussion about the meaning of James’ prophecies. Instead, my frequent
use of the term ‘threshold’ was picked up on, leading to an argument about
high culture vs low culture; classical music (training) vs popular culture and
electronic dance music.
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D/ Hard Funk
Hard Funk (see image above) was my last attempt to use fictions. It was an
imagined story presented to my supervisor Penelope Haralambidou as an
article from the Guardian newspaper that seemed to indicate my proposed
research had already led to my desired outcome. Penelope’s mild irritation
was a reality check that discouraged me from persevering with the initial idea
to interweave fact and fiction throughout the thesis. And yet, as I would later
discover, my attempts to refract history and the contemporary were eerily
reminiscent of film maker Werner Herzog’s search to find truth behind the
factual:
The collapse of the stellar universe will occur—like creation—in
grandiose splendor.

—Blaise Pascal
The words attributed to Blaise Pascal which preface my
film Lessons of Darkness are in fact by me. Pascal himself
could not have said it better.
[…] Why am I doing this, you might ask? The reason is
simple and comes not from theoretical, but rather from
practical, considerations. With this quotation as a prefix I
elevate [erheben] the spectator, before he has even seen the
first frame, to a high level, from which to enter the film.
And I, the author of the film, do not let him descend from
this height until it is over. Only in this state of sublimity
[Erhabenheit] does something deeper become possible, a
kind of truth that is the enemy of the merely factual.
Ecstatic truth, I call it.
After the first war in Iraq, as the oil fields burned in
Kuwait, the media—and here I mean television in
particular—was in no position to show what was, beyond
being a war crime, an event of cosmic dimensions, a crime
against creation itself. There is not a single frame
in Lessons of Darkness in which you can recognize our
planet; for this reason the film is labelled “science fiction,”
as if it could only have been shot in a distant galaxy,
hostile to life. At its premiere at the Berlin Film Festival,
the film met with an orgy of hate. From the raging cries of
the public I could make out only “aestheticization of
horror.” And when I found myself being threatened and
spat at on the podium, I hit upon only a single, banal
response. “You cretins,” I said, “that’s what Dante did in
his Inferno, it’s what Goya did, and Hieronymus Bosch
too.” In my moment of need, without thinking about it, I
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had called upon the guardian angels who familiarize us
with the Absolute and the Sublime.386

Fig. 145 Werner Herzog, Lessons of Darkness, film still, 1992

As noted in Chapter Three, fictions continued to play a role in my use of
acoustics in sound and music production, even if they dissipated as a central
part of the written thesis. But there was another important aspect to the
fictions created, touched upon briefly in the Introduction. That is, the process
of writing stories, and the act of inserting my physical creations inside these
stories, allowed me to project the future from particular moments in history.
This then became a strategy to judge the usefulness of inferred connections.
James’ empiricism—his ‘as if’—thus not only emerges as a useful way of
determining the plausibility of hypotheses, but also as a way of adjusting the
arrow of time in order to update and challenge accepted historical narratives.
As will be evident to the reader, none of the above fictions had the impact I
had hoped for, and nor did they lead to the fruitful discussions I had
anticipated regarding the search for a deeper truth in the Herzogian sense. In
reprinting the fictions here, it would appear that my initial idea to use fictions
as a methodological tool was based on something of a false notion: fictions
could never be used to glue together parts of a genealogy, but could only
constitute a parallel cosmology in which the genealogy could exist without
being negated by its inexistence in historical record. This is, I believe, the key
reason why fictions are so difficult to use in academic research. Herzog’s
films, and indeed many other inspiring works in film, literature and art, never
attempt to be anything other than what they are: art works. As such, they are
not subject to the same historical or factual scrutiny as academic/scholarly
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work, even if they may greatly help our understanding of history or current
issues. The use of fictions appeared to me to offer a method of research that
could uncover things that historical research might find impossible, and in
some ways, it has; but it has not been a productive tool for dissemination of
the research.
The powerful effect that using fictions as a methodology had on me
personally was that it brought me as close as possible to places, times and
events that I could not visit in reality, allowing me to both physically and
mentally work through ideas, combine them, and test their relations. This,
then, has been the worth of my fictions: as a tool to build an internal
cosmology in which all the parts of the research were connected, had an
effect on, and were affected by each other. To go from this intuitive and
personal understanding of their connectedness to a well-argued and
convincing case for their links in a true genealogy was always guided by the
thesis’ historical and philosophical analysis and design work.
I believe the inclusion of my struggles with certain methodological
techniques, unsuccessful design works, and work that may appear to lie
outside of the research purview is important because my practice is by its
very nature highly intuitive, and many concrete questions asked in this thesis
have come out of intuitive projects and approaches. Between The Lines and
Screaming at the Wall are two such projects; they cannot be said to have a
direct link to the research, but they provide a crucial context to the
development of the research through me as a practitioner. The same is true
for the final work discussed in this chapter, a project that found me back in
Beirut and grappling with the same city, but this time after I had been
through four years of PhD research. The work in Beirut is thus important for
its exposition of me as a practitioner at both the start and end of an intense
and deeply affective research trajectory.
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7. Beirut/ 2018>
In March 2018, I was given the opportunity to revisit a city I’d fallen in love
with 4 years earlier, Beirut. Fatefully, it was the very moment I should have
kept my head down and write my thesis, and it sent me right back to the
beginning of my PhD. 2018 Beirut and 1920s Russia are worlds and eons apart,
but there is no denying the reality that for both places a violent and traumatic
past led to an overflowing of creative energy. This energetic connection had
not evaded me before, but I had moved it to the side-lines of the research.
The work and thoughts that came out of my first visit in 2013 appeared to be
too far removed from the main tenet of the thesis to be included, but the work
and thoughts thrown up when visiting the city in March 2018 revealed a
much closer connection between the thesis and Beirut than I had realized.
The visit to Lebanon was part of a research trip organised and funded by
Gascia Ouzounian's Recomposing The City, and Richard Sennett's Theatrum
Mundi. The brief loosely stated that we were there to establish connections
with Beirutie sound artists, architects and musicians through a set of
gatherings, interviews and workshops with people we had contacted
beforehand. While Gascia and John Bingham-Hall (RTC and TM
respectively) took care of most of the organisation of the workshops, music
researcher Christabel Stirling and I had arranged a series of interviews with
acousticians, promoters, producers, DJs and architects involved with the
Beirut club scene.
In the time between events and meetings, we set out to record impulse
responses of the city. Impulse responses are sound recordings of broadband
impulses that activate the acoustics of a space. The method used for
capturing IRs is either by way of a gunshot/ balloon-popping/clapper, or by
playing a so-called sine sweep along the entire (audible) frequency spectrum.
The recordings are subsequently processed by removing the initial impulse
or, in the case of a sine sweep, by using de-convolution software to filter out
the actual sine wave information. In both cases, the resulting recording is an
acoustic trace that can be super-imposed onto any sound to give the illusion
that the sound exists in the space the IR was extracted from. The sine-sweep
method requires a high-end sound-system, which wasn't practical, so we
chose to use balloon-popping to record our IRs. The idea to create a library of
IRs was a logical extension of my pre-occupation with the experiential
consequences of exposure to the nexus of light, sound and movement in club
spaces, the idea that installational intervention can push the envelope of such
exposure and my earlier work and experience of Beirut.
The hedonism and abandon of Beirut's nightlife is strongly connected to
the city's past destruction and present (imposed) construction of architectural
space. Impulse responses are a widely used source of sampled reverbs and
delays in electronic music. To explore the overlap between the city's urban
fabric and club scene, a library of impulse responses of Beirut's acoustic
vernacular could be used to:
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1.

Produce dance music tracks that would use Beirut's
vernacular as the very means to reconstruct it on the
dancefloors of Beirut clubs, thus subverting the
authoritarian urban design practices in Beirut.

2.

Provide open access to the impulse library for anyone
to sonically reconstruct the city. Especially Lebanese
(dance) music producers.

3.

Use the impulse samples to build an inter-active
installation as a development of my earlier
installations, (Bibliothèque nationale, and Altered
States).

The initial aim to find a multitude of spaces to record in was hampered by
time-limitations and tightened security around derelict and building sites
since my first visit. But there was one structure I knew we had to enter despite
the illegality of doing so, The Egg.
The Egg is a brutalist cinema, which was part of a commercial centre
designed by Joseph Philippe Karam in 1965, and partially built between 19651968 The building is shaped like an egg on top of a concrete car park sunk
three floors underground. It was part of Karam's Beirut City Centre, then the
largest shopping centre in the Middle East, flanked by two high rise towers,
one of which was built but badly damaged during the civil war's first years of
1975-76 and demolished in the 1990s. The Egg is located in the heart of the
city, just south of the infamous Martyr Square along what was the front line
between the Eastern and Western parts of the city. As a consequence, the
structure is ravaged with bullet holes and has large parts shoaled off by
sustained artillery fire.
In July 2018, Roo Bernatek, Chrissy Stirling and I organized and hosted an
event called Beirut, City of Impulse. The event was a first instalment of a
continuing exchange between our work and Beirut. We asked the acoustic
engineer Fouad Bechwati and artist Nathalie Harb to talk about their practice
and experience of Beirut, after which I screened a film called City of Impulse. I
responded to the film with a live performance using impulse responses and
field recordings to create improvised dance music tracks that I tried to inject
with Beirut’s energy.
The film, carrying the title of the event, City of Impulse, is the only, and first
ever, film I have made that is not a document of other work, but the work
itself. After the trip to Beirut in March, we came back with hours of sound
recordings and, thanks to Chrissy, a fair amount of still photographs, but no
footage at all. As we began planning the COI event at the Bartlett, it soon
dawned upon us that without any visual context, the recordings of the Egg
would be evocative, but too abstract to communicate the strangely
intersecting sonic and visual horizons so strongly present in the real-time
experience of Beirut.
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As luck would have it, I found myself back in Beirut in June, this time with a
film camera. In March, I’d made contact with an old friend in Beirut, (coorganiser of the 2013 Bodies in Public), and we’d started discussing a possible
collaboration for the Beirut Design Week that was happening in June. Our
first idea was to create a performance-installation inside the Egg, but we
couldn’t get approval from the council and/or the new owners to enter the
building, let alone open it up to the public. Instead, my friend, Eliesh (which
is probably not his real name and he makes sure no one knows his surname),
had been given a derelict Ottoman villa in Hamra, West Beirut, to use as a
space for an intervention during the Design Week, and he asked me if I’d be
interested in contributing a sound installation and live performance based on
the Egg recordings.
The sound-installation took the form of a rather straightforward sound
work, superimposing all my recordings of the call to prayer in the Egg, and
playing the resulting soundtrack back inside the villa’s spiral staircase. The
live performance was a first test run of the live performance in response to
the film screened at the Bartlett at COI. There were many aspects to the work
that seemed problematic, the act of taking sounds from the mythical Egg and
projecting them in another, usually closed to the public, building in Beirut,
the appropriation of the call to prayer as a continuous sound work in a predominantly Muslim neighbourhood and the use of Beirut as raw material for
a work about Beirut presented to Beiruties by an outsider.
I had not thought through the reservations I probably should have had, nor
did I take this work very seriously. That doesn’t mean I didn’t commit to
making it the best I could, it means I didn’t consider the work conceptually. I
wanted the installation and performance to impress through their sonic and
performative force, not their multi-layered meanings. Strangely, the Muslim
family that was temporarily housed on the ground floor of the villa, and who
was subjected to the continuously looping remix of the call to prayer didn’t
bat an eyelid, most of the audience was blown away by the sounds squeezed
from the Egg and all shared my obsession with the Egg, without ever
questioning my artistic license. But then, perhaps it was in fact an act of
condescension to assume they might; I wouldn’t think twice about a similar
work in London, even though I’m not from the UK.
Coming back to the film City of Impulse, in between the performances at the
villa, I wandered through the Egg endlessly with a camera and sound
recorder, exploring every nook and cranny of the building. The film is
nothing more; an edit of those slow walks filming the crumbling building, its
visual scars of the civil war, the remnants of what was before and after. The
soundtrack is a hyper-real version of the city as it sinks into and bounces off
the architecture. The sounds morph from an unfiltered and deafening
streetscape to the hollow flutter echoes of the actual egg-like cinema, the
subsonic blanket of heavy traffic fused with high pitched bird-song at the
base of the destroyed tower, the echoic and cavernous drips and clangs from
the flooded underground car park and finally the ghostly call to prayer in the
pitch black of the building’s lowest level.
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The reactions to the screening were wildly different, and sometimes
surprising and moving. I spoke to someone from Somalia, who was reminded
of the plight of his country by the film. He told me how Somalia was a very
free and progressive place in the years before Boko Haram, and how the film
had given him hope that perhaps Somalia would one day leave the war
behind and rebuild itself as Lebanon had done. A friend told me how she had
felt at the edge of her seat throughout the film, expecting something terrible
was about to happen throughout. I never aimed to make the film project such
a sense of anxious anticipation, but her comments reminded me of the
anxious energy that drives Beirut.
As the only film I’ve ever made that doesn’t document another work, but is a
work, it is nonetheless similar to my other films in its attempt to
communicate an experience. City of Impulse doesn’t overcome the
impossibility of doing so, but it did help me understand the possibility of
using film as a medium to get behind an experience, or become an
experience in its own right. In City of Impulse this was done by a stretching of
the truth through the hyper-amplification of the sound track, thus still by
chasing the shadow of Werner Herzog.

Fig. 146 unknown, The Egg in the early 1990s, just after the end of the civil war, and
before the demolition of the last standing tower
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Fig. 147/148 poster for City of Impulse/
recording call to prayer in The Egg, 2018
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In this conclusion I will summarize each chapter and reflect on the successes
and failures of my practical design work in the context of the written thesis
and vice versa. I will also discuss my future plans and consider the
importance and contributions of the research to various fields and
practitioners. Although I firmly believe the research has implications that
reach beyond my own practice, it is nonetheless important to acknowledge
the very personal roots of the research and its evolution over time. The
research questions that have driven both the thesis and practice originate in
the after-effects of memories that I tried to put into words at the start of
‘Altered States’ in Prologue One:
The space DHS had carved into the vinyl extended
far beyond the edges of Parkzicht. This collision of
geometries slowly liquefied its architecture,
turning the shadows on the walls into windows to
infinity. Sound and space had switched sides; steel
and concrete were evanescent, the DJ was an
architect. It was my first, but certainly not last,
experience of how the combined forces of music,
drugs and people can suspend the laws of physics.
I was 16 at the time and unaware of the existence of William James, Gustav
Fechner or the Russian avant-garde. I was also not aware of the fact that I was
participating in a culture, time and place that would be viewed as
revolutionary by today’s chroniclers of the history of electronic dance music.
Reflecting on the research, it is evident that I have attempted to imagine and
construct a transcendent present and future by looking at history. Both in the
written thesis and practical design work, genealogical vectors from historical
events, people and ideas were drawn and extended through the present and
into the future. Each variation of a vector would give me a different set of
projected coordinates, a different projection of the future.
The prologues at the start of the thesis set up a cosmology more than a
history; a universe where certain laws of physics hold true but where the
precise workings of those laws are still opaque. The liquefying force of
dancing, drugs, and sensory overload, the strange acoustic entanglements of
Beirut, and two parallel realities of time that affect spatial experience—as a
dimension we move through; and a dimension that moves through us—were
all presented as a cosmological prelude to the genealogy explored in the
thesis.
This genealogy brought the ideas of William James and Gustav Fechner,
the experiments of the Russian inter-disciplinarians, and electronic dance
music and culture into unprecedented dialogue. The connections I have
made between the various actors, ideas and works are entirely original to the
best of my knowledge. Through practical explorations of how the
combination of different parts of the genealogy might be put to work to
develop the ideas that run through that same genealogy, ‘Altered States’ has
sought to turn an alternative history, replete with overlapping concepts, into
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an arrow of time that projects plausible creative and experiential projections
of the future and provides novel insights into Gustav Fechner, William
James, the Russian avant-garde, electronic dance culture and waveform
transmissions.

SUMMARY
In the Introduction I presented the thesis’ main characters and arguments,
reflected on my multidisciplinary background, and discussed the practical
and historical context of the work. I defended my claim to originality by
pointing to the absence of academic literature at the intersection of 19th and
early 20th century philosophy, the history of technology, and electronic dance
music culture, and I argued that my insertion of an inter-active light-sound
installation in a club environment was distinct from the work of other related
practitioners. To make a case for the importance of creating interventions in a
club space, I pointed to the striking parallels between electronic dance
culture and the Russian inter-disciplinarians. These parallels, as I have
continued to argue throughout the thesis, are underpinned by a deep-rooted
interest in movement, habit and repetition, and are of crucial importance to
the nexus of waveform transmissions that lead to altered states.
In Chapter One: Waves, I discussed the philosophical theories of Fechner
and James. I explained their theories of consciousness, conceptualized as a
wave divided by a threshold, and emphasized the concept of transmissive
function and their speculations about what might be revealed by lowering
the threshold of consciousness to expose our subconscious. I also drew on
recent research in neuroscience and philosophy to reappraise Fechner’s and
James’ ideas and contributed my own speculative conceptual ideas about the
affect and effects of lowering the threshold of consciousness. I also discussed
wider discourse circulating in the late 19th and early 20th centuries concerned
with supernatural phenomena and the question of how these phenomena
were connected to the entire spectrum of waveform transmissions in nature. I
related this discourse to recent developments in quantum field theory, which
provides a new impetus for exploring the notion that all matter and life in
their most basic form are vibrations, resonances, and waveform
transmissions. Quantum field theory was further discussed in relation to the
concept of panpsychism and the idea that consciousness is universal and
transmissible, both of which were central to the theories of James and
Fechner.
The primary function of this chapter was to demonstrate, through
philosophical and theoretical analysis and interpretation, the extent to which
the threshold of consciousness could be shifted and the ramifications for
experience/ consciousness if this threshold was lowered. I developed
Fechner’s and James’ shared conviction that the threshold could indeed be
lowered by discussing related contemporary scientific and philosophical
research; and I explored the qualitative differences in sensory/spatial and
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time experience between our subconscious and conscious states. The ideas,
concepts and theories discussed in Waves are central to the thesis’
understanding of the Russian inter-disciplinarians’ experiments with light,
sound and movement. While few, if any, direct recorded links between
Fechner-James and the Russians exist, in depth historical analysis reveals a
distinct correlation between them. Specifically, the theories of Fechner and
James strongly resonate with the transcendent aims of the Russian interdisciplinarians, and the empirical endorsement of these theories by very
recent scientific discoveries bears directly on the significance of the interdisciplinarians’ experiments.
Chapter Two: Sensory Engineers of the 1920s, provided a comprehensive
overview of the Russian thinkers, engineers, artists and inventors, who
sought to lower the threshold of consciousness, use the transmissive function
of the brain, and expand the limits of perception by exploring the creative
possibilities of a nexus of waveform transmissions. The chapter opened with
a brief historical overview to clarify the societal evolutions that led to a
nationwide maximalism, which peaked in the 1920s. Next, I explored the
profound resonance between Fechner/James and the Russian interdisciplinarians in the context of related theoretical discourse in postrevolutionary Russia. The importance of this discourse to practical
experiments and applications at the time was further discussed in a section
dedicated to the work of the CIT, the Projectionists and Matyushin vis-à-vis
the ideas of Bogdanov, Bergson, Fechner and James. Additionally, I argued
that a shared obsession with technology, space travel, and utopian
maximalism indicated plausible links between Cosmism and Afrofuturism,
and I hinted at the similarities between the Proletkult movement and rave
culture. Both of these links were discussed in depth in Chapter Three. The
shared interest in movement, habit and repetition were interpreted as
providing a further conceptual connection between Fechner/ James/ Bergson,
the Russian inter-disciplinarians and electronic dance culture. The final
section of Chapter Two was dedicated to technological inventions and
developments that were integrated into the experiments of the interdisciplinarians. The pioneers of optical/graphical sound, Leon Theremin’s
work on telepathy, and the invention of television were discussed in the
context of their consciousness- and perception-expanding potentials. The
practical design works discussed in Chapter Four were all experimental
developments of these technologies, but they also incorporated the
theoretical ideas of Fechner, James and the inter-disciplinarians.
Chapter Three: TransmissionZ connected the historical search for altered
states of perception and a lowering of the threshold of consciousness to
electronic dance music culture. Based on my personal experiences in clubs
and at raves, I proposed that the blurring of sensory boundaries may be
responsible for the elastification of space and time that takes place in night
clubs, and that correlates with the perception-expanding aims of the Russian
inter-disciplinarians. The affective force of sound was explored by looking at
specific instances of sensory blurring in the night club and direct-to-body
rhythmic and tactile processes. I also examined the creative and state-altering
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possibilities of using virtual sonic spaces and (acoustic) fictions in a dance
club context. I argued that, in electronic dance culture, sound and light
interact with physical space in fluid and destabilizing ways, and that the timebased and dynamic nature of sound, light, and movement may be exploited
to become a catalyst for altered states. I discussed the shift from a perception
of moving through space to a perception of space-moving-through-you under
the influence of sound, light and movement and suggested that such a shift in
relation between time, space and the body may be an experience of time and
space normally below the threshold of consciousness. To further investigate
how sensory distortions under the influence of a club environment may in
fact be glimpses of subconscious perceptions, I discussed the role of drugs as
catalysts for, or intensifiers of, altered states. I concluded that drugs are
volatile and time-restrictive amplifiers of physiological and psychological
processes that may be set in motion by club experiences alone. I then
contextualized these processes by reflecting on the centrality of energy
transfers between sound, light and movement both in the dance club, and in
the theories and experiments of the Russian inter-disciplinarians. I proposed
that the energetic transfers found in clubs and at raves could potentially
lower the threshold of consciousness to reveal hidden parts-of-the-parts, thus
expanding the whole; and I argued that the nexus of sound, light and
movement in clubs was thus capable of generating instances of the altered
states theorized by James and Fechner, and experimented with by the
Russian inter-disciplinarians.
In Chapter Four: The Method, I described and analysed my PhD-related
design work. I began the chapter with a discussion of two preliminary works
to provide an insight into my creative roots and the natural development of
my artistic practice into design-based PhD research. I then analysed the
various creative experiments that eventually culminated in Altered
States/EDS, and elucidated how each individual experiment was connected to
the theoretical and practical elements of the genealogy. I discussed how one
experiment led to another in a developmental trajectory, and how the
failures and successes of each step of the process were important for the new
work. The incremental improvement of the work was given great emphasis,
and I provided a critical evaluation of each experiment. My use of fictional
narratives as a methodological tool was further contextualized and evaluated,
and I reflected on the effectiveness of this approach and its importance to the
research development and dissemination. I used the analysis of my final
design work Altered States/EDS as a cue to reflect on the successes and failures
of the research as a whole and to consider the extent to which the research
questions had been answered conclusively through the design work. I also
discussed the central hypothesis of the research, and contemplated the
effectiveness of its claim, wording and scope. I ended the chapter with a
description of a project in Beirut that took place after Altered States/ EDS. This
project was included to clarify how my first experience of Beirut has
continued to affect my practice, and how certain threads/ideas from PhD
have been transplanted to a new practical context. Even though my work in
Beirut is not a direct outcome of the PhD research, it has provided me with an
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important counterweight and sounding board to thought processes that were
intrinsic to ‘Altered States’.

REFlECTIONS
In Chapter Four I critically evaluated the design research and the extent to
which it had answered the research questions. I believe the research has
unearthed answers that, although not always conclusive or indeed positive,
are insightful and have relevance beyond my own practice. The genealogy I
have proposed is not an exclusive or fixed genealogy, but it nonetheless
provides an important alternative to existing genealogies that sheds new light
on both historical and contemporary practices and ideas. I consider it
imperative to continually update current conceptions and discourses through
carefully researched evaluations, even though such updates may be
speculative and open to criticism. All good academic work can be said to
provide a well-argued and critical analysis of the current status quo that
forms the basis for a proposed alternative direction for future thinking and
work, and I hope ‘Altered States’ will be viewed in this way. The thesis should
be considered a proposition: a suggested re-reading of the historical legacies
and origins of the Russian inter-disciplinarians that invites an exploration of
different permutations and developments of their work. My exploration of
the specific permutations and developments through electronic dance music
and culture does not negate the connection between the Russian interdisciplinarians and avant-garde art, or indeed the importance of its continued
inclusion within the fields of sound, installation and multi-media art. Rather,
it expands the number of fields and possible creative trajectories by adding
electronic dance music culture, while also suggesting an expansion of the
field of electronic dance music culture itself by proposing to integrate interactive installational work into club nights. As discussed in the Introduction,
this is not a new concept, but a concept that has not been explored within the
context of my proposed genealogy. The constructed connections between
Gustav Fechner, William James and the Russian inter-disciplinarians, and via
them electronic dance culture, should be read as a proposed extension and
re-appraisal of their separate achievements in light of each other. Fechner
and James are highly regarded and well-studied philosophers, whose
continued relevance in the fields of science, philosophy and theology is
widely recognized; but their relevance has not been discussed before in the
context of practice-based installational work and the genealogy imparted in
‘Altered States’.
Since the presented research was conducted as a PhD by design, the
relation between the practical work and the genealogy and research
questions must be evaluated. With respect to the former, one could ask if my
design work can be said to offer anything productive beyond the written
thesis and archival research. I have argued that historical analysis benefits
from a reconstruction of that history, which in the case of the Russian
disciplinarians naturally led to a development and re-imagining of past
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experiments and devices. William James emphasized throughout his life the
importance of evaluating philosophies through their ability to be practically
implemented. Because the research has argued that James’ theories were
discoverable in the works of the Russian inter-disciplinarians, and yet no
recorded links could be offered, it was imperative to offer evidence for my
arguments through practical design works. While I believe this to be an
approach that was both logical and necessary, the experiential and nondiscursive nature of my design work has nonetheless made it difficult to
present my findings as proof of the research’s inferred connections and
hypothesis. I do, however, believe that using design work to explore
experiential and non-discursive connections between history and the present
is a productive use of research through design. Furthermore, by incorporating
historical ideas and experiments into contemporary work that aims to add a
new impetus to the current fields of (sound) art and electronic dance music
culture, the practical work of ‘Altered States’ can also be viewed as research
for design. When evaluated as research for design, the importance of my
practical research resides in its proposed future directions, one of which is
the incorporation of installational and inter-active work inside club spaces.
The extent to which the practical work has been able to answer the
research questions has been discussed extensively in Chapter Four. With
respect to the working hypothesis of the research, I believe this was helpful as
a framework from which to approach the thesis’ genealogy, even if the
hypothesis can reasonably be criticized for its abstract formulation that
reality is a function of waveform transmissions. At the same time, the fusion
of electronic dance culture and the Russian inter-disciplinarians into
dynamic and inter-active design works stands as a convincing argument for
the state-altering potential of carefully designed interference patterns of
waveform transmissions.
In the Bartlett School of Architecture’s PhD by Design programme, the
written work and design work are given equal weight, which means that the
writing should be integral to the research as a whole. In this context, creative
writing is encouraged and supported throughout the programme, an aspect
to which I wholeheartedly subscribe, even if my experiments with fictional
accounts have not been entirely successful. Reflecting on the successes and
failures of my written work, my initial conviction that creative writing could
be integrated into the design work through fictions was not so much ill
conceived as it was poorly executed. The effortlessness of work by Jennifer
Walshe, Werner Herzog and others that I have referenced throughout the
thesis stands as evidence of the creative potential of fictions to excavate
deeper truths, and while my attempts to generate something similar within
the framework of the PhD did not rise to this level, a more sustained
engagement with fictions in a design context may be a profitable avenue to
explore in the future.
As discussed throughout the thesis, however, the mental processes
triggered by imagining connections between times, places and people have
been fruitful and successful as thought experiments that led to practical
experiments and suggested further reading. In this light, it is important to
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reflect on the further reading and its inclusion in the thesis. When I cast a
critical eye over the bibliography, it appears to me that the research would
have benefitted from a translation of various Russian manuscripts. During
my visits to Andrey Smirnov’s home and the archive of the Theremin
Institute, I was shown many documents that stemmed directly from the
Russian inter-disciplinarians, which I was only able to interpret through my
interviews with Andrey Smirnov, or through the translations that he himself
has published. A better gasp of the Russian language would thus have
benefited the research. With respect to the philosophical framework I have
used, my engagement with the work of Fechner and James has been
unflinchingly direct, and thorough enough to feel deeply enveloped by, and
indebted to, both. The further research into related ideas, both
contemporaneous and contemporary, has been a constant reminder of the
continuing importance of Fechner and James to a vast number of distinct and
inter-related fields that could not be comprehensively incorporated into the
thesis.
The bringing together of philosophical and historical work through an
excavation of existing literature should aid the research as an important
background to the design work, but it should also be a body of work that has
autonomous value and exceeds the sum of its parts. I believe ‘Altered States’
has succeeded in this respect. I consider my proposed genealogy as larger
than the sum of the parts it is made from, and as a narrative that feeds back to
those parts by adding new layers of meaning, possibility and creativity. The
practical experiments add both experiential plausibility to those new layers
and strengthen the bonds between the parts by actively fusing them into selfcontained design work.
Altered States’ contribution to knowledge, and its relevance to various
fields, including architecture, sound art, multi-media arts, design, and
phenomenology, can thus be evaluated both by considering the research as a
whole, and by analysing its various constituent parts. For scholars working
on the Russian avant-garde, electronic dance music culture, or the work of
William James/ Gustav Fechner, the feedback between elements of the
proposed genealogy may be helpful as a specific reading of history that has
no formal precedent but provides a plausible interpretive framework. For
practitioners in the fields of multi-media arts and electronic dance music, the
research provides a framework for inter-active interventions that push the
envelope of art and research as concept-driven work without negating the
power of multi-sensory experiences.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Following my viva, and as a direct result of my most recent project in Beirut,
my practice has moved substantially towards sound-for-film. Over the past
year, I have forged a deeply inspiring and productive collaboration with
filmmaker and researcher Henrietta Williams. We have produced two essay
films to date, and have co-written a module called Mediated Environments
for the MA in Situated Practice at the Bartlett School of Architecture. The
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module introduces students to the technical and creative possibilities of field
recording and the concept of the ‘essay film’, and students are asked to
produce their own short essay film as an integral part of the module.
The shift of my practice towards field recording, sound design, and film
music, has meant that the inter-active installational work produced as part of
my PhD research has not yet seen any further development. This may well
become an important feature of my work again in the future, and I believe
the current direction of my practice will be very beneficial to the sonic and
musical dimensions of any future iterations of Altered States/EDS. My work as
a musician/DJ has continued and will remain an important part of any future
work. ‘Altered States’ may well become the basis for a post-doctoral research
proposal, although my decision to pursue this will greatly depend on the
momentum of my practice outside of academia and my teaching
commitments.
My connection to, and love for, Beirut is unrelenting, and I am still involved
in on-going research projects with Theatrum Mundi, the RELIEF Centre, and
Recomposing The City, although the outbreak of Covid-19, and the very
recent terrible explosion in Beirut have made it impossible to gauge the
future of these projects.
The act of writing ‘Altered States’, and the experience of conducting PhD
research by design have been transformative. My practice has been enriched
by the self-reflexive and critical analysis demanded of me by my supervisors
Penelope Haralambidou, Jane Rendell and Adrian Lahoud. My ability to
communicate ideas has significantly improved through the constructive
criticism of my peers, supervisors and examiners. The entire research process
has made me a better researcher, a more confident public speaker, and
perhaps most crucially, has raised the level of my practice to new heights.
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